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Prefae

The present is a written version of leture notes for the introdutory ourse on the

Phenomenology of Elementary Partiles, held within the framework of the Master's

equivalent degree ourse in Physis at Insubria University in Como. The letures

were �rst delivered in the aademi year 2005/06 and have sine undergone some

evolution. The notes have been augmented and edited with the aim of being as

self-ontained as is reasonably possible and therefore of more general utility. They

are thus primarily intended for use by students with a basi knowledge of lassial

eletromagnetism, quantum mehanis and speial relativity but not neessarily,

for example, of quantum �eld theory. However, this volume should also hopefully

represent a useful referene text and study aid for other similar ourses.
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Chapter 1

Introdution

1.1 Supplementary reading

A (very short) list of suggested supplementary reading material follows. The books

by Perkins and by Martin and Shaw are partiularly reommended for their style,

larity and ompleteness and their relevane to the subjet matter of this ourse.

In addition, eah hapter ontains a more-or-less omprehensive list of ited works

(both original papers and more general pedagogial review artiles), whih may

be onsulted for further study.

We should �nally mention the Partile Data Group (PDG) Review of Partile

Physis (Patrignani et al., 2016), whih is updated every two years and, besides

providing a ompendium of high-energy partile-physis data, ontains many lear

and onise review artiles on various aspets of partile physis, inluding the

theory behind the standard model (SM).

Reading list

Braibant, S., Giaomelli, G. and Spurio, M. (2012), Partielle e Interazioni Fon-

damentali (Springer-Verlag Italia), 2nd. edition.

Cahn, R.N. and Goldhaber, G. (1989), The Experimental Foundations of Partile

Physis (Cambridge U. Press).

Close, F.E. (1979), An Introdution to Quarks and Partons (Aademi Press).

Halzen, F. and Martin, A.D. (1984), Quarks and Leptons (John Wiley & Sons).

Martin, B.R. and Shaw, G. (1997), Partile Physis (John Wiley & Sons), 2nd.

edition.
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Patrignani, C. et al., Partile Data Group (2016), Chin. Phys. C40 [10℄, 100001.

Perkins, D.H. (2000), Introdution to High Energy Physis (Cambridge U. Press),

4th. edition.

Povh, B., Rith, K., Sholz, C. and Zetshe, F. (1995), Partiles and Nulei

(Springer�Verlag).

Quinn, H.R. et al., Fundamental Partiles and Interations Chart Committee

(1989), preprint SLAC-PUB-4879.

1.2 Aims and philosophy

The spei� topi of this leture series is the phenomenology of partile physis

at both high and low energies. While a ertain basi knowledge of the theoretial

foundations (in partiular, notions of quantum mehanis and speial relativity)

is assumed and is neessary for a full appreiation of the subjets treated, the

main emphasis is plaed on the phenomenologial aspets and on the experimental

manifestation of the underlying dynamis and symmetries. In partiular, the role

of symmetries (exat and approximate) and their violation is entral to many of

the disussions. In this ontext, I an also reommend, as general supplementary

reading, the Dira Memorial Leture delivered by Weinberg (1987).

While the formulation and physial signi�ane of the Dira equation (1928)

is brie�y outlined, no attempt is made to enter into the realms of quantum �eld

theory. The formalism of Dira spinors and their relation to the symmetries of

spin, parity and harge-onjugation is, however, neessary. Moreover, in order to

desribe some of the phenomena that have played important roles in the growth

of our knowledge of partile interations, the notion of Feynman diagrams (1949)

is introdued in an intuitive manner.
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Chapter 2

Symmetries

(Disrete and Continuous)

In this hapter we shall mainly be onerned with disrete symmetries, or more

preisely: parity, harge-onjugation and time-reversal invarianes and also their

violation. However, sine we shall be fored to examine the weak interation in

some depth it is natural that some disussion be presented here of the �avour

symmetries present in the quark setor. In partiular, in order to explain CP
violation, it will be neessary to examine the question of quark mixing and the

Cabibbo model (1963) with its extension to the full three-generation piture due

to Kobayashi and Maskawa (1973). However, the prinipal topis here will remain

the symmetries of C, P and T .

2.1 Parity violation in weak interations

Within the realm of partile physis perhaps one of the �rst and most notable phe-

nomenologial manifestations of symmetry (or lak thereof) is related to the role

of parity in the weak interation. Of ourse, symmetry and its role in general was

reognised muh earlier: Einstein's development of the theory of relativity (both

speial and general) rests on notions of symmetry (with respet to the hoie of

referene frames) while Noether's seminal work (1918) on the relationship between

ontinuous symmetries and onserved quantities stands at the very foundation of

all modern theory, both lassial and quantum.

Parity, however, holds a speial plae as the �rst, simplest and previously

unquestioned symmetry to be found violated in Nature (Wu et al., 1957).

∗
This

∗
It is often reounted that when Abdus Salam, as a young researher, proposed a theory involving

parity violation to Wolfgang Pauli, he was uneremoniously dismissed with the remark: �This

young man does not realise the santity of parity!�

5
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opens the window onto a ompletely new perspetive: the breaking of symmetries.

Just over half a entury later it is now quite normal to seek violation of symmetries

and indeed to use the natural violations that an our at the quantum level to

explain, at least in part, the phenomenology of the partiles populating the world

we see and experiene.

2.1.1 The τ−θ puzzle

In the early �fties a puzzle arose (Dalitz, 1953) involving two new subatomi

partiles, then alled τ and θ. Both were members of the newly found family of

so-alled strange partiles, relatively long-lived objets that were being produed

in the new aelerator experiments. The long lifetimes of these partiles suggested

that, although the �nal states often only ontained strongly interating partiles,

they did not deay via the strong interation; they were thus deemed strange. The

τ+ and the θ+ are now known to be one and the same partile, the harged kaon

or K+
.

In fat, the τ+ and θ+ were found to be idential in terms of their mass, harge

and other properties (within experimental preision) and were only distinguished

by their deay modes.

∗
The two partiles deayed quite di�erently and hene their

being onsidered distint. The τ+ deayed into three pions (π+π+π−
or π+π0π0

)

while the θ+ produed only two (π+π0
). Indeed, it was only the di�erent deay

modes that distinguished them and suggested the need for two separate partiles.

The fat that their lifetimes were also very similar (idential within errors) rendered

the idea of two distint yet almost idential states (one might say �twins�) very

puzzling�no other known pair of partiles displayed suh striking similarity.

The intriguing neessity for two distint partiles arose from the realisation

that the parity of the two �nal states must be di�erent (Dalitz, 1953). In 1956,

based on observations of the harged-kaon deays, Lee and Yang were led to make

the (then extravagant) proposition that parity onservation might be violated.

†

They further suggested that if the answer to the τ�θ puzzle were indeed parity

violation, then suh an e�et might also be observed in the spatial distribution of

the β-deay of polarised nulei. In essene, they proposed measuring a pseudo-

salar quantity suh as p·s, where p is, say, the �nal eletron momentum and s,

say, the spin of the deaying nuleus.

Let us �rst examine why the parity assignments must di�er (Dalitz, 1953).

Experiments showed that the spin of both objets was zero; thus, the question of

∗
Naturally, their harge-onjugate versions or antipartiles, with opposite harge, also exist and

exhibit idential behaviour.

†
The 1957 Nobel Prize for Physis was awarded equally to Chen Ning Yang and Tsung-Dao

Lee for �their penetrating investigation of the so-alled parity laws whih has led to important

disoveries regarding the elementary partiles.�
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angular-momentum onservation is rather simple sine pions too have spin zero:

the total orbital angular momentum of the �nal state must then also be zero. With

zero orbital ontribution to the total angular momentum of the system, the overall

parity is just the produt of the intrinsi parities of the �nal-state partiles�reall

that the parity of the spatial part of the wave-funtion is simply (−1)L. This is

trivial in the two-pion ase; for three pions, while they may individually have non-

zero orbital angular momentum, the overall total anellation required implies

overall even parity of the spatial part. The parities of the �nal states are then

determined by the intrinsi parities of the pions they ontain.

2.1.2 Intrinsi parity and its measurement

All partiles either naturally possess or may be assigned an intrinsi parity. In

the ase of fermions a onsequene of the Dira equation is that any given fermion

and antifermion have opposite parities. Sine fermion number is onserved (only

fermion�antifermion pairs may be reated or annihilated), the absolute value of,

say, the eletron parity is undetetable and irrelevant. By onvention, the parity

of fermions (antifermions) is taken as positive (negative) although no physial

signi�ane may be attahed to either separately. However, the intrinsi parity of

a fermion�antifermion pair is meaningful and is thus predited to be negative.

Reall that the parity of a ompound state is just the produt of the parities of

the parts. The parity of a qq̄ meson is thus the produt of the intrinsi parities of

the quarks of whih it is omposed and the parity of the spatial wave-funtion de-

sribing their relative orbital motion. In other words, Pπ=PqPq̄(−1)L=(−1)L+1
,

where L is the orbital quantum number. This has the immediate onsequene that

a pion, being the lowest-mass, zero-spin qq̄ state (and therefore presumably with

zero internal orbital angular momentum and with the quark and antiquark spins

antiparallel), should have negative intrinsi parity. This is indeed experimentally

veri�ed; i.e. it is pseudosalar.

The measurement of Pπ=−1 is oneptually rather simple: onsider assoiated

prodution (via the parity-onserving strong interation) of a neutron pair from

a low-energy, negatively harged pion inident on a deuteron (Chinowsky et al.,

1954):

π−d → nn. (2.1.1)

The deuteron is a spin-one nuleus (Lpn=0 and Spn=1) of positive parity and

the pion has zero spin, while the proton and neutron both have spin one-half.

In any ase, the two nuleons are, with respet to parity, merely spetators in

this proess. What are important are the relative initial- and �nal-state orbital

angular momenta. Now, the proess is atually that of K-apture: the pion is

initially trapped, forming an exited pioni atom, and then rapidly asades down
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to the lowest Bohr orbit, i.e. an s-wave, from whih it then interats with the

deuteron. The total angular momentum of the initial state is thus one, but with

Lπd=0 and therefore positive spatial parity. The parity of the initial and (so too)

the �nal states is therefore preisely the pion parity: Pπ=(−1)Lnn
.

The orbital angular momentum of the �nal state ould, in priniple, be meas-

ured by studying (statistially) the angular distribution of the neutrons produed.

However, it is easier to appeal to the Fermi�Dira statistis obeyed by a system

of two idential fermions. The �nal nn system must have unit total angular mo-

mentum and this an be onstruted from either a sum of the two neutron spins

giving zero (singlet) and orbital motion L=1 or a sum of spins giving one (triplet)

and orbital motion L=0, 1 or 2.∗ For the spin-singlet state, we have the following

spin wave-funtion:

1√
2

(
|↑↓〉 − |↓↑〉

)
. (2.1.2a)

Note, in partiular, that it is antisymmetri under interhange of the neutrons.

Sine they are idential fermions, the spatial part must then be symmetri and

thus L even. The total spin an then only be even and therefore one is exluded.

For the triplet state, on the other hand, we have the following three possible spin

wave-funtions:

|↑↑〉, 1√
2

(
|↑↓〉+ |↓↑〉

)
, |↓↓〉. (2.1.2b)

These are all symmetri under interhange and thus the spatial part must be

antisymmetri, giving L odd, whih will only aommodate L=1, ombining with
S=1 to provide total spin one. Therefore, we must have S=1, L=1, negative
spatial parity and Pπ=−1.

Exerise 2.1.1. By onsidering the intrinsi parities of the proton and neutron,

together with their known orbital and spin alignments inside the deuteron, show

that indeed we do expet Pd=+1.

2.1.3 The physial onsequenes of parity violation

As mentioned earlier, the idea then was to measure the dependene of some deay

rate on a pseudo-salar quantity suh as p·s. The reason for this is quite simple.

Let us suppose that the transition matrix element or quantum amplitude for some

deay rate (or, of ourse, interation ross-setion) takes the general form

M ∝ A+B p·s, (2.1.3)

with A and B salar quantities that do not depend (linearly) on either p or s.

Then, sine p is a polar vetor, it hanges sign under the ation of parity inversion

∗
Reall that angular momenta are to be added vetorially.
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while s, a pseudovetor or axial vetor, does not. The B term will thus hange

sign with respet to the A term and so

∣∣MP
∣∣ 6=

∣∣M
∣∣, (2.1.4)

where M
P
stands for the orresponding matrix element under parity inversion.

Suh a di�erene would be preisely a manifestation of the parity violation that

Lee and Yang sought.

Now, although it is not possible to apply P as suh experimentally, the presene

of a parity-violating term may be deteted from the spatial dependene it implies.

For example, for a �xed spin s, we also have that

∣∣M(−p)
∣∣ 6=

∣∣M(+p)
∣∣ . (2.1.5a)

And so it is su�ient to simply examine, e.g., the deay rate for �nal-state eletron

momenta parallel and antiparallel to the nuleon spin axis. Note that the two

statements are entirely equivalent. A �nal-state eletron observed moving, say,

parallel to the nuleon spin axis, moves in the opposite diretion in the parity-

inverted experiment. Note also that analogously, for �xed p, we have

∣∣M(−s)
∣∣ 6=

∣∣M(+s)
∣∣ . (2.1.5b)

2.1.4 Parity violation in β-deay

The invitation to perform an experiment to detet suh parity violation was taken

up shortly after in 1957 by Wu et al.

∗†
of Columbia University in New York. At

that time Wu was onsidered a world expert on β-deay and Lee also worked at

Columbia.

The basi requirement of polarising the initial-state deaying nuleus then led

Wu et al. to selet Co60
as it has a nulear spin of J =5 in natural units (with a

large magneti moment too). The experiment was by no means simple; in order

to substantially polarise the obalt speimen and avoid depolarisation by thermal

motion, exeedingly low temperatures and thus new refrigeration tehniques were

neessary. To this end Wu enlisted the help of Ernest Ambler, a ryogenis expert.

∗
Why, after all this time, some texts still refer to the leader of the group as Madame Wu is a

mystery. In a modern age referene to the gender of a researh sientist (or indeed of anyone

when gender is irrelevant) is, at best, belittling. Indeed, if one wished to attah a title to the

name of, say, Feynman or Fermi, it would be Prof. and ertainly not Monsieur.

†
Although, perhaps rather surprisingly, Wu did not reeive the Noble prize for this disovery,

her ontribution was reognised via many other honours and awards: she was the �rst female

president of the Amerian Physial Soiety and the �rst winner of the Wolf Prize in Physis,

to mention just two.
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Indeed, so onvined was Wu of the importane of suh an experiment that she

forwent a long-awaited trip to her native China and immediately set about prepar-

ing the neessary equipment at the National Bureau of Standards' headquarters in

Maryland, where important failities were available. And so, with group members

sleeping in the laboratory in order to be ready when the required temperatures

were reahed, just a few months after the disussions with Lee and Yang the ex-

periments were performed.

The measurement of any variations with respet to p would require either two

idential detetors or two independent runs with a single detetor being plaed

�rst above and then below the deaying speimen. However, the di�ulties in

ontrol over systematis would render any di�erene found highly suspet. The

observation exhibited in Eq. (2.1.5b) was thus exploited and the polarisation axis

�ipped by inverting the applied (vertial) polarising magneti �eld. Still, some

ontrol over systematis was desirable and so advantage was taken of the full

deay hain. The basi β-deay proess is

Co60 → Ni60 ∗ + e− + ν̄e, (2.1.6)

where the nikel daughter (J =4) is left in an exited state. The subsequent trans-

ition to the Ni60
ground state is a two-step proess involving double γ emission.

Both transitions are of the eletri-quadrupole (E4) type with its harateristi

double-lobe angular distribution. The presene of nulear polarisation may thus

be heked by observation of the relative γ-ray intensities in the polar (i.e. vertial)
and equatorial diretions (i.e. horizontal); the emitted photons prefer to lie in the

equatorial plane rather than along the polarisation axis.

The proedure thus essentially onsisted of ooling the speimen to ∼0.01K
and applying a magneti �eld along, say, the z diretion. The refrigeration system
was then swithed o� and ontinuous read-outs were taken of both the polar β
�ux and the polar and equatorial γ intensities. This was then repeated with the

polarising magneti �eld inverted. The results are displayed in Fig. 2.1 and may

be summarised via the following angular deay distribution for the eletrons with

respet to the polarisation axis of the Co60
nuleus (as suggested by Lee and Yang):

I(θ) ∝ 1 + α
v

c
cos θ, (2.1.7)

where, given that cosθ=±1 here, the asymmetry parameter α is e�etively meas-

ured diretly. Wu et al. found α negative and gave a lower-limit estimate of

|α|>∼ 0.7. In fat, α is negative for eletrons and positive for positrons. More

preise measurements later showed that, in general, |α|=1; i.e. parity is maxim-

ally violated in β-deay.
Sine the energies are so low that orbital angular momentum an play no role,
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Figure 2.1: Results of the parity violation experiment performed by Wu et al. (1957).

The γ anisotropy and the β asymmetry with the polarising magneti �eld pointing up

and down as funtions of the time after swithing o� the ryostat.

one an make an argument to infer the eletron spin by noting that ∆J =−1 for

the nulei in this deay and therefore the eletron�neutrino pair must arry o�

one unit of spin aligned in the positive z diretion, i.e. both spins must be aligned

along the same positive z diretion. Sine the eletron tends to move along the

negative z diretion, it must have heliity −1;∗ in other words, it is left handed.

Likewise, in β-plus deays the positron is found to be always right handed.

�The sudden liberation of our thinking on the very struture of the physial

world was overwhelming.�

Chien-Shiung Wu

∗
Reall that heliity is de�ned as h := p̂·ŝ and therefore −1<h<+1.
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2.1.5 The heliity of the neutrino

The measurements performed by Wu et al., while unequivoally indiating that

parity is indeed violated and that the eletrons (positrons) emerging are left (right)

handed, did not provide any indiation as to the relative spin alignment of the

(undeteted) neutrinos. Just a few months later Goldhaber et al. (1958) thus set

out to measure the heliity of neutrinos produed in β-deay. The method devised

is ingenious (see Fig. 2.2), ombining as it does a number of non-trivial physial

Figure 2.2: Apparatus for analysing the irular polarisation of γ-rays in the experiment

to measure neutrino heliity performed by Goldhaber et al. (1958).

e�ets and phenomena.

The proess used was K-apture:

Eu152 + e− → Sm152 ∗ + νe
|→ Sm152 + γ, (2.1.8)

J = 0 1 0

in whih the samarium daughter nuleus subsequently de-exites via γ-emission.
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The spin atually measured was that of the emitted γ. The analysing magnet and

blok of magnetised iron surrounding the soure served to �lter out one or other

of the two possible γ heliities: a photon may be absorbed by an atomi eletron

if and only if their spins are opposite (the eletron then �ips its spin to onserve

angular momentum). Conversely, a photon with spin parallel to the eletrons in

the blok of iron will pass relatively unhindered.

−→
γ
⇒ +

e−

←
γ
⇒ +

e−

→ . . .
photon diretion absorbed unabsorbed

(2.1.9)

Sine the γ-emission proess involves a J =1 nuleus deaying into J =0, the
photon evidently arries the same spin as the original nuleus, whih in turn must

be opposite to that of the neutrino.

In order to extrat the neutrino heliity, information is also needed on its

diretion of motion (without diretly deteting it). The lower samarium resatterer

is only e�etive for those photons with energy exatly orresponding to the �rst

exited state (from whih the photons were originally produed). Now, the e�et

of the nulear reoil in suh proesses results in emitted photons with slightly less

than the exitation energy while absorbed photons need slightly more. Therefore,

were both the emitting and absorbing samarium nulei both stationary, there ould

be no absorbtion. However, in the K-apture proess, for whih the aptured

eletron is essentially at rest while the neutrino is emitted with a non-negligible

energy, the daughter nuleus reoils. Suh a reoil may be su�ient, if it is in the

right diretion, to provide the neessary extra energy to the subsequently emitted

photon. Thus, only a photon produed from a nuleus moving in the same diretion

(and therefore opposite to the neutrino) may be resattered and �nally deteted.

To reap, the photon and neutrino move in opposite diretions and also have

opposite spin projetions; they therefore have the same heliities. By omparing

the ounting rate with the magneti �eld applied in the positive and negative

vertial diretions, Goldhaber et al. were thus able to infer the neutrino heliity or

handedness. The results demonstrate that the neutrino too is always left handed.

Similar experiments on antineutrino emission (using, e.g., Hg203
) show that the

antineutrino is instead right handed (as too is the positron emitted in β+
-deay).

2.1.6 Muon-deay experiments

The �ndings of Wu et al. were on�rmed by parallel experiments on muon deay

arried out at almost the same time by Garwin, Lederman and Weinrih (1957).

For ompleteness, we shall just brie�y review the basi onepts. One again, the

idea ame from Lee and Yang: they suggested studying pion deay into muons
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and the subsequent in-�ight muon deay, thus

π+ → µ+ + νµ
|→ e+ + νe + ν̄µ. (2.1.10)

In the �rst deay, thanks to parity violation, the muon spin is predominantly

aligned along its diretion of motion. The muons are then stopped in a arbon

target and are assumed to lose little of their polarisation in the stopping proess.

If this is the ase, then again, by virtue of parity violation, the deay eletrons

will emerge with an angular distribution with respet to the muon diretion of the

form

I(θ) ∝ 1 + α cos θ. (2.1.11)

In fat, rather than moving the detetors, the experimenters exploited the magneti

moment of the muon to preess its spin. The measured distribution suggested a

value α=0.33±0.03. The fat that here |α| 6=1 an be explained by the non-trivial
omposite nature of the pion.

2.1.7 Interpretation

While one might be led to attribute the existene of parity violation to the neutrino

itself, a loser inspetion reveals this to be wrong. The reason that suspiion falls on

the neutrino has to do with its mass, or rather lak thereof. A left-handed eletron

appears so only in ertain referene frames. However, if the observer is boosted to

a veloity exeeding that of the eletron (whih is always possible for a massive

partile), then it will now appear to have the opposite veloity while maintaining

the same spin projetion and will thus have e�etively �ipped its heliity to beome

right handed. There an therefore be nothing intrinsially speial about a right-

or left-handed eletron, or indeed any massive fermion. In ontrast, a massless

neutrino always travels at the speed of light and so a neutrino that is left handed

in some given referene frame appears left handed in any frame. It is thus tempting

to attribute parity violation to the non-existene of the right-handed neutrino and

left-handed antineutrino.

What has not been mentioned here yet is that there are also a large number of

weak deays that do not involve neutrinos (so-alled non-leptoni deays) but in

whih parity is still violated. A simple example is furnished by the deay hannels

Λ0 → pπ−, nπ0. (2.1.12)

By virtue of a non-zero magneti moment, the Λ0
may easily be polarised (this

is indeed how its magneti moment is measured) and thus one may measure the
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orrelation between the Λ0
spin diretion and say the momentum diretion of the

emitted nuleon (the nuleon and pion naturally emerge bak-to-bak in the Λ0

rest frame). Again, suh a quantity, depending on a salar produt p·s, violates
parity. In this ase the asymmetry parameter is α≈0.64. Again, the reason |α| 6=1
has to do with the non-trivial internal struture of baryons.

Consequently, we must asribe the violation of parity to the nature of the

weak interation itself. This will be disussed fully in the next setion; su�e it

to say here that the nature of the weak fore is suh that it only ouples left-

handed fermions and right-handed antifermions. In other words, at this level it

is entirely irrelevant whether or not the right-handed neutrino exists: it is simply

non-interating or sterile.

It should be pointed out that the e�ets examined above are all examples of

diret parity violation; i.e., they are diretly aused by parity violation in the

interation involved in the proess observed. However, the presene of a parity

violating interation an indue parity mixing in, e.g., bound states (nuleons,

nulei and even atoms), whih may then manifest itself via the apparent violation

of parity in some proess (usually a deay). Suh an e�et is then said to be

indiret parity violation.

2.1.8 Closing remarks

�Disoveries in physis often depend on looking toward a new diretion, quite

often with the very latest detetor tehnology. Parity non-onservation is

an exeption. The reason it was not disovered [earlier℄ was not beause it

was at the margin of detetor tehnology, but simply beause people did not

look for it.�

Tsung-Dao Lee

Indeed, suh an experiment ould easily have been performed thirty years earlier

and it is probable that the e�et had been seen as early as the twenties but not

reognised. In fat, it was not until the thirties and the work of Wigner that the

role of parity was at all appreiated.

2.2 V −A formulation of the weak urrents

As we have seen in the previous setion, parity violation, at least in the ase of

leptoni interations, is maximal. The questions now raised are how this may be

explained and what impliations there might be.
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2.2.1 The Dira equation

As mentioned in the previous setion, the properties of fermions with respet to

spatial inversion are ditated by the form of the Dira

∗
equation (1928). This is

onneted to the question of spin and the fat that the Dira equation relates

partile to antipartile and automatially inludes spin states. We shall now

provide a very brief desription of the Dira equation and its main properties.

In quantum mehanis the wave equations governing partile motion may be

dedued from the lassial laws via substitution of dynamial variables suh as

momentum and energy with operators, thus: E→ i∂/∂t and p→− i∇ or, for a

relativistially ovariant version, pµ→ i∂µ.† The free-partile Shrödinger equa-

tion is then derived from

E =
p
2

2m
. (2.2.1)

The Dira equation is the result of an attempt to formulate a Lorentz ovariant

wave equation that avoids ertain problems of negative energies. If we attempt to

replae (2.2.1) with Einstein's version

p2 = m2, (2.2.2)

where p is now a four-vetor, we obtain the Klein�Gordon equation (Klein, 1927

and Gordon, 1926). However, owing to the presene of E2
in Einstein's equation,

apparently unphysial negative-energy solutions naturally arise.

Dira's idea was e�etively to take the square root of this equation and seek

to adopt something of the form

pµ ∼ m. (2.2.3)

Now, sine pµ transforms as a vetor while m is a salar quantity, we evidently

need to saturate the index µ:
γµpµ = m, (2.2.4)

where γµ, a new objet introdued ad ho, must evidently have speial properties.

Indeed, this equation should still agree with the Einstein relation (2.2.2) and so,

squaring, we require that

γµpµ γ
νpν = p2 (2.2.5)

to be ompletely equivalent to (2.2.2). That is,

1
2
{γµ, γν}pµpν = γµpµ γ

νpν = p2 = pµpµ = gµνpµpν , (2.2.6)

∗
The 1976 Nobel Prize for physis was awarded equally to Erwin Shrödinger and Paul Adrien

Maurie Dira for �the disovery of new produtive forms of atomi theory.�

†
We shall immediately adopt the �natural� units of the high-energy physiist, in whih both c
and ~ are set equal to unity.
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where the �rst step is made by assuming the oe�ient vetors γµ to ommute with

pµ, as they must to avoid spurious fores, and then symmetrising in the indies

µ,ν (sine pµpν is symmetri). The above requirement is then satis�ed if

{γµ, γν} = 2gµν 1, (2.2.7)

where the 1 is the identity in the spae spanned by the γµ. This is just the Cli�ord
algebra, whih may be rendered with a matrix representation.

The standard 4×4 representation is that of Dira, given in the appendies:

γ0 =

(
1 0
0 −1

)
and γ =

(
0 σ

−σ 0

)
, (A.1.11)

where a 2×2 blok notation has been used and the σ are just the usual Pauli

matries. The Dira equation is then

iγµ∂µψ = mψ, (2.2.8)

where ψ must now be a four-omponent spinor. The role of the four omponents

is unovered by oupling the equation to a (lassial) eletromagneti potential

Aµ via the usual proedure of minimal oupling : pµ→pµ−eAµ or equivalently

i∂µ→ i∂µ−eAµ. Consideration of a lassial eletri (salar) potential A0
and

the form of γ0 reveals that, if the upper two omponents of ψ are to desribe an

eletron of harge −|e|, then the lower two desribe an objet of harge +|e|, or
the positron. Moreover, onsideration of the magneti part in the low-energy limit

reveals the spin ontent and the predition of a gyromagneti ratio equal to two.

We further �nd that the various transformations of spatial inversion (or parity),

time reversal and harge onjugation are obtained via multipliation by suitable

ombinations of the γµ (together with any other neessary transformations, e.g.

x→−x or t→−t). In partiular, the parity operation, besides sending x→−x
requires the spinors to be multiplied by γ0. The sign di�erene between the upper

and lower bloks of this matrix leads to the opposite parity assignment for fermion

and antifermion.

If we wish to have a natural (positive de�nite) objet for a probability density,

suh as ψ†ψ, then we are led to de�ne the urrent orresponding to the Dira

equation as

jµ ≡ ψ γµ ψ, (2.2.9)

where the natural �onjugate� spinor is ψ≡ψ†γ0. In eletromagnetism the oupling

between the eletron and the eletromagneti �eld is then perfetly well desribed

by an interation of the form j·A. Taking this as a template for partile inter-

ations, one immediately realises it is not unique; the most general form for a
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�urrent� is ψΓψ, where Γ an be any one of a number of matries spanning the

Dira spinor spae.

Brie�y, as the reader may easily verify, the free-partile plane-wave solutions

to the Dira equation take the following form:

ψ(x) = w(p, s) e− iǫ p·x, (2.2.10)

where the sign ǫ=± will be explained shortly, w(p,s) is a onstant, four-omponent

spinor, ontaining both energy�momentum (p) and spin (s) information and whih

satis�es

ǫ γµpµw(p, s) = mw(p, s), (2.2.11)

in whih p is no longer an operator. The sign of the exponent determines two types

of solutions. In fat, the Dira equation does not eliminate the negative-energy

solutions but gives them a meaning: antimatter. Thus, aording as to whether

ǫ=± the spinor w(p,s) takes on di�erent forms.

Exerise 2.2.1. Verify that the free-partile plane-wave solutions to the Dira

equation do indeed take the form shown in Eq. (2.2.10), with the spinor w(p,s)
satisfying Eq. (2.2.11).

The general form of a free-partile state is then

ψ(x) = w(p) e−
i

~
ǫ p·x, (2.2.12)

where the spinor w(p) is

w(p) =





u(p) =



√
E +m 1

√
E −m σ·p̂


⊗ χ (positive-energy),

v(p) =



√
E −m σ·p̂
√
E +m 1


⊗ χ (negative-energy),

(2.2.13)

and the two-omponent spinor χ is

(
1
0

)
and

(
0
1

)
.

2.2.2 Relativisti urrents

Thus far we have two possibilities: 1 and γµ. However, this sixteen-dimensional

Dira spae o�ers three other di�erent possibilities. First of all, let us onstrut the

speial matrix γ5≡ iγ0γ1γ2γ3, whih immediately provides �ve more independent

piees: γ5 and γ5γ
µ
.

∗
Finally, it is onventional to inlude the antisymmetri

∗
Note that, as de�ned, in four dimensions we have {γ5,γµ}=0.
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produt (with six independent omponents) σµν ≡ i
2
[γµ,γν ]. There are then �ve

distint types of urrents:

ψ1ψ, ψ γ5 ψ, ψ γµ ψ, ψ γ5γ
µ ψ, ψ σµν ψ, (2.2.14)

whih go under the names of salar, pseudosalar, (polar) vetor, axial (or pseudo-)

vetor and tensor, respetively. These names re�et their properties under Lorentz

transformations and also under spatial inversion. Eah urrent also has spei�

properties under temporal inversion and harge onjugation.

From the preeding disussion one sees that the vetor urrent is related to the

momentum of a partile while examination of the role of γ5 and γ5γ
µ
reveals that

the axial-vetor urrent is related to intrinsi spin. The others, however, have no

simple physial interpretation, while the form of vetor and axial-vetor urrents

suggests how to proeed in order to obtain parity-violating matrix elements. Given

the above form of the spinor solutions, one �nds that ψγ5γ
µψ measures just the

spin sµ of a partile.

Exerise 2.2.2. Verify that ψγ5γ
µψ does indeed give preisely the spin sµ of the

partile and �nd the onstant of proportionality.

2.2.3 Fermi theory

The basis for the Fermi theory of nulear β-deay (1934)

∗
rests on the ansatz of a

four-body point-like interation:

Mfi ∝ G
F

∫
d3
xψ∗

A
′(x)ψ∗

e(x)ψ
∗
ν(x)ψA(x). (2.2.15)

The (trivial) spin struture impliit in this form for the matrix element naturally

leads to a desription of the so-alled Fermi transitions, in whih the e�ν pair ar-

ries zero total angular momentum. Inluding the two-omponent spinorial forms

due to Pauli allows for a desription of the so-alled Gamow�Teller transitions,

in whih the e�ν pair have their spins aligned and so arry one unit of angular

momentum. However, there is no apparent relation between the two types of

transitions. Phenomenologially, even taking into aount a fator three for the

triplet �nal state, a further (phenomenologial) fator ∼5/4 is needed if the same

onstant G
F

is to desribe both.

†

∗
The 1938 Nobel Prize for Physis was awarded to Enrio Fermi for �his demonstrations of

the existene of new radioative elements produed by neutron irradiation, and for his related

disovery of nulear reations brought about by slow neutrons.�

†
To be preise, a omplete desription of the substruture in terms of quarks is required, but we

shall see how this works later.
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One of the great assets of Dira's relativisti formulation is that it plaes severe

onstraints on the di�erent omponents, linking spin-dependent and -independent

matrix elements. In order to replae the simple non-relativisti Fermi intera-

tion above with a relativisti version, the onept of urrent�urrent interation

must be introdued, whih is borrowed from the only omplete theory we have:

namely, quantum eletrodynamis (QED). Thus, it is natural to write the possible

interation terms shematially in the form

∝ G
F

∫
d3
x j†1(x)·j2(x), (2.2.16)

where j1,2 may be any ombination of the above �ve urrents above, provided that

the indies may be suitably saturated. This is the most general form ompatible

with the Dira onstrution. It turns out that eah urrent leads to di�erent parity

and angular-momentum seletion rules and also to di�erent angular distributions.

One may thus experimentally identify whih is the orret form. It is found that

only the vetor, ψγµψ, and axial-vetor, ψγ5γ
µψ, forms (desribing Fermi and

Gamow�Teller transitions, respetively) ontribute to the weak interation.

Now, the parity assignments are preisely those of a vetor (negative) and an

axial-vetor (positive). However, sine the deay distribution is determined by

the modulus squared of the transition matrix element, neither taken separately

an provoke parity violation. Therefore, a ombination must be taken. The two

possible extremes are V ±A or

jµ
W

= ψ (γµ ± γµγ5)ψ. (2.2.17)

The ordering γµγ5 is hosen so that the fatorised form γµ(1±γ5) makes expliit

the natural projetive property.

Exerise 2.2.3. Using the Dira matrix algebra and the spinor struture given,

show that the operators PR/L :=
1
2
(1±γ5) projet onto right- and left-handed heli-

ities respetively.

It turns out that the signs of the asymmetries found in the experiments by

Wu et al., Goldhaber et al. and Garwin et al. (and many others) are onsistent

with just one spei� hoie: V −A (Sudarshan et al., 1958 and Feynman et al.,

1958). That is, the weak interation is maximally parity violating and involves

only left-handed urrents. A simple and experimentally veri�able onsequene of

this form is that parity will only be violated in those nulear β-deays in whih

both Fermi and Gamow�Teller transitions are possible and play a role. Indeed,

parity violation is seen to be the result of an interferene e�et and, as suh,

is evidently a quantum-mehanial phenomenon�it annot be aommodated by

lassial physis.
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As mentioned above, in other than purely leptoni deays, when hadrons take

part, this maximal violation is not always apparent owing to the omplex internal

struture of hadroni matter (in partiular, that of the baryons). However, if

hadrons are desribed as bound states of quarks and proper aount is made for

the quark-spin symmetry (see the quark model later), then one �nds that again

the violation is maximal at the purely quark level and the weak urrent is still

preisely V −A. Let us again emphasise that the V −A form fatorises as follows:

ψ (γµ − γµγ5)ψ = 2ψγµ 1
2
(1− γ5)ψ = 2ψ

L

γµψ
L

, (2.2.18)

where ψ
L

≡ 1
2
(1−γ5)ψ. This demonstrates that only left-handed (elementary) fer-

mions interat weakly although, of ourse, the existene of right-handed fermions

is not expliitly preluded.

It should also be appreiated that impliit in this desription of parity (P )
violation is the violation of harge onjugation (C) symmetry: all fermions that

interat weakly are left handed while all antifermions are right handed. However,

sine the two violations go perfetly hand-in-hand the ombined symmetry CP is

onserved. In other words, while omparisons of either �mirror� or �antipartile�

experiments reveal di�erenes, the translation to �mirror�antipartile� experiments

returns the original experimental observations, e.g., β+
-deay viewed in a mirror is

indistinguishable from β−
-deay. Later on we shall examine very speial systems

in whih even CP is violated.

Exerise 2.2.4. Show how the transformation properties derived earlier lead to a

form γµ(1+γ5) for antifermion urrents.

2.3 Cabibbo theory

2.3.1 Universality

The Fermi desription of the weak interation requires a new oupling onstant:G
F

.

The β-deay matrix element is proportional to G
F

and thus the deay rates are

proportional to G2
F

. In muon deay all partiipants are elementary and so there

are no other unknown ingredients. Knowledge of the muon lifetime thus translates

diretly into a measurement of G
F

. We have (Patrignani et al.)

τµ = 2.19703± 0.00004× 10−6 s, (2.3.1)

whih (in natural units) leads to

G
F

= 1.16637± 0.00001× 10−6 GeV−2. (2.3.2)
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Note that to arrive at this result, the full eletroweak theory (see later) has been

used. Now, already the formulation in terms of Dira spinors has uni�ed the

desription of Fermi and Gamow�Teller transitions. However, there still remains

the question of the relationship between hadroni and leptoni weak ouplings, and

even between di�erent hadrons. That is, how does the above value for G
F

ompare

with that dedued, for example, from neutron β-deay or from eletron�neutrino

sattering? In other words, is it universal?

In the ase of other purely leptoni proesses the answer is simple, the agree-

ment is perfet within errors. Here, though, the theory is rather simple: for purely

leptoni proesses, the partiles partiipating are all elementary. When dealing

with semi-leptoni and even more so for non-leptoni proesses, the details of the

hadroni bound state (baryon or meson) loud the issue somewhat. Let us examine

in more detail the ase of neutron and also nulear β-deay.
When Cabibbo was developing his theory of hadroni weak ouplings in 1963

there was, as yet, no notion of the quark substruture and so the desription

was onstruted purely in terms of the physial baryon or meson states. And

this is how we shall proeed for the time being. As already noted, there are two

general types of nulear transitions (Fermi and Gamow�Teller), whih we have

disovered orrespond to vetor and axial-vetor ouplings respetively. In analogy

with eletromagnetism, it is natural to assign harges gV and gA respetively. As

has already been hinted, the ratio gA/gV is not unity, as might be hoped by

appealing to universality, but is nearer to 5/4.∗ However, given that hadrons are

not point-like objets (evidently having non-trivial substrutures) and that the

stringent relations on partile spins provided by the Dira formulation only apply

to point-like elementary partiles (e.g. the eletron), it is not surprising that gV
and gA do not appear to have a strit relationship.

†

The vetor harge gV , by analogy with eletromagnetism, is thus given quite

simply as a sort of weak harge, whih may be set to unity via the normalisation

and de�nition of G
F

. On the other hand, gA may be thought of as a sort of weak

magneti moment and, as suh, for omposite objets annot be �xed by any

normalisation. This means that in order to measure G
F

, proesses are needed in

whih the transition is purely of the Fermi type. By noting that the Gamow�Teller

transitions involve a spin-one eletron�neutrino pair, we see that it is su�ient to

onsider transitions in whih this is prohibited. In general, even if the variation

of total nulear spin ∆J is zero, sine angular momenta add vetorially, it is still

possible to have Leν 6=0. The exeption is the ase in whih J =0 for both the

∗
The ratio may be determined by measuring various angular and/or spin orrelations. The

present PDG value is rather preise: gA/gV =1.2701±0.0025 (PDG-2016 � Patrignani et al.,

2016). Note that the overall sign is a matter of onvention.

†
We shall see later, however, that the quark model of hadroni struture, with its symmetries,

does atually salvage even this aspet.
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initial and �nal states. There are just 9 suh deays that have been measured;

these are the so-alled superallowed JP =0+ transitions. Examples are:

C10 (β+) B∗10
and O14 (β+) N∗14

. (2.3.3)

The others are the β+
-deays of Al26

, AC34
, K38

, Sc42
, V46

, Mn50
and Co54

.

In suh deays, the initial and �nal nulear wave-funtion overlap integrals are

also essentially free of nulear unertainties, sine the wave-funtions are almost

idential. They thus provide a seond, self-onsistent and aurate determination

of G
F

.

However, the result of omparing the two determinations of G
F

(i.e. from µ-
deay and super-allowed nulear deays) leads to a small disrepany. Interestingly,

attempts to reonile the two numbers �rst looked to improved alulations and

the quantum orretions: in partiular, that due to the Coulomb repulsion (these

deays are all β+
). However, suh more aurate studies atually worsened the

situation. The �nal disrepany, although small in magnitude, was many standard

deviations. Numerially, at the level of deay rates Γ, it was found that the nulear
deays were approximately 4−5% smaller. In terms of the extrated nulear G

F

(sine Γ∝G2
F

) this implies approximately 2% weaker.

2.3.2 The mixing of weak and mass eigenstate

Attempting to resolve the issue, Cabibbo (1963) examined other known β-deays:
namely, those of the so-alled strange partile Λ0

. In this ase it turns out that the

disrepany is enormous. Using these deay rates to extrat the Fermi oupling, the

valued obtained is approximate 22% of the muon value. Now, 0.222∼0.05; this was
interpreted by Cabibbo as the missing 5%. The idea then was to invoke the well-

known quantum phenomenon of mixing. The physial partiles atually deteted

experimentally orrespond to mass eigenstates (tehnially asymptoti states), i.e.

those that propagate in spae�time, and these do not neessarily oinide wth the

eigenstates of the weak interation.

To understand this, reall, for example, the e�et of an eletromagneti �eld

applied to the hydrogen atom: the perturbing interation mixes the usual hydrogen

levels. In other words, the orresponding new eigenstates are di�erent to those of

the free hydrogen atom, being superpositions of these.

The strange β-deay onsidered is Λ0→pe−ν̄, where the �nal state is idential
to that of neutron β-deay. Therefore, if the states are properly normalised, it is

natural to desribe suh mixing, whih here then is between just two states (n and

Λ0
), via an angle:

n
W

= cos θ
C

n+ sin θ
C

Λ0, (2.3.4a)
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Λ0
W

= − sin θ
C

n+ cos θ
C

Λ0, (2.3.4b)

where n
W

and Λ0
W

are weak eigenstates, n and Λ0
being the usual mass eigenstates;

θ
C

is known as the Cabibbo angle. The transitions must now be desribed by matrix

elements involving these new states, that is, we must use so-alled weak urrents:

M ∝ G
F

∫
d3
x jW †

h (x)·jWl (x), (2.3.5)

where jWh,l desribe weak hadroni and leptoni urrents respetively and are thus

of the form

jµ
W

:= ψWf (gV γ
µ + gAγ

µγ5)ψ
W

i . (2.3.6)

In this theory the leptoni states do not su�er mixing (as we shall see later, this

is to do with the fat that neutrinos are massless).

∗

With the mixing struture desribe above, it is evident that matrix elements

between the real physial states will pik up a fator sinθ
C

or cosθ
C

depending

on whether the initial hadroni state is strange or not. That is, for the hadroni

urrent, we now have

jµ
W,h = ψ

W,p (V
µ −Aµ)ψ

W,n

= cos θ
C

ψp (V
µ − Aµ)ψn + sin θ

C

ψp (V
µ − Aµ)ψΛ. (2.3.7)

Taking sinθ
C

≃0.22, both deays are then well desribed by one and the same

oupling G
F

. This piture is well orroborated by the desription it provides

of other transitions, for example, the analogous pair of deays π−→π0e−ν̄ and

K−→π0e−ν̄. In fat, there are many similar β-like transitions to whih the theory

may be applied. Note, however, that quite why the same Cabibbo angle should

work for both baryons and mesons is evidently a mystery until we move over to

the quark desription of hadrons.

2.4 The GIM mehanism

2.4.1 A brief introdution to the quark model

Around the same time the quark model of Gell-Mann (1962)

†
was starting to

take shape and, although originally only intended as a mathematial expression

∗
In reent years we have learnt that neutrinos are not, in fat, massless and so there an indeed

be the same type of mixing in the leptoni setor too�we shall disuss this later.

†
For a more omplete review, see for example Gell-Mann and Ne'eman (1964) or Se. 3.2 in the

present notes.
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of the underlying �avour symmetry, many started to onsider the possibility that

quarks were, in fat, real physial entities. Among those who saw early on the

possibility that this ould explain other puzzling experimental observations were

Glashow, Iliopoulos and Maiani (1970). The problem they addressed was that of

ertain weak-deay hannels, whih were not observed, despite there being no

apparent reason for any suppression. As we shall now see, one again quantum

mehanis plays an important role, in this ase via the phenomenon of interferene.

The partiular proesses under onsideration were possible purely leptoni deays

of the neutral kaon and its antipartile.

Let us �rst rephrase the Cabibbo piture in terms of quarks. We now know

that the baryons (among whih we �nd the spin-half nuleons, the proton and the

neutron, together with the Λ0
already mentioned) are all omposed of three quarks

in partiular spin on�gurations, whih for the moment are inessential, while the

mesons (e.g., π0,±
, K0,±

et.) are simply quark�antiquark pairs. The neutron and

proton are thus

|p〉 = |uud〉 and |n〉 = |udd〉, (2.4.1)

where the two quarks u and d are known as up and down respetively. The Λ0

hyperon is similar but ontains a strange quark s:

|Λ0〉 = |uds〉. (2.4.2)

The β-deay proess is then seen to be the transformation of either a d or an s into
a u quark, aompanied by the emission of an e−ν̄e pair. The remaining quarks

are onsidered to be mere spetators and play no role. With no hange in the

reasoning, the Cabibbo mixing (2.3.4) an then be simply rewritten as

|d〉
W

= cos θ
C

|d〉+ sin θ
C

|s〉, (2.4.3a)

|s〉
W

= − sin θ
C

|d〉+ cos θ
C

|s〉. (2.4.3b)

The ase of harged pions and kaons is similar:

|π−〉 = |dū〉 and |K−〉 = |sū〉. (2.4.4)

And again, in the deays π−(K−)→π0e−ν̄e it is just a d (s) that deays into a u
quark, aompanied by an eletron�neutrino pair.
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2.4.2 Feynman diagrams

By way of introdution to the onept, let us represent these deays with the use

of so-alled Feynman diagrams.

∗
The idea is to assign eah partile partiipating

in a given proess a line (internal lines represent propagation, external lines the

initial- and �nal-state wave-funtions) while the interations between partiles are

indiated by verties. Thus, the diagram desribing neutron β-deay is shown in

Fig. 2.3. In the diagram time �ows from left to right while the vertial axis rep-

u u
d d
d u

e−

ν̄eW−

n

{ }
p

Figure 2.3: The Feynman diagram desribing the neutron β-deay proess in terms of

the quark-level weak interation.

resents generi spatial position. The arrows on the fermion lines do not represent

diretion of mehanial motion, but the �ow of partile quantum numbers; thus,

an antipartile has an arrow direted bakwards (in time).

The true signi�ane of suh a representation is that eah element orresponds

to a mathematial objet, whih then goes to make up the matrix element or

sattering amplitude. We shall not labour this point here, but merely note that

an important aspet of the Feynman rules is that all possible (di�erent) diagrams

onneting the same initial and �nal states must be added together to provide the

total amplitude, whih is then squared and integrated to give the �nal rate. This

opens the way to quantum-interferene e�ets: if two similar diagrams ontribute

with similar magnitude but opposite sign then they anel eah other in the sum

(at least partially) and an thus lead to vanishing (or suppressed) rates even though

there may be no real obstale or seletion rule forbidding the proess.

2.4.3 Unobserved neutral-kaon deays

Consider then the two neutral pseudosalar strange mesons K0
and K0

, the quark

ontent of these two hadrons is, reall, K0=ds̄ and K0= d̄s.† As we shall see later

∗
The 1965 Nobel Prize for physis was awarded equally to Sin-Itiro Tomonaga, Julian Shwinger

and Rihard P. Feynman for �their fundamental work in quantum eletrodynamis, with deep-

ploughing onsequenes for the physis of elementary partiles.�

†
The assignment partile�antipartile in the ase of neutral mesons is ditated by the up�down

quark ontent. The K0
thus ontains a d (or matter) while K0

ontains d̄ (antimatter).
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this pair of partiles has a rather ompliated dynamis and CP is violated in their

deays. However, for the present purposes they may simply be onsidered as the

quark omposites just de�ned. Of ourse, these states are meant to represent the

mass eigenstates, or at least the quark mass eigenstates. Therefore, to desribe

possible weak deays, we shall need the rotated states unveiled in the previous

setion. Sine the weak interation then ouples both the d and s quarks to the

u quark, we an envisage and indeed alulate the rate for the deay K0→ e+e−,
depited in Fig. 2.4. This proess is, however, not observed at the estimated rate.

u νeK
0





d

s̄

e
−

e
+

Figure 2.4: A possible proess in whih a K0
might deay via internal annihilation into

an eletron�positron pair (reall that time runs from left to right).

Note that by exhanging the roles of the eletron and the neutrino, we have a

proess in whih a kaon apparently disappears into thin air�this too is not seen.

The way out of this impasse was provided by Glashow, Iliopoulos and Maiani

(1970). Sine the weak state dW ouples to the u quark, it is tempting to hy-

pothesise that the orthogonal ombination of mass eigenstates in sW ouples to

some new state, the harm or c quark. If this is the ase, then there is a seond

diagram, similar to that of Fig. 2.4, in whih the u quark is replaed by c. Let us
now draw the diagrams also inluding the cosθ

C

and sinθ
C

vertex fators with their

relative signs, as given in Eq. (2.4.3) and shown in Fig. 2.5, we then immediately

u νe

d

s̄

e
−

e
+

cosθ

sinθ

+

c νe

d

s̄

e
−

e
+

−sinθ

cosθ

Figure 2.5: The destrutively interfering diagrams ontributing to K0
deay into an

eletron�positron pair.

see that there is a anellation (or destrutive interferene) owing to the overall

sign di�erene. Of ourse, the u and c quarks in the internal propagators do not

have the same mass (mc≫mu) and so the anellation is not perfet, as it would

be were the masses equal. This simply means that the non-observation of suh a

hannel at some level provides an upper limit on the mass of the c quark.
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Exerise 2.4.1. One might imagine that a similar anellation should apply to the

deay K0→π+π−
. By onsidering the quark diagrams responsible for this hannel,

show that this is not the ase.

The Glashow�Iliopoulos�Maiani (GIM) mehanism was proposed in 1970 and

the predited new quark (with a mass that ould not be muh more than about

1.5GeV) was disovered in e+e− ollisions four years later by two independent

groups (Aubert et al., 1974 and Augustin et al., 1974, see Se. 4.2.2). This disov-

ery then gave rise to the onept of quark (and lepton) family. At the quark level,

we plae the states into pairs of up-type and down-type, paralleling the �rst known

pair u�d; the orresponding leptons are the e�νe and µ�νµ pairs. Although it must

be reognised that Kobayashi and Maskawa (1973) had already ontemplated suh

a struture (and more) and its onsequenes, as we shall now see.

2.5 The CKM matrix and CP violation

The following questions now naturally arise:

• Why have we taken the rather one-sided position of rotating (or labelling as

spei�ally weak) the down-type states and not those of the up-type?

∗

• Sine the state funtions are naturally omplex in quantum mehanis, the

rotation matrix, in general, ould ontain omplex phases � why then is the

parametrisation in terms of only a single real parameter (an Euler angle)?

• What would happen if there were more quark states or families in the game?

• Sine this happens for the weak interation in the quark or hadroni setor,

should there not be an analogous mixing among leptons?

All but the last (with whih we shall deal immediately) will be treated in the

following setions, the answer to the �rst will be answered at the end of the next

subsetion while we shall takle the other two shortly.

The ase of leptons is oneptually rather simple: in general, mixing ours

beause there are two well-de�ned, unambiguous and distint bases: the mass

eigenstates (i.e. those that propagate and whih therefore orrespond to experi-

mentally deteted partiles) and those of the weak interation (i.e. those that are

produed, deay or anyway interat). However, even assuming that the weak-

interation basis also remains well-de�ned for the leptons, the mass eigenstates of

the neutrinos are ambiguous in the standard model (SM) sine they are all on-

sidered massless. That is, they are only distinguishable by virtue of their weak

interations. Of ourse, in the wake of the reent experimental and theoretial

developments onerning solar and atmospheri neutrinos, we now believe their

∗
Naturally, Cabibbo, not having the c quark, only had the possibility he atually adopted.
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masses to be non-zero and, indeed, work is already under way on mapping out the

leptoni mixing matrix.

2.5.1 CPT

In order to motivate the following disussion, we need to understand a little more

of the disrete symmetries C and T , mentioned earlier, and their relationship

through the so-alled CPT theorem. A rather self-ontained and su�iently om-

prehensive disussion is provided for the unfamiliar reader in App. A.2�it is highly

reommended to onsult this before ontinuing.

2.5.2 The Kobayashi�Maskawa extension

We now turn to the other two intimately related questions posed: what happens

in the ase of more families and why is there no omplex phase in the Cabibbo

desription? The naïve answer to the �rst of these is that the mixing matrix simply

grows to be n×n for n families, but, as we shall see there is more to it than this.

The seond is a loaded question: a omplex phase would allow for the violation of

time-reversal invariane, whih, if CPT is onserved, would be equivalent to and

would imply CP non-onservation, as disussed in the appendix.

Let us attak the phase problem �rst. One known that CP was not an exat

symmetry of nature (Christenson et al., 1964, see Se. 2.5.6), the quest began

for its origins and the possibility of introduing a omplex phase, via the weak-

interation mixing matrix, thus beame highly relevant. However, Cabibbo quite

rightly desribed the two-omponent mixing in terms of a single, real, Euler angle.

The reason is that there are the various onstraints that must be imposed and also

a ertain phase freedom.

Firstly, the 2×2 matrix, let us all it V
C

, must be unitary (V †
C

V
C

=1) in order to

respet the ortho-normality of the bases involved. This implies four onstraints on

the possible four real amplitudes and four omplex phases. Matrix theory tells that

the onstraints are atually divided up into three on the amplitudes and one on the

phases. The matrix is thus already redued to just the one real amplitude (or Euler

angle) of Cabibbo. Seondly, the number of free phases is further redued when

one onsiders that eah of the four quantum-mehanial quark states multiplied by

the matrix possesses an arbitrary (unphysial and unmeasurable) intrinsi phase.

All exept one, whih must serve as a referene point, may therefore be rotated

so as to absorb phases in the matrix. The three remaining phases may thus all

be absorbed into rede�nitions of the quark states. Finally then, one is left with a

real, one-parameter matrix, as proposed by Cabibbo.

This exerise naturally leads to investigation of the matrix in the ase of more
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than two families (Kobayashi and Maskawa, 1973).

∗
A general, omplex, n×n,

matrix ontains n2
real amplitudes and n2

omplex phases. Again, matrix theory

reveals that unitarity imposes n2
onstraints:

1
2
n(n+1) on the real amplitudes and

1
2
n(n−1) on the imaginary phases. The 2n �external� quark states allow arbitrary

phase rotations and thus absorption of a further 2n−1 phases. A little arithmeti

then reveals that the most general rotation matrix for n families may be desribed

in terms of

1
2
n(n− 1) real Euler angles (2.5.1a)

and

1
2
(n− 1)(n− 2) omplex phases. (2.5.1b)

The ase n=2 just on�rms what we have already desribed while n=3 leads to

the possibility of three Euler angles and preisely one omplex phase. Thus, the

important �nding of Kobayashi and Maskawa is that the mixing indued by the

weak interation in the ase of three or more families is su�ient to aommodate

a T - or CP -violating phase.
Note that, historially, at that time, a year before the disovery of harm, even

the seond family of leptons was still inomplete and it would not be until 1975

that evidene of a third family would emerge via the disovery of τ lepton by

Perl et al., with the b quark being disovered by Herb et al. in 1977.

Now, we still have the �rst question to answer: the justi�ation of limiting the

mixing to down-type quarks. Let us arefully examine how the urrents should be

de�ned in the presene of the most general possible mixing. A priori , we should

de�ne both up-type ψWU and down-type ψWD weak eigenstates, as distint from their

mass-eigenstate ounterparts. There should thus be two n×n mixing matries, U

and D say:

ψWU = UψU and ψWD = DψD, (2.5.2)

where ψU and ψD now represent n-omponent spinors in �avour spae:

ψU =



u
c
t
.

.

.


 and ψD =



d
s
b
.

.

.


 . (2.5.3)

The natural extension of Eq. (2.3.7) is then

jµ
W

= ψWU (V µ −Aµ)ψWD
∗
One half of the 2008 Nobel Prize for Physis was awarded to Yoihiro Nambu for �the disovery

of the mehanism of spontaneous broken symmetry in subatomi physis� and one quarter eah

to Makoto Kobayashi and Toshihide Maskawa for �the disovery of the origin of the broken

symmetry whih predits the existene of at least three families of quarks in nature.�
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= UψU (V µ −Aµ)DψD
= ψU U

† (V µ −Aµ)DψD

= ψU (V µ − Aµ)U†
DψD =: ψU (V µ − Aµ) V

CKM

ψD, (2.5.4)

where the various steps are made possible owing to the fat that, for example, the

Dira matries (γ) and the �avour matries (U and D) ommute sine they at on

di�erent spaes. One thus �nds that only the ombination V
CKM

=U
†
D ounts and,

moreover, that this an be seen as ating either to the right and mixing the down-

type quarks, or to the left and mixing the up-type quarks. Both interpretations

are physially equivalent. It thus beomes a matter of mere onvention that we

desribe this situation in terms of the mixing of down-type quarks.

The above disussion on the most general parametrisation and the possible

introdution of a omplex phase must now naturally be applied unaltered to the

full Cabibbo�Kobayashi�Maskawa (CKM) matrix V
CKM

with n=3. This means

that the matrix an, as antiipated, admit just one omplex phase, with the on-

sequent possible violation of time-reversal invariane. Given the CPT theorem,

this translates into the parallel and onsequent violation of CP , to whih we shall

now turn our attention.

2.5.3 The neutral-kaon system

We now ome to what is possibly one of the rihest systems in partile physis:

the K0
�K0

pair. We reall that these two partiles have the following quark

omposition:

K0 = ds̄ and K0 = d̄s (2.5.5)

and thus, although neutral, they are distint partiles. However, they do have in

ommon several deay modes: as with the harged kaons they an deay into two

or three pions (with total harge zero). This fat has the onsequene that they an

osillate, i.e. eah may transform spontaneously, via a virtual two- or three-pion

intermediate state, into the opposite partile or antipartile state. Historially,

however, the �rst problem arose with regard to their CP assignment.

∗

The �rst question is then: what is the CP signature of the two- or three-pion

�nal states in neutral-kaon deays? First of all, reall that it is always true that,

for a C eigenstate, C=±1 (sine C2=1). Reall too that both neutral and harged
pions have negative intrinsi parity.

∗
The phenomena desribed here are not to be onfused with the ase of the τ�θ puzzle desribed
earlier, whih involves the harged kaons and does not imply CP violation.
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CP of the two-pion �nal state

As already disussed, the kaon and pion have spin zero and therefore angular

momentum onservation fores the two-pion �nal state to have L=0. The overall
parity of this state is then simply

P2π = P 2
π = +1. (2.5.6)

To disuss the signature under harge onjugation, we must distinguish between

the two possibilities π0π0
and π+π−

. In the ase of a harged-pion pair, the

operation of C interhanges the two and therefore introdues a fator (−1)L owing

to the spatial wave-funtion, for an s-wave we thus have +1. The properties of a
fermion�antifermion pair (suh as go to make up a neutral pion) under C are suh

that Cπ0 =+1. This is indeed on�rmed experimentally by the observation of the

prinipal deay mode

π0 → γ + γ (2.5.7a)

and the non-observation of

π0 → γ + γ + γ. (2.5.7b)

Putting all this together, we �nd that the two-pion �nal state in neutral-kaon

deay must have CP =+1.

CP of the three-pion �nal state

There are again two possibilities to onsider: π0π0π0
or π0π+π−

. The presene

of an extra partile ompliates the disussion of both the spatial-inversion and

harge-onjugation properties. Any pair may now have non-zero orbital motion

with respet to the remaining pion, taken as a referene point. However, sine the

total must still be zero, the two must have idential L, with equal and opposite

Lz. Thus, the �nal state with three neutral pions has spatial-parity signature

P =(−1)2L=+1 and therefore CP =(+1)(−1)3=−1. The π0π+π−
ase is a little

more omplex as the harge-onjugation signature depends on the relative orbital

angular momentum of the harged pair, whih may be odd. However, studies of the

deay angular distribution indiate Lπ+
π
− =0, as might be dedued from the very

low Q-value of this deay. The three-pion �nal state thus always has CP =−1.
Although the problem of parity violation was already understood and it was

aepted that the weak two- and three-pion deays of the kaons violate P , the
produt symmetry CP was still believed to hold. Indeed, for example, the neutral

pion, whih is its own antipartile, displays no evidene of CP violation. The

problem was elegantly solved by Gell-Mann and Pais (1955). While the neutral

pion is its own antipartile, the same is not true for the neutral kaons and thus

neitherK0
norK0

is an eigenstate of C and therefore ertainly not of CP. However,
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sine C transforms K0
into K0

and vie versa, the following linear ombinations

are easily seen to be eigenstates not only of C but also of CP:

|K0
1〉 := 1√

2

(
|K0〉+ |K0〉

)
(2.5.8a)

and

|K0
2〉 := 1√

2

(
|K0〉 − |K0〉

)
. (2.5.8b)

Note that the standard phase onvention for the ation of C sets

C |K0〉 = −|K0〉 and C |K0〉 = −|K0〉. (2.5.9)

As always, the intrinsi phase of a transformation suh as C may be altered by

rede�ning (or rotating ) the phases of one or other of the states involved. Thus,

the minus sign is merely onventional and has no e�et on any physial results.

With this de�nition and, of ourse,

P |K0〉 = −|K0〉 and P |K0〉 = −|K0〉 (2.5.10)

we have

CP |K0〉 = +|K0〉 and CP |K0〉 = +|K0〉, (2.5.11)

whih for our new superposition states |K0
1,2〉 implies

CP |K0
1 〉 = +|K0

1〉 and CP |K0
2 〉 = −|K0

2〉. (2.5.12)

It is now obvious that the deays may be explained by assoiating the initial

state K0
1 (K0

2) with the �nal state ontaining two (three) pions. In fat, sine

the two-pion deay mode has a shorter lifetime (by a fator of order 600) the two

states are then identi�ed as �K-short� (K0
S

→2π) and �K-long� (K0
L

→3π):

|K0
S

〉 := 1√
2

(
|K0〉+ |K0〉

)
(2.5.13a)

and

|K0
L

〉 := 1√
2

(
|K0〉 − |K0〉

)
. (2.5.13b)

The phenomenology is thus perfetly well explained and CP is not violated

here: in some given prodution proess one might imagine that an s quark is

reated and enounters a d̄ (e.g. from a virtual dd̄ pair) to then form a K0
. Now,

suh a state may be rewritten, by inverting the above relations, as an equal mixture

of K0
S

and K0
L

, whih will then deay aording to their natural probabilities into

either two or three pions. The mean lifetimes are (PDG-2016 � Patrignani et al.,
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2016):

τ
S

= (0.8954± 0.0004)× 10−10 s and τ
L

= (0.5116± 0.0021)× 10−7 s,
(2.5.14)

with K0
S

deaying predominantly into two pions (99.9%) while K0
L

has a 68%
semileptoni branhing ratio and only 32% into three pions.

2.5.4 Regeneration

Thanks to the peuliar form of the neutral-kaon eigenstates, various interesting

quantum-mehanial phenomena beome possible. One suh is that known as

regeneration, suggested by Pais and Piioni (1955). For the purposes of this dis-

ussion we may ignore any possible e�ets of CP violation (whih we shall disuss

shortly

∗
) and take the K0

S

and K0
L

as being pure K0
1 and K

0
2 states respetively. As

already noted, in the generation of strange partiles one typially produes either

a strange quark or antiquark and therefore either a pure K0
or K0

respetively.

For de�niteness, let us assume that predominantly K0
is being produed (as is

typially the ase sine matter ontains many more d quarks than d̄). That is,

the beam reated is initially an equal mixture or superposition of K0
S

and K0
L

.

Likewise, a beam of pure K0
L

, say (as will always be the ase after a period of time

that is long with respet to the K0
S

lifetime), an be viewed as an equal mixture

of K0
and K0

. The question now arises as to how suh states evolve in time.

Let us �rst reall that the two states K0
and K0

are very di�erent with respet

to their ontent in terms of ordinary matter (by whih we mean up and down

quarks): the �rst ontains d̄ while the seond ontains d. This means that the

�rst may undergo strong interations in whih the d̄ annihilates with a d found

in matter while, sine ordinary matter does not ontain d̄, the seond may not.

Therefore, while the K0
is very likely to deay or e�etively disappear on ontat

with matter, K0
is not as it may only interat weakly or eletromagnetially. The

bakground to this disappearane is just their normal weak deays, whih are no

ompetition for the strong interation. It is thus expeted that on passage through

matter aK0
beam should be subjet to severe attenuation, while aK0

beam should

survive muh longer.

More formally, after some time we may say that frations f and f̄ of initially

pure K0
and K0

beams will survive, with f≫ f̄ . Thus, an initially pure K0
state

will evolve (in the vauum) into a pure state of K0
L

(that is, an equal mixture of

K0
and K0

), whih on passing through ordinary matter will beome

1√
2

{
f |K0〉 − f̄ |K0〉

}
= 1

2

{
(f − f̄)|K0

S

〉+ (f + f̄)|K0
L

〉
}
. (2.5.15a)

∗
The phenomenon we are about to desribe will atually turn out to be a soure of bakground

for CP -violation measurements.
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Now, sine f and f̄ are di�erent or rather (f− f̄) 6=0, we have the reappearane

of K0
S

. In fat, sine f≫ f̄ , then to a good approximation we may write the new

state as

≃ 1
2

{
f |K0

S

〉+ f |K0
L

〉
}
, (2.5.15b)

or roughly equal populations. This an, of ourse, be easily tested by, e.g., the

observation of two-pion deays immediately after passage through matter, where

immediately prior there were none. This phenomenon is known as regeneration.

∗

The �rst experimental demonstrations were performed by Good et al. (1961).

2.5.5 Quantum osillation

A related, but more subtle, e�et is that known as osillation, in whih states

e�etively transform bak and forth between K0
and K0

. The phenomenon is

mathematially the same as the e�et known as beating in wave mehanis, or

more simply, as is the ase here, that seen in a system of two weakly oupled

osillators. The entral point in suh phenomena is the presene of two slightly

di�erent natural frequenies in the system�in the ase of weakly oupled osil-

lators, if the individual natural frequenies are idential, then the weak oupling

indues a splitting between the two lowest possible oupled modes (typially in

and out of phase); the in-phase mode usually has the lowest fundamental fre-

queny while the out-of-phase mode is slightly higher. This di�erene results in

beats: namely, if the starting ondition has only one of the two osillators in mo-

tion, then the subsequent evolution will see the other begin to move while the �rst

omes to a stop and vie versa. The frequeny of these beats is just the frequeny

di�erene between the two lowest modes.

Our osillating system is just that of the partile states themselves: aording

to quantum mehanis, for an energy eigenstate we have

φ(t,x) = φ0(x) e
− i

~
Et, (2.5.16)

where, for our purposes here, the spatial part φ0(x) is irrelevant. Taking into

aount speial relativity, the energy of a physial partile state must inlude its

rest mass, E=mc2. If we thus neglet the kineti energy of the partiles involved,

we may substitute E above with mc2. If then the partile (or antipartile) state

under onsideration is desribed as an equal superposition of two states of di�erent

∗
Naturally then, any attempts at measuring CP violation though detetion of two-pion deays

must avoid all regeneration e�ets, whih ould literally swamp the tiny CP -violating e�et.
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masses m1,2 (with m2>m1 say), at time t=0 we have

|a〉 = 1√
2

(
|1〉+ |2〉

)
(2.5.17a)

and

|ā〉 = 1√
2

(
|1〉 − |2〉

)
, (2.5.17b)

where, for larity, we suppress any (irrelevant) spatial dependene. The inverse

relations are

|1〉 = 1√
2

(
|a〉+ |ā〉

)
(2.5.18a)

and

|2〉 = 1√
2

(
|a〉 − |ā〉

)
. (2.5.18b)

At a later time t, for an initially pure |a〉 state we have (also suppressing now the

fators c2 and ~)

|a,t〉 = 1√
2

[
e− im1t |1〉+ e− im2t |2〉

]
, (2.5.19)

We then re-express this in terms of the partile�antipartile states:

|a,t〉 = 1
2

[
e− im1t

(
|a〉+ |ā〉

)
+ e− im2t

(
|a〉 − |ā〉

) ]

= 1
2

[(
e− im1t+e− im2t

)
|a〉+

(
e− im1t− e− im2t

)
|ā〉
]

= e− imt
[
cos(1

2
∆mt)|a〉+ i sin(1

2
∆mt)|ā〉

]
, (2.5.20)

where m := 1
2
(m1+m2) and ∆m :=m2−m1.

We thus see that the partile�antipartile ontent osillates: the sine and osine

oe�ients giving partile and antipartile ontent cos2(1
2
∆mt)= 1

2
(1+cos∆mt)

and sin2(1
2
∆mt)= 1

2
(1−cos∆mt) respetively. As already noted in the lassial

ase, the osillation frequeny is then given by the energy (or mass) di�erene:

ωosc =
|m2 −m1|c2

~
. (2.5.21)

The physial meaning should be evident: a beam initially ontaining, say, only

K0
will at a later time atually ontain some (osillating) fration of K0

. This

an be veri�ed experimentally by examining the deays: K0
(ontaining ds̄) an

deay into π−e+ν while K0
(ontaining d̄s) deays into π+e−ν. The measured

lepton harge asymmetry as a funtion of time (or distane travelled) should thus

osillate.

The real experimental situation is a little more ompliated owing to the �nite

and, indeed, rather short lifetimes of the partiles involved. So, we must now
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inluded the e�ets of deay into the above desription. A state with a �nite

lifetime may be desribed by:

φ(t) = φ0 e
− iEt e−

1

2
Γt, (2.5.22)

where Γ is just the deay rate. This an be seen by onsidering the number density:

|φ(t)|2 = |φ0|2 e−Γt, (2.5.23)

whih satis�es the standard exponential deay-law equation

d

dt
|φ(t)|2 = −Γ |φ(t)|2. (2.5.24)

The previous temporal evolution equations are then modi�ed as follows

|a,t〉 = 1
2

[
e− im1t e−

1

2
Γ1t
(
|a〉+ |ā〉

)
+ e− im2t e−

1

2
Γ1t
(
|a〉 − |ā〉

) ]

= 1
2

[(
e− im1t e−

1

2
Γ1t+e− im2t e−

1

2
Γ2t
)
|a〉

+
(
e− im1t e−

1

2
Γ1t− e− im2t e−

1

2
Γ2t
)
|ā〉
]
,

whih we shall write as

= f(t)|a〉+ f̄(t)|ā〉. (2.5.25)

Thus, the partile (vis à vis antipartile) ontent of the beam is given by

∣∣f(t)
∣∣2 = 1

4

∣∣∣e− im1t e−
1

2
Γ1t+e− im2t e−

1

2
Γ2t
∣∣∣
2

= 1
4

[
e−Γ1t+e−Γ2t+2 e−Γt cos(∆mt)

]
, (2.5.26)

where Γ := 1
2
(Γ1+Γ2). Similarly one an alulate the antipartile fration. Sine

Γ
L

≪Γ
S

, the only terms that survive in the large-t limit are

1
4
e−ΓLt

, whih merely

implies the expeted survival (up to its own deay) of the part of the initial beam

orresponding to the K0
L

state. A graphial representation of the frational intens-

ities (i.e., normalised to the overall e−ΓLt
deay behaviour) is displayed in Fig. 2.6.

Experimentally, as seen in Fig. 2.6, ∆mτ
S

∼ 1/2. This is fortunate as it allows
just one osillation before the deay proess kills the signal. Had the value turned

out muh smaller, no osillation would have been observable. Equally, had it

turned out muh larger then the risk would have been that the rapid osillations
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Figure 2.6: A graphial representation of the time-dependent K0
and K0

intensities

(normalised to the overall e−ΓLt
deay behaviour).

might have washed themselves out. The preise measured value is

∆mτ
S

= 0.474± 0.002, (2.5.27)

whih, given the value of τ
S

, implies (see PDG-2016 � Patrignani et al., 2016)

∆m ∼ 3.5× 10−6 eV, (2.5.28)

or

∆m

m
∼ 0.7× 10−14. (2.5.29)

Experimentally, it is also found that m
L

>m
S

. The �rst suh mass-di�erene

measurements were performed by Good et al. (1961) and Fit.

As remarked earlier, this phenomenon is rather general and more spei�ally

may also our in the leptoni setor one non-zero neutrino masses are estab-

lished. Indeed, there is already some understanding of the form of the lepton

mixing matrix, whih, in order to be non-trivial, requires the neutrino masses to

be di�erent. We might, however, remark here that tehnially the situation for

osillation is slightly di�erent. The neutral-kaon mass di�erene is exeedingly

small as ompared to their rather large mass. In the neutrino ase the masses are

very small (espeially with respet to any kineti energy they might possess) while

the di�erenes are omparable. In partiular, this means that it is not so muh

the mass di�erenes themselves that are felt but di�erenes in the orresponding
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neutrino energies for a given momentum. The formalism thus hanges somewhat.

2.5.6 CP violation

The enormous di�erene in deay rates suggests a possible method to searh for

CP violation (Christenson et al.

∗
, 1964). In short, if we wait for long enough (but

not too long) all the K0
S

in an initially purely K0
or K0

sample will have deayed

and only the K0
L

omponent will have survived. Sine the initial populations are

equal, the ratio at some later instant t will be

N
S

N
L

=
e−t/τS

e−t/τL
, (2.5.30)

where, reall, τ
S

/τ
L

∼1/600. For τ
S

≪ t<∼ τL this ratio is very small indeed: we

thus have N
S

/N
L

∼O(e−600)∼O(10−260) and we should therefore no longer see

any two-pion deays at all.

Exerise 2.5.1. Ignoring relativisti time-dilation e�ets, alulate the mean dis-

tanes that K0
S

and a K0
L

mesons moving at roughly the speed of light will travel

before deaying.

For their experiment Christenson et al. (1964) used the Brookhaven alternating

gradient synhrotron (AGS) 30GeV †
proton beam, inident on a beryllium target,

to produe a seondary beam of neutral kaons. The detetor (shown in Fig. 2.7)

was plaed a little over 17m away. An initial lead ollimator and suitable mag-

neti �elds ensured a relatively pure

‡
kaon beam while a �nal ollimator guar-

anteed the diretion of motion (important for reonstruting the kinematis). In

order to exlude three-pion events in whih one pion goes undeteted, �nal pion

pairs were seleted by requiring their invariant mass to be near that of the K0

(about 498MeV);
Put simply, the measured branhing ratio was found to be

K0
L

→ π+π−

K0
L

→ all harged modes

= (2.0± 0.4)× 10−3. (2.5.31)

This was based on a two-pion sample of 45±10 events.

∗
The 1980 Nobel Prize for Physis was awarded jointly to James Watson Cronin and Val Logsdon

Fith for �the disovery of violations of fundamental symmetry priniples in the deay of neutral

K-mesons.�

†
In their paper Christenson et al. (1964) use the notation BeV, standing for billion eletron-volts;

the present-day aepted form is GeV.
‡
Note that typial ontaminants, suh as photons and neutral pions annot reate the sought

after two-pion �nal state.
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Figure 2.7: The apparatus used by Christenson et al. (1964) to detet two-pion deays

of the K0
L

at a little over 17m from the prodution point. Note that 1 foot≃30cm.

The interpretation is that the K0
L

state is not purely K0
2 , but instead ontains

a small admixture of K0
1 :

|K0
L

〉 := 1√
1+|ǫ|2

(
|K0

2〉+ ǫ|K0
1 〉
)
, (2.5.32a)

where the measured branhing ratio implies |ǫ|≃2.3×10−3
. The orresponding

K0
S

state is

|K0
S

〉 := 1√
1+|ǫ|2

(
|K0

1〉+ ǫ|K0
2 〉
)
. (2.5.32b)

We must, however, be areful in the explanation of the observed CP violation

we have just desribed sine there are, in fat, two distint possible underlying

phenomena:

Diret CP violation

The introdution of a omplex phase into the CKM matrix allows for CP -violation
at an elementary interation level. For example, the deays K0

1→3π and K0
2→2π

are thus possible. This then is a diret e�et.

Indiret CP violation

It turns out that the K0
�K0

ase just illustrated is an indiret onsequene of CP
violation inasmuh as it derives from mixing of CP eigenstates, whih in turn is,
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of ourse, due to CP violation in the interation.

∗

Further measurements must be made in order to disentangle the two phenom-

ena. Su�e it to note here that experimental results demonstrate that it is the

indiret e�et that dominates in neutral-kaon deays.

∗
By the same token, parity violation is observed in atomi physis, due to the e�et of mixing

of parity eigenstates�in this ase suh indiret e�ets are very small indeed.
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Chapter 3

Hadroni Physis

In this hapter we shall disuss various aspets of the physis of the strongly

interating partiles or hadrons. Hadrons are not elementary partiles but are

made up of ombinations of quarks and antiquarks. The present desription of

interations between quarks is onstruted on the basis of a so-alled non-Abelian

gauge theory known as quantum hromodynamis (QCD). In partiular then, we

shall disuss the theoretial and experimental foundations of this theory, from the

early developments of the quark�parton model, due to Gell-Mann and Feynman,

up to the modern version of the theory of strong interations.

3.1 Pre-history

3.1.1 The bootstrap model

Until as reently as the early seventies there was no truly fundamental theory of

the strong interation, but rather a model based mainly on ideas of mathematial

self-onsisteny. Although QED provided an substantially omplete quantum �eld

theory for the eletromagneti fores, no suh theory ould be onstruted for

the strong interation. First of all, this is not surprising sine we know that the

hadrons are not elementary partiles and therefore annot be expeted to have

point-like interations. Moreover, if one insists on onstruting a model in whih,

for example, the pion ats as the exhange �eld for the strong fore, simple �ts

to say nuleon�nuleon sattering data indiate a strong �ne-struture onstant

of order 10. This would render nonsense of a perturbative approah and suh a

model is thus almost useless.

Instead, theorists appealed to the general mathematial struture that typially

emerges from quantum �eld theory approahes and attempted to diretly onstrut

the so-alled S-matrix (or sattering matrix). The natural onstraints to be applied

45
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were then:

• analytiity,

• rossing,

• symmetry.

While the meaning of the last should be obvious, the other two (borrowed, so-to-

speak, from �eld-theoretial desriptions) need a little explanation. At any rate,

the idea was simply that, in the absene of a truly fundamental theory from whih

one ould, in priniple, have alulated the sattering matrix or S-matrix, the S-
matrix should be onstruted or rather parametrised from general priniples and

experimental data. The above requirements would then beome onstraints on

suh a onstrution.

Analytiity

This refers to a general mathematial property of sattering amplitudes: namely,

that they should be analyti funtions of the energies, momenta and other variables

involved, whih is atually a rather strong onstraint. It means, in partiular, that

Cauhy's theorem applies and therefore the pole struture or spetrum of the

theory determines to a large extent the general nature of the S-matrix.

Crossing

This indiates the requirement that amplitudes for proesses di�ering only by the

exhange of initial- and �nal-state partiles should be obtainable simply via inter-

hange of the relevant variables (i.e. four-momenta and possible spin variables).

Thus, for example, the proesses π0p→π+n and π−p→π0n should be desribed

by one and the same amplitude with the inoming and outgoing pion momenta

exhanged. And by exhanging instead, say, the proton and π+
, the amplitude for

π0π−→pn is obtained et.

Symmetry

The onept of symmetry simply refers to the fat that the model must inlude

or respet all known disrete and ontinuous symmetries of the strong intera-

tion (suh as C, P , T et.) and all onservation laws (suh as eletri harge,

strangeness, energy and momentum et.). Moreover, as we shall now see, there are

many more observed (at least approximate) symmetries, for whih expliit aount

should be made.

Put together, these requirements plae very stringent boundary onditions on

the onstrution of possible sattering amplitudes. Suh a piture was partially
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justi�ed by the development of a string theory

∗
of hadroni interations, whih in

turn was supported by Regge theory. However, as far as the struture of hadrons

was onerned, one had a vision in whih, so to speak, everything was made of

everything and nothing was fundamental. This self-generating view of strong-

interation phenomenology led to the name �bootstrap�.

†
While, to some extent,

this permitted a self-onsistent desription and even some useful preditions, the

overall agreement and preditive power were not aeptable for a omplete theory

or understanding of hadroni physis.

Before moving on, we should mention that while suh an approah ould never

provide a fundamental desription of hadroni interations, nevertheless it has

some use. In partiular, it does not rely on perturbative tehniques and an thus

provide important information in those situations where standard perturbative

methods fail. For a detailed disussion of the S-matrix, the reader is referred to

the lassi text by Eden et al. (1966) although the book by Collins and Martin

(1984) provides more insight to modern appliations.

3.1.2 The birth of quarks and partons

This evermore unsatisfatory situation spurred physiists on in their quest for

newer and, in partiular, more fundamental desriptions. Among these were

Gell-Mann and Ne'eman (1964)

‡
with the quark

§
theory of the observed hadroni

symmetries (see also Sakata, 1956, for early work in this diretion) and Feynman

(1969) with his point-like parton onstituents of the proton. While these two

roads were initially followed independently and were indeed somewhat orthogonal

in inspiration, it soon beame evident that the two pitures oinided and merely

desribed two di�erent aspets of the same fundamental objets: quark�partons.

Mention should also be made of the role played by Bjorken (1969) in uniting

the known symmetries with a high-energy (and therefore short-distane) view of

partile interations. This hapter desribes then the unfolding of these two paths

to their eventual uni�ation and the suessive development of the theory of the

strong interation now known as quantum hromodynamis (QCD).

∗
This is not to be onfused with modern superstring theory, whih is onsidered by many to

represent a possible theory of all known partile interations (inluding gravity).

†
The origins of the expression �bootstrap�, as employed here, are usually asribed to Baron

Münhhausen. The story attributes him with the laim that, �nding himself one stuk in a

swamp and unable to esape, he pulled himself out of the mud by his own bootstraps.

‡
The 1969 Nobel Prize for physis was awarded to Murray Gell-Mann for �his ontributions and

disoveries onerning the lassi�ation of elementary partiles and their interations.�

§
Note that, aording to Gell-Mann, the word �quark� rhymes with �walk� (not �park�) and was

possibly inspired by James Joye's Finnegan's Wake.
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3.2 Gell-Mann's �avour SU(3)

3.2.1 The eightfold way

The reader should already be familiar with the symmetry assoiated with what is

known as isotopi spin or, more simply, isospin

∗
; we shall now desribe how suh

a piture is extended to inlude strangeness. Let us �rst remark that the neessity

for introduing this new quantum number arose from observations suh as the

relatively long lifetime of the Λ0
hyperon (and other so-alled strange partiles).

Despite having a large enough mass to deay omfortably into pπ−
or nπ0

(i.e. with

su�ient phase-spae or Q-value so as not to be suppressed), the lifetime of the

Λ0
is 2.6×10−10 s, far from that of a strong deay, for whih typial lifetimes are of

order 10−23 s. In addition, one noties that in strong-interation proesses ertain

partiles (suh as kaons and hyperons) are only ever produed in pairs, whih on

examination may be onsistently assigned labels of strange or anti-strange.

First, let us note that, for historial reasons, the strangeness assoiated with

the strange quark (and hene with baryons that ontain one) is −1 while a strange
antiquark has S=+1. Now, if one also de�nes a new quantum number B or baryon

number, whih is +1 for qqq baryons (−1 for antibaryons) and 0 for qq̄ mesons,

then by inspetion one disovers the Gell-Mann�Nishijima relation (Gell-Mann,

1953; Nakano and Nishijima, 1953):

Q = I3 +
1
2
(B + S) = I3 +

1
2
Y, (3.2.1)

where Q is the eletri harge of the baryon in units of the proton harge and

where we have also taken the liberty of introduing yet another quantum number,

Y := B + S, (3.2.2)

the hyperharge. This formula orretly reprodues the harges of all known had-

rons (i.e. both baryons and mesons).

Combining isospin with hyperharge leads to a natural set of periodi tables for

the baryons and mesons (see Fig. 3.1). The fat that both baryons and mesons fall

into otets is an aidental property of SU(3). That they should also be the lowest

mass states is, however, a property of the strong interation itself. In Fig. 3.1 the

masses of the partiles are approximately the same along the rows (separately for

eah group, of ourse), with the exeption of the isospin singlets: Λ0
and η0. The

third omponent of isospin varies horizontally while the vertial axis represents

the hyperharge (or strangeness sine B is onstant in any given diagram). The

early identi�ation of the pseudosalar meson otet led Ohnuki already in 1960 to

∗
For a brief introdution to the onept of isospin see App. B.2.
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n p

Σ− Σ0Λ0 Σ+

Ξ− Ξ0

K0 K+

π− π0η0 π+

K− K0

K∗0 K∗+

ρ−
ρ0ω0

φ0 ρ+

K∗− K∗0

Figure 3.1: From left to right: the arrangement of the observed lowest-mass baryons,

pseudosalar mesons and vetor mesons into three otets of �avour SU(3).

predit the existene of the (then unknown) η0.
The rightmost group in Fig. 3.1 atually ontains nine partiles: along with

the otet, there is an SU(3) would-be singlet (of larger mass). In fat, also in

the pseudosalar meson ase one an identify a ninth (singlet) partile: namely,

the η′(958). In the ase of the vetor mesons the similarity of the masses favours

strong mixing and thus the distintion between singlet and otet member loses any

lear meaning. The baryon ase is rather more omplex: the olour and �avour

wave-funtions should be antisymmetri and thus zero orbital angular momentum

and spin-

1/2 are not possible if the wave-funtions is to be overall antisymmetri

as required by Fermi�Dira statistis.

At any rate, suh an arrangement in otets is readily explained via an under-

lying �avour SU(3) symmetry. In mathematial terms, baryons are produts of

three fundamental representations while mesons are onstruted from one funda-

mental representation and one anti-fundamental representation. Suh omposite

objets an the be deomposed into the following irreduible representations:

3⊗ 3⊗ 3 = 1⊕ 8⊕ 8⊕ 10, (3.2.3a)

3⊗ 3 = 1⊕ 8. (3.2.3b)

As noted, the baryon singlet is di�ult to identify while the meson singlet is

naturally assoiated with the η′. The extra baryon otet is observed as a set of

so-alled N∗
resonanes, with similar properties but heavier. The deuplet niely

aommodates the set of spin three-halves, isospin three-halves baryon resonanes

shown in Fig. 3.2. The question mark in the lowest entry of the table represents

a partile that was unknown when the table was �rst laid down, but whih was

disovered shortly after (Barnes et al., 1964): namely, the Ω−
an sss state (see

Fig. 3.3).

∗
Now, not only does the table evidently predit the existene of suh

∗
It is interesting to note that in 1973 by reanalysing earlier osmi-ray photographi-emulsion

data Álvarez demonstrated that it had atually been unwittingly �seen� as early as 1954.
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∆− ∆0 ∆+ ∆++

Σ∗− Σ∗0 Σ∗+

Ξ∗− Ξ∗0

?

Figure 3.2: The arrangement of the lowest-mass, spin-

3/2, isospin-3/2, baryons into a

deuplet of �avour SU(3).

Figure 3.3: The bubble-hamber image in whih the Ω−
was disovered. A K−

strikes

a proton, produing Ω−K0K+
. These unstable partiles then all deay. The Ω−K+

harged deay produts are registered. The dashed lines indiate neutrals, whih do not

produe traks. The �gure is taken from Barnes et al. (1964).

a partile, but also its mass. Indeed, SU(3) symmetry in this ase leads to the

simple predition that the mass spaing between rows of the table is onstant.
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3.2.2 SU(3) mass relations

Now, the approximate SU(3) symmetry of the Gell-Mann model also leads to a

surprisingly good desription of the baryon-otet masses, in this ase via just three

parameters. Suh detailed agreement is highly non-trivial: while the deuplet mass

spaing is even, in the ase of the otet it is not and, for example, the Λ0
�Σ0

mass

di�erene an neither be ignored nor simply asribed to eletromagneti e�ets.

The elebrated Gell-Mann�Okubo mass formulæ may thus be used, for example,

to very suessfully �predit� the mass of the Λ0
hyperon, given the mean masses of

the three isospin multiplets: n�p, Σ−,0,+
and Ξ−,0

(see also Coleman and Glashow,

1961, 1964).

To derive these formulæ, we need to examine the representations of SU(3).
Reall that SU(2) is loally isomorphi to SO(3) (it atually provides a double

overing for the rotation group) and has just three generators, whih are onveni-

ently represented by the three Pauli σ-matries:

(
0 1

1 0

)
,

(
0 − i

i 0

)
,

(
1 0

0 −1

)
. (3.2.4)

The SU(3) group, whih inidentally is not related to any SO(N) group, has eight
generators

∗
, whih an be onstruted in a very similar fashion

λ1 =



0 1 0

1 0 0

0 0 0


 , λ2 =



0 − i 0

i 0 0

0 0 0


 , λ3 =



1 0 0

0 −1 0

0 0 0


 ,

λ4 =



0 0 1

0 0 0

1 0 0


 , λ5 =



0 0 − i

0 0 0

i 0 0


 , (3.2.5)

λ6 =



0 0 0

0 0 1

0 1 0


 , λ7 =



0 0 0

0 0 i

0 − i 0


 , λ8 = 1√

3



1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 −2


 .

The matries in the �rst row are evidently a diret extension to 3×3 of the Pauli

matries (i.e. they onnet u to d). On lose inspetion, one sees that also the pairs
(λ4,λ5) and (λ6,λ7) play a role similar to that of (λ1,λ2), onneting u to s and

d to s respetively. Indeed, the usual ladder operators to raise or lower the third

∗
In general, the group SU(N) has N2−1 generators, whih form an adjoint representation, while

the fundamental representation is N dimensional.
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omponent of isospin (or I-spin), so-alled V-spin and U-spin may be onstruted

as follows:

1
2
(λ1 ± iλ2),

1
2
(λ4 ± iλ5),

1
2
(λ6 ± iλ7). (3.2.6)

Finally, the eigenvalues of the matrix λ8 orrespond to hyperharge.

To desribe (though not truly explain) the baryon mass spetrum, one would

naturally wish to write a formula of the form mB= 〈B|M|B〉, where M represents

the (unknown) mass operator. We thus seek an SU(3) representation of the baryons
themselves. Without formally deriving suh, let us simply state that the following

does the job: 


1√
2
Σ0 − 1√

6
Λ0 Σ+ p

Σ− − 1√
2
Σ0 − 1√

6
Λ0 n

Ξ− Ξ0 2√
6
Λ0


 . (3.2.7)

The interpretation of (3.2.7) is that the matrix used to represent any given baryon

will have entries orresponding to the oe�ients of that baryon in the above

matrix. Thus, for example,

p =



0 0 1

0 0 0

0 0 0


 , Λ0 =

1√
6



−1 0 0

0 −1 0

0 0 2


 et. (3.2.8)

As far as the SU(3) dependene is onerned, the interation is then onstruted by
simply multiplying the tensors representing the physial states together with the

relevant interation matrix and saturating the indies. For the two-dimensional

representations adopted here, this simply means matrix multipliation and an

overall trae.

If SU(3) were exat, then the interation would have the unit-matrix form

shown below as M0 while a term that violates SU(3) via the strange-quark mass

(a reasonable though not proven hypothesis) should take the form of δM below:

M0 = m01 and δM = δmλ8. (3.2.9)

We now simply need to evaluate traes of produts of the matries involved.

∗

The SU(3)-symmetri piee leads to something like Tr[BM0B], where B implies

the transpose of the orresponding matrix. Sine M0 is proportional to the unit

matrix this redues trivially to Tr[BB]=1. The SU(3)-breaking term is a little

more di�ult sine λ8 does not neessarily ommute with B and thus a priori

there are two possible inequivalent orderings. The best we an do is assoiate eah

∗
Reall that traes are invariants and therefore depend only on the relevant symmetry-group

struture and not on the representation adopted.
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with a new parameter, as follows:

mB = 〈B|M|B〉 = m0 + δm1 Tr[BBλ8] + δm2Tr[BBλ8]. (3.2.10)

The �nal form is thus a three-parameter expression for the masses of the eight

baryons.

∗
The term m0 orresponds to the value all the baryon masses would have

for exat SU(3) symmetry while the two terms in δm1,2 desribe the symmetry

breaking.

Exerise 3.2.1. Evaluate the two oe�ients of δm1,2 in eah of the four inde-

pendent ases: N , Λ, Σ and Ξ.

Now, sine we have not onsidered isospin breaking, we have already e�et-

ively set mp=mn, the masses of the three Σs equal and also the pair of Ξs to have
equal masses. Therefore, there are atually only four independent quantities to

onsider. However, this still leaves room for a predition (or rather �post-dition�):

for example, the Λ0
mass is ompletely determined by the others. The result de-

pends on how one weights the individual ontributions in the three separate isospin

multiplets and is also a�eted by the presene of eletromagneti orretions; nev-

ertheless, the mass so obtained is in exellent agreement with the experimental

value. Alternatively, one may use the four equations obtained from Eq. (3.2.10)

to eliminate the three unknown mass parameters, this leads to

3mΛ +mΣ = 2(mN +mΞ). (3.2.11)

This is just one of many mass formulæ obtainable assuming an approximate (but

broken) SU(3) �avour symmetry.

Exerise 3.2.2. Using the oe�ients derived in the previous exerise, verify the

above mass relation.

Finally, we note that one an also onsider taking into aount the small SU(2)
or isospin breaking (leading to the proton�neutron mass di�erene). This ertainly

has at least two origins: the di�ering harges of the u and d quarks and the di�ering
masses of the same. In suh a simple piture (we have no dynamis here) the two

e�ets annot be separated, but may both be inluded in the formulæ via the

inlusion of another breaking term:

δM′ = δmλ3. (3.2.12)

Two more parameters are neessary and thus one then has a �ve-parameter for-

mula, to desribe though the eight independent baryon masses. Indeed, another

∗
It is not di�ult to show that any hoie for the matrix δM that does not violate SU(2) (i.e.
treats u and d quarks equally) would lead to an equivalent formula.
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relation, due to Coleman and Glashow (1961), deals preisely with these so-alled

eletromagneti orretions:

(mp −mn)− (mΣ
+ −mΣ

−) + (mΞ
0 −mΞ

−) = 0. (3.2.13)

Exerise 3.2.3. Introdue SU(2) breaking as desribed above and thus add two

new oe�ients, say δm3,4. Calulate the four oe�ients of δm1−4 and determine

the parameters using the �ve independent ases of say p, n, Λ0
and Ξ0,−

. Using

the values thus found, predit the Σ0,±
masses.

Exerise 3.2.4. As a �nal hek, insert the known values into the previous mass

formulæ and examine how losely they are atually satis�ed.

3.2.3 The nature of quarks

At this point it is perhaps relevant to note that although it is often stated that

Gell-Mann himself did not believe in quarks as real physial objets inside hadrons,

he has more reently laimed:

�I always believed they were real�I just said that they had suh strange

properties that they were better stuk away where they an't be seen. But

I didn't know that one ould �nd them inside partiles.�

At any rate, many did begin to believe in the physial reality of quarks and indeed,

independently, Feynman was already working towards a desription of the possible

onstituents of hadrons or, more preisely, of the way they might reveal their

presene through interation with an external probe at very high energies (one

should not forget here the important ontributions of Bjorken).

If we do take the physial reality of quarks seriously, then assuming the lowest-

mass baryons (the spin-

1/2 otet and the spin-

3/2 deuplet already mentioned) to all

be omposed of three quarks in an s-wave state, one evidently requires the quarks

themselves to be spin-

1/2. Their eletri harges are easily determined from, say,

the p�n system:

2Qu +Qd = 1 and Qu + 2Qd = 0, (3.2.14)

leading to

Qu = 2/3 and Qd = −1/3. (3.2.15)

The same onlusions are reahed by onsidering the ∆ quadruplet. Indeed,

these harge and spin assignments, together with Qs=−1/3 orretly reprodue the

harges, spins and parities (taking into aount the orbital angular momentum as-

signments) of all known hadrons, both baryons and mesons (not yet inluding, of

ourse, harm or beauty). Finally, taking the individual quark magneti moments

as free parameters, it is possible to obtain similar formulæ for the baryon magneti
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moments; the agreement here is not quite so striking, but is nevertheless another

suess for the theory.

3.3 Feynman's parton model

3.3.1 High-energy eletron�proton sattering

At this point in history (the late 1960's) the experimental apabilities beame the

determining fator in progress. At the Stanford Linear Aelerator Center (SLAC)

the mahine then in operation was apable of delivering an intense eletron beam

with an energy of around 2GeV. It was being used to study the internal struture

of the proton in muh the same way that Rutherford and ollaborators had used

α-partiles to study the internal struture of the atom (Geiger and Marsden, 1909;

Rutherford, 1911). The orret energy to use is, of ourse, a question of the length

sale one wishes to resolve. An α-partile with a kineti energy of 5MeV has

momentum

pα =

√
2mαc

2Eα ≃
√
2× 4000× 5 MeV/c = 200 MeV/c. (3.3.1)

Using the sale set by ~c∼200MeV/c, we immediately see that the best resolution

attainable is of the order of 1 fm (in pratie it will always be rather poorer), whih

is what would be neessary to approah the nulear size.

∗

If we now wish to look inside the proton, we evidently need a resolution roughly

an order of magnitude better, whih would mean a fator of 100 in the α-partile
energy. However, in order to avoid onfusing signals, we also require a probe that

does not partake in the strong interation and whih thus avoids a onvolution

of the non-trivial struture of the projetile and that of the target. The obvious

hoie then, as indeed already muh used in nulear physis, is the eletron. At suh

energies it is already highly relativisti, whih atually simpli�es the alulations

sine we have pc≈E. And so an eletron of energy 2GeV has a resolving power

of order 0.1 fm.

3.3.2 The parton model

In order to appreiate how and why Feynman was led to develop a piture of

hard, point-like onstituents inside the proton (for an interesting aount of the

model, see Feynman, 1972), we need to take a few steps bak to the work done in

nulear physis. We wish to desribe e�p interations at very high energies, where

∗
Rutherford and ollaborators were indeed able to provide an estimate for the size of a nuleus

based on the observed deviations from the simple Rutherford formula.
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the possibility arises to �shatter� the proton into numerous (hadroni) fragments

(see Fig. 3.4). The initial and �nal eletron four-momenta are ℓµ=(E,ℓ) and

ℓµ

qµ

ℓ′µ

pµ

θ

Figure 3.4: The Feynman diagram desribing the eletron�proton deeply inelasti sat-

tering proess, θ denotes the laboratory-frame eletron sattering angle.

ℓ′µ=(E ′,ℓ′) while θ denotes the angle between ℓ and ℓ
′
in the laboratory frame.

In the energy regime of interest the energy transferred by the photon is

ν ≡ E −E ′ ≫ M, (3.3.2)

where M is the nuleon mass.

∗
We thus require a formalism apable of dealing

with inelasti proesses, whih, by virtue of the short wavelengths (high energies)

involved, take plae in very small regions of spae and thus probe the small-sale

struture of the targets. Let us one again stress that, partiularly in the �eld of

partile physis, high-energy and short-distane are onsidered synonymous, as too

are low-energy and long-distane�the dimensional translation fator is, as always,

~c∼200MeV fm.

3.3.3 High-energy elasti ep sattering

The starting point will be the simplest form of e�p interation: namely, elasti

sattering. The low-energy ase is dealt with in App. C.1.2, where we present

the e�etive Mott formula, appliable when nulear reoil may be negleted. At

higher energies the reoil of the target nuleon is no longer negligible and the

redued Mott formula Eq. (C.1.6) must be replaed by the full form (C.1.8):

dσ

dΩ

Mott

=
E ′

E

dσ̃

dΩ

Mott

, (3.3.3)

∗
What atually interests us is that this is more�or�less the same as the ondition that the

e�etive wavelength of the photon be muh smaller than the radius of the proton.
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where the fator

E
′

E
aounts for the (now non-negligible) reoil e�et of the target

nuleon. The four-momentum squared of the exhange photon assumes a ertain

importane and in the high-energy limit, where we may safely neglet the eletron

mass, we have

q2 = (ℓ− ℓ′)2 ≃ −4EE ′ sin2 θ
2
. (3.3.4)

Sine this expression is evidently always negative, it is traditional to introdue

the positive variable Q2 :=−q2. This quantity appears in the propagator for the

photon and therefore naturally sets the sale for the proess. We shall see that in

the energy regime of interest both ν and Q2
beome large.

As the eletron energy inreases and its motion beomes ultra-relativisti, it

also beomes neessary to inlude the magneti interation (normally suppressed

by a fator v/c). For a point-like partile having gyromagneti ratio exatly two

the full elasti ross-setion takes on the form

dσ

dΩ

Dira

=
[
1 + 2τ tan2 θ

2

] dσ
dΩ

Mott

, (3.3.5)

where the su�x �Dira� indiates a point-like ross-setion for a spin-half objet

and the variable τ := Q
2

4M
2 . Note that the new term, proportional to tan2(θ/2),

disappears for θ=0◦
, re�eting the spin-�ip nature of the magneti interation

together with the usual requirement of angular-momentum onservation, oupled

to eletron-heliity onservation due to the vetor nature of the interation.

However, neither the proton nor the neutron is point-like. Indeed, even the

neutron has an appreiable magneti moment and an therefore satter high-energy

eletrons with a ross-setion omparable to that of the proton. Moreover, sine

we are now moving into a regime where the substruture beomes apparent, we

must also take into aount both the harge and magneti-moment distributions

inside the nuleons. As disussed in App. C.2, this simply requires the inlusion of

form fators, whih are nothing other than Fourier transforms of the distributions

in question. The ross-setion for elasti eletron�nuleon sattering thus takes on

the Rosenbluth form (1950):

dσ

dΩ

Rosen.

=

[
G2
E(Q

2) + τ G2
M(Q2)

1 + τ
+ 2τ G2

M(Q2) tan2 θ
2

]
dσ

dΩ

Mott

. (3.3.6)

In the limit Q2→0, where the photon wavelength beomes in�nite, the sattering

beomes e�etively point-like and the eletri and magneti form fators GE(Q
2)

and GM(Q2) take on the their so-alled �stati� values:

Gp
E(0) = 1, Gp

M(0) = 2.79, (3.3.7a)

Gn
E(0) = 0, Gn

M(0) = −1.91, (3.3.7b)
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that is, at zero momentum transfer the eletri form fator measures the total

harge while the magneti form fator measures the magneti moment (in units

of the nulear magneton). In the absene of a theory for these form fators, the

Q2
dependene must simply be measured experimentally. The dependene on θ

allows a two-dimensional plot (Q2
also depends on E and so is an independent

variable), from whih the funtions G(Q2) may be extrated separately. For ex-

ample, note that for Q2
onstant, the ratio

dσ
dΩ

Rosen.

/ dσ
dΩ

Mott

is linear in tan2 θ
2
, with

slope 2τ G2
M(Q2).

Performing suh measurements, one �nds that the three form fators with a

non-zero limiting value all have a dipole-like behaviour (of the form mentioned in

App. C.2) while the neutron eletri form fator is more di�ult both to measure

and ategorise:

Gp
E(Q

2) =
Gp
M(Q2)

2.79
=

Gn
M(Q2)

−1.91 =

[
1 +

Q2

M2
V

]−2

, (3.3.8)

where the single, phenomenologial, mass parameter is MV ≃0.84GeV. It an be

shown that suh a dipole form orresponds to an exponentially deaying harge

density:

ρ(r) = ρ(0) e−ar with a = 4.2 fm−1. (3.3.9)

Taking the Q2→0 limit of the experimentally measured slope, one dedues a

typial root-mean-square radius for the nuleon of approximately 0.8 fm.

3.3.4 Deeply inelasti sattering

As the energy transfer inreases, proesses other than elasti sattering beome

possible and inelasti sattering sets in. Sine the strit one-to-one onstraint of

the relation between the outgoing eletron energy and sattering angle is then

lost, for a �xed detetor (or spetrometer) angle a broad spetrum of energies

will be observed. The upper limit is obviously the standard elasti sattering

�nal-state energy but many events are seen for energies below this. The �rst

important struture one observes is due to the quadruplet of ∆ resonanes, with

masses around 1230MeV. It is onvenient to introdue a new variable W , the

�nal hadroni-state invariant mass. The four-momentum of the hadroni state

emerging after photon absorbtion (assuming nothing is emitted) is simply pµ+qµ

and the invariant mass we seek is thus

W 2 ≡ (p+ q)2 = M2 + 2Mν −Q2, (3.3.10)
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whih, realling that for �xed beam energy and sattering angle,

q2 = −4EE ′ sin2 θ
2
, (3.3.11)

is linear in E ′
. Reall too that, as de�ned

∗
, ν is atually impliitly a Lorentz

invariant, as is of ourse Q2
. Figure 3.5 displays a typial ross-setion or spetrum

for ep→ eX near the ∆ resonane mass peak. Allowing for the underlying inelasti

Figure 3.5: The ross-setion for ep→ eX for eletron beam energy E=4.9GeV and

sattering angle θ=10◦. The �gure is taken from Bartel et al. (1968).

events (e.g. pion prodution), the shape of the resonane is a lassi Breit�Wigner

(BW)

†
, from whih one an dedue a mass of a little over 1200MeV and a width

of around 100MeV. Up to around 2GeV in W it is possible to identify other

resonanes, after whih the ontinuum prodution of multipartile states starts to

dominate.

Exerise 3.3.1. Calulate the maximum possible resolution, i.e. the shortest photon

wavelength, obtainable with an eletron beam energy of 4.88GeV. For the same

beam energy, alulate the maximum value of W .

∗
De�ned, that is, not spei�ally as the energy transfer in the rest frame, but as Mν=p·q.

†
For a detailed disussion, the reader is referred to App. A.5
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The question now is what will happen as we move to higher energies? The

situation is very similar to that of Rutherford in the early 1900's: here the proton

has taken over the role of the atom (and the eletron that of the α-partile). So,
if the proton is just a di�use sphere of harge, again the large-angle ross-setion

is expeted to fall o� very rapidly. Instead the remarkable behaviour found in

deeply inelasti sattering (DIS) at the end of the sixties (Bloom et al., 1969;

Breidenbah et al., 1969) was that, far from dying away as Q2
inreased, as the

above form fators would predit, the ross-setions remained large and (up to

an overall dimensional sale fator) were independent of Q2
for �xed ν/Q2

ratio

(see Fig. 3.6).

∗
Note that suh saling behaviour was already observed from about

W =2GeV onwards and is therefore often termed �preoious�. An early review

may be found in Friedman and Kendall (1972).

Before ontinuing, let us try to understand the expeted derease in physial

terms and thus better realise the impliations of these �ndings. As the energy

of the probe inreases, the wavelength of the exhange photon dereases. At the

moment of the interation the photon e�etively oherently �sees� only a small

volume inside the nuleon, given roughly by the photon wavelength. Therefore,

if the harge of the nuleon is distributed more�or�less uniformly throughout its

volume, the interation strength is expeted to derease rapidly with inreasing

energy. Sine this does not happen, we are fored (just as was Rutherford) to

entertain the idea that there are small, dense (or rather point-like) objets inside

the nuleon, where its harge is then onentrated, thus avoiding the dereasing

ross-setion.

3.3.5 Bjorken saling

For inelasti sattering there are two independent variables, whih historially were

taken as Q2
and ν, and in plae of the Rosenbluth formula (3.3.6) one writes

d2σ

dΩdE ′ =
[
W2(Q

2, ν) + 2W1(Q
2, ν) tan2 θ

2

] dσ̃
dΩ

Mott

=
4α2E ′ 2

(Q2)2

[
W2(Q

2, ν) cos2 θ
2
+ 2W1(Q

2, ν) sin2 θ
2

]
. (3.3.12)

However, as noted, the data are well desribed as a funtion of a single variable.

This had already been largely foreseen by Bjorken (1969) essentially via dimen-

sional analysis. He argued that sine at high energies (and it must be admitted

∗
The 1990 Nobel Prize for physis was awarded equally to Jerome I. Friedman, Henry W. Kendall

and Rihard E. Taylor for �their pioneering investigations onerning deep inelasti sattering

of eletrons on protons and bound neutrons, whih have been of essential importane for the

development of the quark model in partile physis.�
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Figure 3.6: The ratio (d2σ/dΩdE′)/σMott

as a funtion of q2 for W =2, 3 and 3.5GeV
in units of GeV−1

. The lines drawn through the data are meant to guide the eye. Also

shown is the ross-setion for elasti e�p sattering divided by σMott

, (dσ/dΩ)/σMott

alulated for θ=10◦ using the dipole form fator. The relatively slow variation of the

inelasti ross-setion with q2, as ompared to the elasti ross-setion, is learly seen.

The �gure is taken from Breidenbah et al. (1969).

that he had rather more the just a few GeV in mind) all relatively small masses

and energy-like parameters ould be negleted. Therefore, one the naïve dimen-

sions of, say, a ross-setion (e.g. the E ′2/Q4
pre-fator in the above formula) had

been fatored out, the remaining dimensionless form fators ould only depend on

dimensionless variables. Now, in DIS at high energies, for example, unless there

is some new sale due to some new physis or dynamis, only two large quantities

with dimensions of energy or mass remain important: namely, Q2
and ν. One

an only onstrut the adimensional, so-alled, Bjorken saling variable xB, whih
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satis�es the following kinematial onstraints:

0 ≤ xB :=
Q2

2Mν
≤ 1. (3.3.13)

It is thus an ideal andidate as the variable against whih to plot the data.

∗
We

shall soon see that in the Feynman piture it also has a very speial meaning. In

1969 Bjorken showed that the orret saling behaviour is then obtained via the

following substitutions:

MW1(Q
2, ν) → F1(xB), (3.3.14a)

νW2(Q
2, ν) → F2(xB). (3.3.14b)

3.3.6 The Feynman piture

It was, however, Feynman (1969) who gave more spei� meaning to xB and the

form fators F1,2 or struture funtions (as they are now known). Assuming that

there were point-like spin-half objets (whih he alled partons) inside the nuleon

and that it was with these that the high-energy eletromagneti probe interated,

Feynman alulated the resulting ross-setion, muh in the same fashion as in

App. C.3 for quasi-elasti sattering (see Fig. 3.7). The parton approah also

nuleon

e−
e−

γ

q

Figure 3.7: The proess of eletron�nuleon deeply inelasti sattering, aording to

Feynman's parton-model piture (the small blob inside the irle represents the struk

parton bound inside the nuleon).

leads to a simpli�ation: the two a priori unrelated struture funtions F1,2 turn

out to be a single funtion (beause the partons are treated as elementary Dira

partiles with gyromagneti ratio 2). Indeed, Callan and Gross (1969) quikly

∗
It might be mentioned that Bjorken himself used x≡ Q

2

Mν
, whih di�ers by a fator two. Indeed,

in the early literature one an also �nd the inverse ω≡ Mν

Q
2 while many authors (inluding

Bjorken himself) still often simply used ν as the independent kinemati variable.
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showed the following relation to hold in the high-energy, so-alled, saling limit :

F2(x) = 2xF1(x). (3.3.15)

It is important to realise that this and indeed the whole piture is to be taken as

an approximation that would be preise only in the limit Q2→∞. In fat, it turns

out that higher-order quantum orretions also spoil the simple piture although

they an be inorporated in a systemati way to provide preise and experimentally

veri�able numerial preditions.

We an now try to understand the physial meaning of xB and the struture

funtions that depend on it. It is natural (following the quasi-elasti sattering ana-

logy) to attempt to desribe the proess as a ollision between a virtual photon and

a parton bound inside a nuleon. Indeed, one onsiders the lepton�photon vertex

as so thoroughly understood as to be of no interest here. The only obstale is that

the partons are onsidered massless (or as having negligibly small masses) and thus

their rest-frame is ill-de�ned. It is therefore neessary to work in a relativistially

boosted frame. There are many possible hoies of, so-alled, in�nite-momentum

frames, but that whih lends itself best to the present purpose is the Breit (or

so-alled �brik-wall�) frame, in whih the struk parton turns through 180◦
while

retaining the same energy and absolute momentum, i.e. it simply reverses its mo-

mentum, as if it had indeed ollided with a brik wall. In this frame the photon

evidently arries zero energy and qµ is therefore purely spae-like. We shall also

take the z-axis as the diretion of the proton in this frame (the photon momentum

is thus negative). Now, sine Q2/2p·q=xB and q0=0, then qz=−2xBpz. To re-

verse the diretion of the inoming parton (with momentum k, say), we evidently

require qz=−2kz. We thus �nally obtain

xB = kz/pz. (3.3.16)

This is then the famous parton-model relation: xB is just the fration of the proton

momentum arried by the parton as seen in an in�nite-momentum frame.

Exerise 3.3.2. Derive the above relation expliitly and thus demonstrate that the

adimensional Bjorken saling variable xB, as de�ned in Eq. (3.3.13), is bounded

to lie in the range [0,1].

At this point we have a piture in whih a parton arrying a fration xB of the

parent hadron momentum ollides with an eletron at very high energy and with

very large momentum transfer. It may thus be reasonable (though more on this

later) to avail ourselves of the impulse approximation already used in desribing

quasi-elasti sattering. In suh an approah one an alulate the deeply inelasti

sattering e�p ross-setion for a given xB as simply the produt of the probability
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of �nding a parton with that momentum fration and the ross-setion for its

elasti sattering with the inoming eletron. Comparison of the two expressions

immediately leads to the identi�ation of the struture funtions with probability

distributions or densities for partons:

∗

F2(x) = 2xF1(x) =
∑

i

Q2
i

[
xfi(x) + xf̄i(x)

]
, (3.3.17)

where the sum runs over the di�erent types or �avours of partons that might be

found inside a hadron, Qi is the harge (in units of the proton harge) of the

i-th. parton type, fi its probability distribution or density with respet to the

momentum fration x and f̄i that of the orresponding antiparton.

†

We have inluded antiquarks in the sum over parton types sine we know that,

via spontaneous quark�antiquark prodution (predited by quantum �eld theory),

at any given instant in time a hadron will also ontain some (albeit small) fration

of antiquarks. Note that the ross-setion is only sensitive to the harge squared Q2
i

and therefore the ontributions of partons and antipartons are indistinguishable.

We may as well now start alling Feynman's partons quarks. We shall at times still

ontinue to use the term parton sine it may be taken to refer to any onstituent

of the proton, neutron or other hadrons and, as we shall see shortly, there are also

the gluons to onsider.

3.3.7 Di�ulties with the Feynman approah

A number of (atually rather deep) questions now arise, whih absolutely beg

lari�ation:

1. parton transverse-momentum e�ets have been ignored,

2. we have no theory of the distributions f(x),

3. gluons have not been inluded,

4. the destiny of the struk quark is not spei�ed,

5. binding-energy e�ets have been ignored.

We shall deal with the seond in some detail later. We shall also try to provide

some understanding of the fourth and �fth shortly; they are related but are also

somewhat more omplex and profound issues. Let us begin, however, with a few

brief omments.

∗
From now on, for simpliity of notation and aording to aepted onvention, we shall usually

drop the su�x B on the Bjorken variable xB.

†
It should perhaps be stressed that x here has nothing whatsoever to do with position or on-

�guration spae.
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Parton transverse-momentum e�ets

Let us then �rst omment on the momentum omponents of the quark in the plane

transverse with respet to the z-axis (de�ned by the proton�photon diretions in

their entre�of�mass frame). In the above treatment they were totally ignored,

this may be justi�ed by assuming that they are due to Fermi motion of the quarks

inside the nuleon, whih is restrited to low momenta. Aording to the familiar

Heisenberg priniple, the mean (internal) momentum will be of the order of the

inverse size of the nuleon in whih they are bound and thus presumably of order

200MeV. Moreover, transverse omponents are una�eted by longitudinal boosts.

As a �rst approximation this is just �ne although there are ertain irumstanes

where the role of transverse momenta is non-negligible.

Parton distributions

As to a true theory for the quark�parton distributions f(x), it simply does not exist

as yet. The bound-state problem in QCD is still far from being solved and although

various theoretial tehniques and models have been developed, none provides truly

satisfatory solutions for the bound states of three quarks or quark�antiquark pairs

and ertainly no approah is su�iently advaned to provide omplete ab initio

alulations of the parton densities.

Gluons

As far as gluons are onerned, sine they arry no eletri harge, they annot

ontribute to DIS in the Born approximation. However, at higher order in per-

turbation theory, a gluon inside the proton may spontaneously split into a quark�

antiquark pair, of whih one or other may then interat with the photon. Suh

e�ets an be alulated and inluded systematially into phenomenologial de-

sriptions. In fat, it is found that approximately only half the proton momentum

is arried by quarks and antiquarks (these last arry only some 6% or so), the

other half being assoiated then with gluons.

Moreover, as we shall soon see, gluons arry the olour harge of QCD and

therefore interat not only with quarks but also with eah other. This means that

in hadron�hadron ollisions we may have a parton-level proess in whih two gluons

ollide and fuse to produe, e.g. a quark�antiquark pair. Indeed, at high energies

suh gluon�gluon fusion proesses an even dominate the sattering ross-setion.

Yet another possibility is a gluon�quark Compton-like proess.
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Con�nement and asymptoti freedom

The remaining two points are oneptually muh tougher, espeially in view of the

fat that, no matter how high we go in energy experimentally, it has (so far) proved

impossible to liberate a quark from inside its host hadron. The problem of binding

leads us to two onepts that are entral to the theory of strong interations:

namely on�nement and asymptoti freedom. Indeed, so important are they that

they deserve a dediated setion. However, this will be postponed until we have

desribed at least a little of the nature of the interation involved: namely, QCD.

3.4 Quantum hromodynamis

The attempt to onstrut a fundamental theory took as its starting point the theory

known as QED. This is the �eld-quantised version of the lassial �eld theory of

eletrodynamis, a gauge theory (the photon is rigorously massless) and as suh

possessing important symmetries, whih guarantee suitable high-energy behaviour

under quantisation. However, QCD di�ers from QED in that the gauge struture

has a non-Abelian symmetry, i.e. it is of the Yang�Mills type (Yang and Mills,

1954). Apart from various theoretial ompliations this leads to a very important

di�erene: there is not just one single harge but three. By analogy with the

primary olours in optis, these are traditionally identi�ed as red, blue and green.

A quark may thus arry any one of these three harges while an antiquark arries

an anti-olour harge and, as we shall explain, the (massless) gluon is also oloured.

3.4.1 Motivation for olour SU(3)

Let us �rst examine how suh a theory ame into being. The hoie of SU(3)
ol

∗

as the strong-interation gauge group (Greenberg, 1964; Han and Nambu, 1965)

is uniquely determined by a number of phenomenologial and theoretial obser-

vations (see Muta, 1998, for example). Note that the following do not onstitute

a requirement regarding the interation, but merely indiate the nature of the

symmetry group. However, it is natural, following in the footsteps of the highly

suessful theory of QED, to extend it to a loal gauge symmetry and thus intro-

due a very desirable interation. For a variety of reasons (whih we shall shortly

disuss), it is neessary to enlarge the symmetry group beyond the simple single

parameter spae of the QED U(1) to SU(3)
ol

∗
There must be no onfusion between SU(3)

ol

and SU(3)
�av

� the �rst refers to the loal gauge

symmetry of the strong interation (i.e. the gluon dynamis) while the seond is a global sym-

metry of the quark �elds irrespetive of their interations and ontains no real dynamis.
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(a) The group must admit a totally antisymmetri olour-singlet (�white�) baryon

omposed of three quarks, qqq. Note that states with, e.g., four quarks have

never been observed. From the study of hadron spetrosopy it is known that

the lowest-mass baryons, the spin-

1/2 otet and the spin-

3/2 deuplet of SU(3)
�av

(the approximate �avour symmetry that rotates the three light quarks u, d and

s), are omposed of three quarks in what are assumed to be olour-singlet states.

Indeed, the qqq wave-funtion must be antisymmetri in olour, in order to satisfy

Fermi�Dira statistis. Consider, for example, a ∆++
with spin-z omponent +3/2:

this has the form |u⇑u⇑u⇑〉 in an s-wave (likewise, Ω−
should be |s⇑s⇑s⇑〉 with

L=0), i.e. three idential fermions in the same state. In spae, spin and �avour

the wave-funtion is thus totally symmetri and hene antisymmetry in olour is

required for overall antisymmetry. This requirement is neatly satis�ed by SU(3)
ol

and the natural onstrut ǫabc q
aqbqc, where a, b and c are SU(3)

ol

indies.

(b) The group struture must admit omplex representations in order to distin-

guish between quarks and antiquarks. In fat, there exist qq̄ mesoni states while

no analogous qq bound states are known. Among the simple groups, this restrits

the hoie to E(6), SU(N) with N ≥2 and SO(4N+2) with N ≥2, taking into

aount that SO(6) has the same algebra as SU(4).

() The hoie of the gauge group SU(N


=3)
ol

is also on�rmed a posteriori by

many proesses that diretly or indiretly measure N


. We shall now present some

important examples.

The hadron-prodution rate in e
+
e
−

annihilation

The e+e− annihilation proess proeeds via the prodution of a virtual intermediate

neutral boson (γ or Z0
), whih then �deays� into a fermion�antifermion pair (see

Fig. 3.8). These may be harged leptons or quarks (neutrinos are also possible,

γ,Z0

e+

e−

f

f̄

Figure 3.8: The e+e− annihilation proess into a fermion�antifermion pair, via the

intermediate prodution of a virtual photon or Z0
boson.

though undetetable, in the ase of Z0
). The overall rate for any given hannel

is proportional to the harge squared of the �nal-state fermions. Final states

ontaining only hadrons are assumed to have their origins in a qq̄ pair. Counting a
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separate ontribution for eah quark olour, the total rate for hadron prodution

in e+e− annihilation is thus proportional to N


:

∗

Re
+
e
− ≡ σ(e+e− → hadrons)

σ
point

(e+e− → µ+µ−)
= N



∑

f

Q2
f (for 2mf < E

CM

),

where the sum runs over individual ontributions (weighted by Q2
f , the quark

eletri harge squared) from aessible qf q̄f �nal states. Above the bb̄ threshold
but well below mZ we have qf =u, c, d, s and b (t is, of ourse, too heavy):

Re
+
e
− ≈

[
2×(2

3
)2 + 3×(−1

3
)2
]
N


= 11
9
N


. (3.4.1)

The data niely indiateN


=3, as seen from Fig. 3.9 (PDG-2016 � Patrignani et al.,

2016). Note that the ross-setion exess in the data of a few perent with respet
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Figure 3.9: R
e
+
e
− as a funtion of total entre�of�mass energy. The �gure is taken

from PDG-2016 (Patrignani et al., 2016).

to the value 11/3 an be aounted for by QCD radiative (or quantum) orretions.

∗
Important, known, quantum orretions have been negleted here (they will be disussed later).
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The branhing ratio B(W−→e
−−

νe)

A similar example is provided by the W−
deay rate (see Fig. 3.10). Again, in

W−

f̄ ′= ν̄e, ν̄µ, ν̄τ , d̄W , s̄W

f = e−, µ−, τ−, uW , cW

Figure 3.10: The general W−→f f̄ ′
deay proess (the natural harge-onjugate han-

nels also exist for the W+
).

the Born approximation, the allowed fermion�antifermion (f f̄ ′
) �nal states inW−

deay are e−ν̄e, µ
−ν̄µ, τ

−ν̄τ , (dū)W and (sc̄)W ; the �nal state (bt̄)W is not possible

sine the top quark is too heavy to be produed. Eah hannel type (lepton or

quark) ontributes equally

∗
, exept that for quarks there are N



olours and we

must therefore inlude an extra weight fator N


=3 for the quark hannels:

B(W− → e−ν̄e) ≡
Γ(W− → e−ν̄e)

Γ(W− → all)
≈ 1

3 + 2N


. (3.4.2)

For N


=3, B=11% (it would be 20% for N


=1); to be ompared with the

experimental value B=10.75±0.13%.

The branhing ratio B(τ−→e
−−

νeντ )

The τ lepton, having a mass of very nearly 1777MeV, may deay into a number

of �nal states, both leptoni and hadroni. The basi proess τ→f f̄ ′ντ , obviously
an analogue of β-deay, is depited in Fig. 3.11. Considering the energetially

τ−

ντ

W−

f̄ ′= ν̄ℓ, d̄W

f = ℓ−, uW

Figure 3.11: The general τ−→ντf f̄
′
deay proess (ℓ stands for either of the two

lighter harged leptons).

∗
Quark and lepton mass e�ets (mc and mτ ) may be more-or-less negleted here.
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available �nal-state hannels, the f f̄ ′
pair may be e−ν̄e, µ

−ν̄µ, or (dū)W . In prin-

iple, negleting the small mass e�ets, eah should ontribute with equal weight.

However, if the quarks are oloured, the number of (dū)W states available beomes

N


=3. The branhing ratio B(τ−→ e−ν̄eντ ) is then

B(τ− → e−ν̄eντ ) ≡
Γ(τ− → e−ν̄eντ )

Γ(τ− → all)
≈ 1

2 +N


. (3.4.3)

For N


=3, B=20% (it would be 33% for N


=1) while the experimental number

is B=17.84±0.05% (the poorer agreement in this ase is explained by the larger

QCD radiative orretions sine the mass of the τ− is small and thus αs large, see
later).

The Drell�Yan proess

In the Born approximation the rate for Drell�Yan proesses (e.g., pp→µ+µ−X) is

inversely proportional to N


. Suh a proess proeeds via qq̄ annihilation into a

virtual (massive) photon, whih subsequently deays into a µ+µ−
pair. Thus, for

example, a quark of a given olour in one hadron must �nd an antiquark of the

same olour in the other and hene only 1/N


of the ases may atually proeed.

The rate Γ(π0→2γ)

The proess Γ(π0→2γ) is quadrati in N


and is depited in Fig. 3.12. The rate

γ

π0 γ

Figure 3.12: The quark desription of deay π0→2γ. Given the natural mass sale

involved (mπ), the internal fermion loop only involves the light quarks u, d and s.

an be reliably alulated via so-alled soft-pion theorems and is related to the

so-alled hiral anomaly :

Γ(π0 → 2γ) ≈
(
N


3

)2
α2m3

π
0

32π3f 2
π

= (7.73± 0.04)×
(
N


3

)2

eV, (3.4.4)

where fπ=(130.7±0.37)MeV is the harged-pion deay onstant. The measured

experimental value is Γ=(7.7±0.5) eV, in good agreement with N


=3.
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Canellation of the ABJ triangle anomaly

Another rather more tehnial problem, but related to the previous ase, is that

of the Adler�Bell�Jakiw (ABJ�Adler, 1969; Bell and Jakiw, 1969) so-alled tri-

angle anomaly. At a lassial level eletrodynamis has a U(1) vetor symmetry,

but the quantum �eld theory also a U(1) axial-vetor symmetry�i.e. additional in-

variane with respet to transformations under γ5.
∗
However, the one-loop triangle

graph with two vetor verties and one axial vertex breaks this symmetry�the

axial urrent is therefore not onserved (see Fig. 3.13). The anomaly ontribution

γ5γ
µ

γν

γσ

Figure 3.13: The triangle diagram ontributing to the Adler�Bell�Jakiw anomaly; the

loop ontains all the leptons and all the quarks.

is proportional to the harge of the fermion irulating in the loop and is thus:

−1 for the harged leptons, zero for neutrinos, +2/3 for up-type quarks and −1/3
for down-type quarks. Therefore, if and only if there are preisely three olours of

quark, eah quark�lepton family ontributes with an overall oe�ient

− 1 + 0 + 3×
(
2
3
− 1

3

)
= 0. (3.4.5)

3.4.2 Asymptoti freedom and on�nement

That quarks (and gluons) appear to be inextriably bound inside hadrons (baryons

and mesons), i.e. that they are not allowed to propagate in free spae, is asribed

to the property (presumably of QCD) known as on�nement. The behaviour

observed in high-energy ollisions, where the sattering proesses between quarks,

gluons and other partiles our as though the partons themselves were instead

free, despite being bound, is referred to as asymptoti freedom (again, a property of

QCD). While the latter an atually be demonstrated in perturbative approahes,

the former is so far only a reasonable onjeture that may be partially understood

and justi�ed through arguments of plausibility.

The on�nement problem is a serious obstale to Feynman's piture: the im-

pulse approximation is appliable in nulear physis beause the interation time

for the probe is muh shorter than that of the nulear motion; i.e. nuleons bound

∗
The assoiated axial urrent is analogous to that whih ontributes to the Gamow�Teller trans-

itions in nulear β-deay.
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inside the nuleus do not atually feel the potential until they touh the bound-

aries (internally the potential is approximately onstant). It is also true that the

binding energy is muh less than the potential-well depth; i.e. the binding is loose.

Finally, the nuleons do atually emerge (and the energy di�erene due to the well

depth is manifest in their spetrum); quarks, on the other hand, do not and thus

would appear to have in�nite binding energy. One might therefore presume the

potential to be far from �at inside the nuleon. How then is it that they appear

as though free?

The answer to this question was provided by Gross and Wilzek and, inde-

pendently, by Politzer in 1973.

∗
These three theoretiians examined the behaviour

of oupling onstants in general quantum �eld theories. In QED it had long been

known that one e�et of renormalisation is to transmute the oupling onstant α
into a funtion that varies with energy sale (one uses generially Q2

).

To understand this, let us imagine trying to measure the harge of an isolated

eletron, in a vauum, by using another (in�nitesimal) harge as a probe at some

large distane r. Now, in quantum �eld theory the vauum is not stritly empty;

it is rather a sort of bubbling soup of virtual partile�antipartile pairs being

ontinually reated and subsequently annihilating spontaneously. When suh a

pair is formed, the partile with positive harge is attrated to the eletron that

is the objet of our measurement while the other is repelled. Consider then the

Gaussian sphere at radius r: there will be a net movement of neutralising harge

towards the eletron under study. Aording to Gauss' theorem, this redues

the e�etive harge as measured by the probe, leading to a so-alled �sreening�

e�et. However, as the probe approahes the objet the sreening diminishes and

the measured harge thus inreases. A full alulation in QED reveals that there

omes a point at high enough energies where the harge beomes e�etively in�nite

while the large-distane (or Q2≈0) limit is well-de�ned and �nite: its value is just

the oft-quoted 1/137.
Fortunately, it turns out that the sale orQ2

for whih the harge would diverge

(the so-alled Landau pole) is atually far beyond the Plank mass and is thus of

little physial relevane.

†
The variation of α with Q2

is, in ontrast, very phys-

ial and indeed observable. For example, at the Large Eletron�Positron Collider

(LEP) α has been measured for Q2≈M2
Z and the value obtained is approximately

1/128, in perfet agreement with theory.

The above desription is typial of Abelian gauge theories (suh as QED) and

∗
The 2004 Nobel Prize for physis was awarded to David J. Gross, H. David Politzer and Frank

Wilzek for �the disovery of asymptoti freedom in the theory of the strong interation.� The

work of Gross and Wilzek (1973b) and, independently, of Politzer (1973) marks the e�etive

birth of QCD as the theory of strong interations.

†
That is, until the role of gravity in quantum �eld theory is understood and/or beomes import-

ant phenomenologially, we need not (and indeed annot) address suh a problem.
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indeed most quantum �eld theories, with the exeption of non-Abelian theories

(suh as QCD and, by the way, the eletroweak theory). In suh theories the gauge

�elds themselves also arry the harge of the interation and an thus interat, even

in the absene of matter �elds. It turns out that their ontribution to the vauum

olour polarisation has the opposite e�et to that of the fermions, i.e. it antisreens

an isolated harge.

The results of the alulations performed by Politzer, Gross and Wilzek may

be summarised as follows. For onveniene, as all variation is logarithmi in energy

sale (Q2
), we introdue the so-alled β-funtion as the logarithmi derivative of

α with respet to the sale:

Q2 ∂α(Q
2)

∂Q2 =
∂α(t)

∂t
= β(α(t)) , (3.4.6)

where we have de�ned

t = ln
Q2

µ2 , (3.4.7)

with µ an arbitrary parameter�varying µ merely translates the t-axis, leaving de-
rivatives una�eted. The β-funtion may be alulated perturbatively in quantum

�eld theory and depends in an essential way on the type of theory. We thus make

a power expansion in α:

β(α) = −α2(b0 + b1α + b2α
2 + . . .). (3.4.8)

Note that the �rst term turns out already O(α2). The sign of the �rst oe�ient

is ruial in determining whether the oupling onstant inreases or dereases with

growing energy sale (the overall minus sign is onventional).

In QED we �nd:

bQED0 = − 1

3π

∑

f

N
f Q

2
f , (3.4.9a)

where N
f = 3 for quarks, 1 for leptons, and the sum runs over all fermions of

harge Qf that are ative

∗
at the hosen energy sale. In QCD, however,

bQCD0 =
11N



− 2N
f

12π
, (3.4.9b)

where, as usual, N
f

is the number of ative �avours of quarks. Therefore, provided

∗
By ative we mean energetially aessible at the sale determined by Q2

.
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N
f

<17, the β-funtion in QCD is negative.

∗
An important proven result is that, in

four spae�time dimensions, only non-Abelian gauge theories are asymptotially

free (Gross and Wilzek, 1973a,b, 1974; Politzer, 1973, 1974).

If α is small enough for perturbation theory to be valid, de�ning α0≡α(t)|t=0,

the leading-order solutions to the di�erential equations are simply

QED : α(t) ≃ α0

1− |b0|α0t
(3.4.10a)

and

QCD : α(t) ≃ α0

1 + |b0|α0t
. (3.4.10b)

A di�erent and more transparent form may be adopted for QCD: by de�ning

α−1
0 =: b0 ln(µ

2/Λ2
QCD

), for b0>0, it may be rewritten as

α(Q2) ≃ 1
1
α0

+ b0t
=

1

b0 ln
µ
2

Λ
2

QCD

+ b0 ln
Q

2

µ
2

=
1

b0 ln
Q

2

Λ
2

QCD

. (3.4.11)

where a dimensional parameter Λ
QCD

has been introdued to replae µ (and α0).

The logarithmi derease of α(Q2) with Q2
is thus made manifest.

At this point we may onsider Λ
QCD

as an independent physial parameter,

substituting the non-physial α0 (the value of α for Q2=µ2
). In quantum �eld

theory jargon this parameter exhange is known as dimensional transmutation.

The exat value extrated experimentally depends on the order of perturbation

theory used and the energy sale (through the number of ative �avours), but

generally lies between 200 and 300MeV.
In other words, so e�etive is the antisreening of gluons that, unless there

are more than 17 di�erent quark types, the behaviour of the QCD oupling is the

opposite of that in QED and the harge dereases with inreasing Q2
. This leads

to the notion of asymptoti freedom. With this onept in hand we an justify

the apparent freedom of the quarks inside the proton: as long as they are probed

at high enough energies, the e�etive interation strength with the surrounding

nuleon is small. To have some idea of this, for Q2≃M2
Z one �nds (experimentally)

αs≃0.11, where we have used the standard notation of αs to indiate the strong

oupling onstant (i.e. that of QCD). To be honest, at 1969 SLAC energies it was

larger by about a fator 3 or 4; in other words, it was not really very small. In any

ase there are now many independent measurements of α(Q2) and the agreement

with perturbative QCD alulations is exellent (see Fig. 3.14).

How then, on the other hand, an suh a piture be reoniled with the phe-

nomenon of on�nement? Here the disussion neessarily beomes less rigorous as

∗
In fat, b1 and b2 are known for QCD and have the same sign as b0 for N

f

not too large.
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Figure 3.14: The running of α(µ); the data points orrespond (in inreasing order of

energy): τ -deay rate, Υ-deay rate, DIS saling violation, and event shapes in e+e−

annihilation to hadrons; �gure taken from PDG-2016 (Patrignani et al., 2016).

there is presently no way of performing omplete and reliable ab initio alulations

in the low-energy regime, where the oupling is strong and the non-trivial vauum

struture of QCD omes into play. Some very plausible arguments an, however, be

made. Note �rst that the 1/r behaviour of the Coulomb potential is a onsequene
of living in three spatial dimensions: the �ux lines are distributed over the surfae

of sphere and therefore the fore dereases as 1/r2 (see Fig. 3.15a). In a spatially

harge

(a)

harge

(b)

Figure 3.15: The fore-�eld �ux lines for spatially (a) three-dimensional and (b) one-

dimensional �eld theories.

one-dimensional world the �ux-line �density� is onstant (as in Fig. 3.15b), so that
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the fore is onstant and therefore the potential is proportional to r�evidently

a on�ning potential. Theoretial work has been performed on suh theories and

muh is known about them.

However, we do live in three dimensions. How then might the e�etive number

of dimensions be redued? Reall that the gluons themselves arry the olour

harge and thus interat strongly with one another. One an show that a plausible

e�et of this is to squeeze the �ux lines. If they are atually fored into a tube-like

one-dimensional struture, then the fore law indeed beomes string-like and the

potential beomes linear in r (see Fig. 3.16).

harge antiharge

Figure 3.16: The fore-�eld �ux lines between a harge and anti-harge, assuming a

one-dimensional tube-like behaviour.

One an imagine that suh squeezing is only operative for large separations of

two �isolated� olour harges and that at short distanes the on�guration returns

to a three-dimensional Coulomb-type behaviour. The potential might then be

desribed (approximately) by the form

V
QCD

∼ −a
r
+ b r. (3.4.12)

The more usual Coulomb behaviour will only dominate in the short-distane regime

while the string-like, linear, seond term will naturally take over at su�iently large

distanes. Indeed, a lose inspetion of the �ux-tube piture shown in Fig. 3.16,

in partiular of the region very near to one of the harges, reveals that it depits

just suh a situation. The atual sale at whih the swith ours depends on the

oe�ients a (oupling onstant) and b (string tension).
In the light of the foregoing disussion, it is tempting to onsider on�nement

and asymptoti freedom as being opposite sides of the same oin (the term infrared

slavery is often used). However, this over-simpli�ation ismisleading and should be

avoided. As we have seen, the same behaviour that leads to a diminishing oupling

onstant with growing energy also leads to an apparent divergene (the Landau

pole) for low energies. It would be wrong, however, to assoiate on�nement

with this e�et. At a formal level, at large distanes the strong-oupling regime

takes over and perturbative arguments no longer apply; hi sunt leones. More

physially, as we have just disussed, on�nement must be a result of the peuliar

vauum struture of QCD (whih an have nothing to do with perturbation theory)

and may arise owing to e�etive string-like fores between olour harges at large

distanes.
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3.4.3 A brief survey of quark and gluon densities

Having, hopefully, onvined the reader of the validity of the piture presented by

ombining the ideas of Gell-Mann and Feynman, we must now demonstrate some-

thing of its utility. More to the point, as we shall see, there are various preditions

of the model that, given their suess, on the one hand lend strong support to the

model and on the other provide useful information for both experimental analysis

and planning.

The preditive power of the model, oupled with QCD, is twofold: �rstly, the

struture funtions are universal and may be used to alulate ross-setions for

proesses other than DIS and, seondly, the sale variation is alulable, whih

means that relatively low-energy information, gathered early in history, may be

exploited to make preditions for future high-energy experiments.

The intuitive piture we have derived for the DIS proess is essentially that of a

onvolution of two basi ingredients: parton distributions or densities (whih may

be thought of as �uxes) and partoni ross-setions. It an be shown that for high-

energy proesses, where α
QCD

is small, many hadroni proesses may desribed in

a similar manner. From proess to proess, the partoni (hard or high-energy)

sattering ross-setions will vary, but are alulable, while the (inalulable) par-

ton densities are assumed to be the same, i.e. they are universal up to alulable

sale variations. We may therefore use DIS, say, to measure them and then use

the funtions thus measured to make preditions for other proesses.

Quark densities from eletron sattering

Still today we have no reliable way to alulate the densities f(x) from �rst prin-

iples and therefore do indeed need to measure them. Here we shall brie�y review

what is known about their general behaviour. In DIS at moderate energies (e.g.

for Q2<∼m
2
c) only the three lightest quarks (u, d and s) ontribute appreiably and

so we may write

x−1F ep
2 (x) = 4

9

[
up(x) + ūp(x)

]
+ 1

9

[
dp(x) + d̄p(x)

]
+ 1

9

[
sp(x) + s̄p(x)

]
(3.4.13a)

and

x−1F en
2 (x) = 4

9
[un(x) + ūn(x)] +

1
9

[
dn(x) + d̄n(x)

]
+ 1

9
[sn(x) + s̄n(x)] , (3.4.13b)

where the su�xes p and n on the quark densities indiate that they refer to a parent
proton or neutron respetively. Now, assuming isospin to be a good symmetry,

we expet up=dn, un=dp, sp= sn et. Exploiting this symmetry, the aepted

onvention is to drop the su�xes p and n and use densities that refer to the
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proton. We thus write

x−1F ep
2 (x) = 4

9
[u(x) + ū(x)] + 1

9

[
d(x) + d̄(x)

]
+ 1

9
[s(x) + s̄(x)] (3.4.14a)

and

x−1F en
2 (x) = 1

9
[u(x) + ū(x)] + 4

9

[
d(x) + d̄(x)

]
+ 1

9
[s(x) + s̄(x)] . (3.4.14b)

Valene and sea quark separation

At this point we still have too many unknown funtions to be able to determine or

extrat very muh, but let us see what may be assumed and/or dedued. A �rst

reasonable assumption is that, at least on average, the u and d antiquark and s
quark and antiquark (or so-alled sea-quark) densities should be suppressed with

respet to those of the two valene quarks. In fat, we might deompose the u and
d densities as follows:

q(x) = q
val

(x) + q
sea

(x) (q = u,d), (3.4.15)

where by sea we mean those quarks and antiquarks produed spontaneously while

the valene quarks are those of Gell-Mann. We therefore have

∫ 1

0

dxu
val

(x) = 2 and

∫ 1

0

dx d
val

(x) = 1. (3.4.16)

Moreover, sine the sea quarks are always produed as quark�antiquark pairs, they

must exist in equal numbers overall:

∫ 1

0

dx q
sea

(x) =

∫ 1

0

dx q̄
sea

(x) (q = u,d,s). (3.4.17)

One might hope that equality holds at eah value of x, but there is no guarantee

of this; the integrals, however, must be equal.

Let us subsume all the sea densities into one global funtion, say Σ(x), thus

x−1F ep
2 (x) = 4

9
u
val

(x) + 1
9
d
val

(x) + Σ(x) (3.4.18a)

and

x−1F en
2 (x) = 1

9
u
val

(x) + 4
9
d
val

(x) + Σ(x). (3.4.18b)

Now, sine the individual quantities on the right-hand side are all positive de�n-

ite, then the ratio F en
2 (x)/F ep

2 (x) is bounded to lie between

1/4 and 4 (Nahtmann,

1972). It an only attain one or other bound if Σ(x) is negligible. On the other

hand, if the sea should dominate anywhere, then the ratio there will be approx-

imately unity. The data (see Fig. 3.17) show that for x very small, the ratio does
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indeed tend to unity while for large x it tends to the value

1/4. This then is in-

terpreted as implying that the valene quarks are important for large values of x
while the sea grows as x→0. The atual large-x limit indiates that u dominates

over d as x→1.

Figure 3.17: The ratio σn/σp for DIS as a funtion of x. The �gure is taken from

Bodek et al. (1974).

One may also onsider the proton�neutron struture funtion di�erene:

x−1
[
F ep
2 (x)− F en

2 (x)
]
= 1

3

[
u
val

(x)− d
val

(x)
]
. (3.4.19)

The sea-quark ontribution only anels exatly in the limit of perfet SU(2) or
isospin symmetry.

∗
The result then is the di�erene between purely valene quarks.

As a �rst approximation, one might make the assumption

u
val

(x) ≃ 2 d
val

(x) and, say, d
val

(x) ≃ q
val

(x), (3.4.20)

where q
val

(x) represents a generi single valene-quark density. The right-hand

side of Eq. (3.4.19) is then roughly

1
3
q
val

(x). With the availability of more preise

and varied data, allowing the separation of u
val

(x) and d
val

(x), it was found that

this is not a partiularly good approximation, espeially for large x, where the

∗
In fat, it is now known that, as far as the sea is onerned, SU(2) is broken quite strongly.

This may be understood qualitatively by appealing to the Pauli exlusion priniple: the proton

ontains more valene u quarks than d and thus the u�ū ontent of the sea is suppressed, see

Eq. (3.4.22). An experimentally observed onsequene is a non-anellation of the sea in the

proton�neutron F2 di�erene integral, Eq. (3.4.19).
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following behaviour is typially found:

d
val

(x)

u
val

(x)
∼ 1− x. (3.4.21)

That is, the d quarks are relatively suppressed for x→1. A possible explanation for

this may be found in the Pauli exlusion priniple, whih fores the more numerous

u quarks to distribute themselves more evenly (i.e. to higher x). Unfortunately,

with no real theory of the bound state in QCD, this remains merely a plausible

onjeture. Some weight is, however, lent to suh an argument by the observation

of a surprisingly large di�erene between the antiquark distributions ū(x) and d̄(x):
experimentally one �nds

ū(x) ≃ 1
2
d̄(x). (3.4.22)

Quark densities from neutrino sattering

In order to obtain more independent information we need new probes. That is,

urrents oupling di�erently to the various quarks. Deeply inelasti neutrino sat-

tering (νeN→ e−X) via the weak interation provides just suh a ase�the dete-

ted �nal state is no di�erent to standard harged-lepton sattering (e−N→ e−X).

However, sine the weak and eletri harges vary di�erently from quark to quark,

suh a proess is sensitive to di�erent ombinations of the quark densities. De�n-

ing analogous struture funtions for deeply inelasti neutrino sattering, we have

x−1F νp
2 (x) = 2 [d(x) + ū(x)] (3.4.23a)

and

x−1F νn
2 (x) = 2

[
u(x) + d̄(x)

]
. (3.4.23b)

Charge onservation requires a negatively harged quark in the neutrino�proton

ase (and then d↔u for the neutron) while the strange and antistrange ontribu-

tions are suppressed at low energies owing to the requirement that the �nal state

be either a (heavy) c quark with a ross-setion fator cos2θ
C

or a u quark with

sin2θ
C

. Similar formulæ apply to antineutrino sattering.

Consider now isosalar targets (i.e. with equal numbers of protons and neut-

rons, suh as the deuteron, C12
or Ca20

), whih just average over the proton and

neutron struture funtions. In this ase the eletron-to-neutrino DIS ratio is

F ep
2 (x) + F en

2 (x)

F νp
2 (x) + F νn

2 (x)
=

5
9
(u+ ū+ d+ d̄) + 2

9
(s+ s̄)

2(u+ ū+ d+ d̄)
≥ 5

18
. (3.4.24)

This ombination ratio is studied in Fig. 3.18. The fat that it saturates well for
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Figure 3.18: Data for the denominator in Eq. (3.4.24) ompared with the urve of 18/5

times the numerator (from global experimental averages) as a funtion of x. The �gure
is taken from Perkins (1975).

x>∼ 0.2, but not below (not seen learly in the �gure owing to the large error bars),

again suggests that the sea quarks are suppressed in this region, but are present

for smaller values.

Sum rules for quark and gluon densities

We may integrate the quark (and gluon) densities with various weights and so

relate them to known stati properties of the nuleons. Evidently, the entire integ-

rals annot be determined purely from data sine the regions x∼0 and x∼1 are

experimentally inaessible.

∗
However, from theoretial arguments one an make

reliable extrapolations to these limits.

First of all, the total harges of the proton and neutron are given by the sum

over integrated quark densities weighted with their individual harges:

1 =

∫ 1

0

dx
[
2
3
(u− ū)− 1

3
(d− d̄)

]
(3.4.25a)

∗
Sine Q2

must be kept �nite and not small, the limit x→0 requires an in�nitely large beam

energy, while for x→1 we �nd that the DIS ross-setions tend to zero and therefore data are

limited by statistis in this region.
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and

0 =

∫ 1

0

dx
[
2
3
(d− d̄)− 1

3
(u− ū)

]
. (3.4.25b)

The s-quark ontribution evidently vanishes in this sum rule sine we must have

zero overall strangeness or

0 =

∫ 1

0

dx [s− s̄]. (3.4.26)

Rearranging, we obtain

2 =

∫ 1

0

dx [u − ū] =
∫ 1

0

dxu
val

(3.4.27a)

and

1 =

∫ 1

0

dx [d − d̄] =
∫ 1

0

dx d
val

, (3.4.27b)

whih is, of ourse, just what would be expeted from a simple valene-quark

model piture. Sine experiments an never over the omplete x interval [0,1], an
important use of these sum rules is to �x the overall normalisation of funtional

�ts to data.

There are many suh sum rules, but a last important one should be mentioned:

by weighting the integral with x itself, one alulates the total fration of the

parent momentum arried by the quarks. If there were nothing other than quarks

inside the nuleon then, summed over all quark types, this would give unity. In

ontrast, one �nds experimentally

∫ 1

0

dxx [u+ ū+ d+ d̄+ s+ s̄] ≃ 0.5, (3.4.28)

for Q2
in the few-GeV region. From this we may dedue that the gluon density is

atually rather important, although invisible to DIS, and that

∫ 1

0

dxx g(x) ≃ 0.5, (3.4.29)

where g(x) is the probability of �nding a gluon with momentum fration x. This
an be veri�ed in other experiments; i.e. in hadron�hadron interations (for ex-

ample the Drell�Yan proess mentioned earlier), where ollisions between gluons

and quarks (and even gluons and gluons) may ontribute. The presene of gluons

is also made manifest when onsidering higher-order orretions: a gluon inside

the target hadron may split into a quark�antiquark pair, one of whih may then

interat with the virtual photon.
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Exerise 3.4.1. Show that the total quark momentum fration may be obtained

diretly from the following ombination of DIS struture funtion integrals:

∫ 1

0

dx
[
9
2
F ep+en
2 − 3

4
F νp+νn
2

]
. (3.4.30)

The shapes of parton distributions

As a �rst guess, assuming the quarks inside the nuleon to be non-interating,

for three valene quarks one would then expet the densities to be simple sharp

spetral lines at preisely x= 1/3 (see Fig. 3.19a). Treating them now as an in-

terating gas, the energy and momentum may be redistributed and one would

expet a rather broader spetrum, still entred around x= 1/3 (see Fig. 3.19b). Fi-

nally, allowing for gluon emission (or Bremsstrahlung) and quark�antiquark pair

prodution one an imagine that the peaks should move down in x and the new

sea and gluon distributions should be important for low energies and momenta

(see Fig. 3.19). A very shemati example of the experimentally measured quark

distributions is shown in Fig. 3.20. One an learly see all the above-mentioned

features.

Other quark�parton model topis

In losing this hapter, we should at least make mention of ertain topis not

overed here, whih are nonetheless rather important.

Meson and other parton densities: First of all, the entire exerise may now

be arried out in parallel for mesons�the main di�erene is merely that there

are then only two valene objets: the quark and antiquark�indeed, one might

onsider any hadron. Measurements an be performed by olliding, e.g. pion beams

with standard hydrogen or other nulear targets. Experimentally, only very limited

information is available for the harged pions and almost nothing for other hadrons.

Moreover, at su�iently high-momentum transfers even a real photon may be

viewed in the same manner�here, of ourse, there are no valene quarks and the

entire partoni ontent is omposed of sea quarks and gluons.

Spin orrelations: There is another label that may be attahed to the parton

distributions: namely, spin. That is, one may ask how the spin or heliity of a

quark or gluon is orrelated to the spin or heliity of the parent hadron. Starting

from the mid seventies (and with ever-inreasing interest sine the late eighties) a

number of experimental groups have been ative in this area. Again, one an �nd
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Figure 3.19: The DIS struture funtion F2(x) in the naïve and QCD-enhaned parton

models: (a) The simple narrow spetral line expeted for three stati, non-interating,

valene quarks. (b) The spetral broadening e�et of interations between the three

valene quarks. () The e�et of spontaneous pair reation by the gluon �eld. The �gure

is taken from Close (1979).

onstraining sum rules, in this ase related to the axial-vetor ouplings of nuleon

and hyperon β-deays.

Fragmentation funtions: Wemust also mention that the, so-to-speak, inverse

proesses may be de�ned and studied. That is, we may ask the probability that a

given quark emerging from the hard-sattering with the DIS photon materialise in

the laboratory as a given hadron with a given fration of the parent quark's energy.

In suh a way, it is natural to de�ne so-alled fragmentation funtions, whih an

also be studied experimentally (espeially in e+e− ollisions). The situation is

however rather more omplex than for the ase of distribution funtions, from
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Figure 3.20: The general shape of the various quark densities. In the left panel they

are shown for eah quark and antiquark �avour, on the right the division is in terms of

valene and sea.

both the theoretial and experimental points of view. We shall omment a little

more on the proess of fragmentation or hadronisation in the next hapter, where

we shall present quark-model inspired pitures.

Frature funtions: A further development in reent years has been the study

of hadrons emerging from the remnants of initial hadroni state. That is, those

hadrons whose genealogies are not traeable to the struk quark, but rather to

so-alled spetator quarks inside the initial hadron. One an then de�ne frature

funtions. We shall, however, not delve further into this subjet and simply refer

the reader to the literature (see, e.g., Trentadue and Veneziano, 1994).

Constituent versus urrent quarks: As a �nal note let us observe that while

we have suggested here that there is a diret orrespondene between the quarks

of Gell-Mann and the partons of Feynman, the onnetion is not quite so simple.

The objets desribed in Gell-Mann's theory have to do with the stati properties

of hadrons and ertainly no aount is given of the gluoni �eld binding them.

Indeed, for suh a piture to make sense, the quarks should be non-relativisti;

they should, moreover, provide the mass of baryons in whih they reside (and

are in fat on�ned). One thus talks of onstituent quarks with, for example, a

onstituent mass that depends on the spei� environment and whih for baryons

must therefore be of the order of 300MeV for the up and down quarks of the
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nuleons (this is also onsistent with the baryon magneti moments). On the other

hand, the in�nite-momentum frame used by Feynman and also the kinematis of,

say, DIS imply very light quarks with masses (dedued from other onsiderations)

of just a few MeV. These are known as urrent quarks and are, for example, what

should appear in the QCD Lagrangian and whih, in the perturbative sense, know

nothing of on�nement.
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Chapter 4

The New Partiles

In this hapter we shall trae the history of partile disovery, from the early

experiments exploiting the �rst available soure of energeti partiles, namely so-

alled osmi rays, right up to the most energeti partile olliders available today,

in all their various forms: e+e−, ep, pp, pp̄ et. Now, although ep olliders do exist
even with very high-energy beams, they are not normally onsidered as suited

to partile disovery and here, after disussing the role of osmi rays, we shall

onentrate on e+e− and hadron�hadron mahines.

Before disussing the various types of experiments in detail, let us brie�y ex-

amine the basi requirements for the disovery of new partiles. Firstly, of the

various reasons that at some given point in time a partile has not previously been

disovered, the most ommon is that its mass is larger than the available energies.

Obviously, there are also other possible explanations: it interats too weakly to

be deteted (e.g. the neutrino), there are onserved quantum numbers that sup-

press prodution proesses (e.g. the strange partiles) et. And it is usually more

a ombination of suh e�ets. However, the question of mass is fundamental: if a

partile is too heavy it simply annot be produed.

To make further disoveries then, one needs more ontrol over the interating

system. In partiular, we need to ontrol (and raise) the energy. We also often need

a lean initial system so that the details of the �nal state may emerge learly and

provide unambiguous indiations of any new objet produed. These requirements

immediately suggest e+e− olliders as the prime andidate. The initial partiles are

point-like, well understood, an be produed with very preisely known energies

and have no by-produts that might pollute the �nal state. Having said that,

hadron�hadron mahines an reah muh higher energies and have more hannels

open; in ertain irumstanes they must therefore be preferred.

89
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4.1 Cosmi rays and the early disoveries

It might be said that the birth of partile physis lies in osmi rays. Antimatter

was �rst deteted in osmi rays, as were many of the �rst strange hadrons, not to

mention the muon. Until the �fties osmi rays were the only soure of high-energy

partiles and still today they remain the soure of the highest-energy partiles that

an be studied: single partiles up to O(109GeV) have been observed.

4.1.1 The positron

In 1930 Dira proposed the partile�hole interpretation of the solutions to the

relativisti wave equation he had himself derived earlier (Dira, 1928). He had

found that the equation not only orretly desribed the eletron (inluding its

gyromagneti ratio of two), but also ontained an objet that was an exat opy

of the eletron with, however, the opposite harge: the antieletron or positron as

it beame known.

Dira's hole theory suggested that a photon of energy slightly more than 1MeV
ould, in priniple, produe an eletron�positron pair. However, kinematis does

not permit diret prodution or onversion and more energy is required. Suh

energy is found naturally in osmi rays. What are ommonly alled osmi rays

are, of ourse, only the by-produts of extremely high-energy ollisions between,

typially, protons of osmi origin and nulei in the Earth's atmosphere. Suh

ollisions, although totally unontrollable, give rise to all energetially aessible

states. The problem then lies in deteting the partiles produed.

In 1932, Anderson

∗
(see Anderson, 1933b) and, independently a few months

later, Blakett and Ohialini (1933)

†
deteted the passage of positively harged

partiles, similar in mass to the eletron, using Wilson loud hambers. While

Anderson did not immediately onnet his disovery to the predition by Dira,

Blakett and Ohialini learly reognised these partiles as Dira's positrons.

The idea behind the loud hamber is that a harged partile passing through

supersaturated water vapour provokes loal ondensation. The loud hamber

onsists of a ontainer, �tted with a piston, into whih a saturated air�vapour

mixture is injeted. When the piston is moved suddenly to lower the pressure, the

temperature also drops rapidly and the vapour passes into a supersaturated phase.

Any harged partile traversing the hamber in this moment leaves a trak of �ne

ondensation droplets, whih may be photographed (possibly from two di�erent

∗
The 1936 Nobel Prize for physis was awarded equally to Vitor Franz Hess for �his disovery

of osmi radiation� and to Carl David Anderson for �his disovery of the positron.�

†
The 1948 Nobel Prize for physis was awarded to Patrik Maynard Stuart Blakett for �his

development of the Wilson loud hamber method, and his disoveries therewith in the �elds

of nulear physis and osmi radiation.�
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angles so as to permit a stereo image). The presene of a magneti �eld reveals

the sign of the harge.

In Fig. 4.1 we see one of Anderson's positron events. The trak enters from the

Figure 4.1: A Wilson loud-hamber photograph showing the passage of a positron.

The radius of urvature determines the momentum while the diretion indiates the

harge sign. The trak length for suh a relatively low-momentum partile allows one to

distinguish between a positron and a proton. The �gure is taken from Anderson (1933a).

bottom with very high energy (dedued from the large radius of urvature in the

1.5-Tmagneti �eld used). It then passes through a 6-mm lead strip, whih has the

purpose of slowing the partiles, and ontinues for nearly 3 cm before presumably

annihilating with an atomi eletron. The urvature of the upper trak indiates

a momentum of approximately 23MeV. Were it a proton, this would orrespond

to a very low veloity and it is known that the range would then be only a few

millimetres.

∗

4.1.2 The muon

The muon has a mass of 106MeV and thus requires muh higher energies to be

produed in the laboratory. It was disovered in osmi-ray experiments independ-

ently by Anderson and Neddermeyer (1936) and Street and Stevenson (1937).

Eletrons and muons are produed opiously in high-energy ollisions and while

the eletron is stable, the muon is not, deaying with a relatively long lifetime:

∗
Reall that low-energy ross-setions are typially inversely proportional to the veloity.
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τµ=2.2×10−6 s. Ignoring time-dilation e�ets, a highly relativisti muon therefore

travel an average distane of nearly 0.7km before deaying. On the other hand,

the tau lepton is rather heavier and therefore less ommon, added to whih its

lifetime is ττ =2.9×10−13 s. Thus, a τ produed by osmi-ray interations never

reahes a laboratory on the ground. Moreover, its deay produts are either a

number of light hadrons or, in the leptoni mode, ontain two neutrinos. It was

not until 1975 and the availability of high-energy eletron�positron olliders that

the third of the harged leptons was disovered.

4.1.3 The pion

In the same year that Conversi, Panini and Piioni disovered that the muon was

not Yukawa's mesotron (see App. B.1 for further details), the pion was disovered.

This disovery was made, however, with photographi-emulsion detetion methods

at high altitude (typially used on mountain tops or even in aeroplanes). Reall

that the neutral-pion lifetime is (8.5±0.2)×10−17 s while that of the harged pions

is 2.6×10−8 s. Moreover, the neutral-pion deays predominantly via the eletro-

magneti two-photon hannel while the harged states undergo a weak β-type
deay prinipally to µνµ.

4.1.4 The strange partiles

There are, however, other partiles having masses not too dissimilar to the muon

and with very similar (weak) deay rates. They are the kaons: K±
, K0

and K0
.

These then were ideal andidates for disovery in osmi-ray experiments. Indeed,

the strange baryons, Λ0
, Σ0,±

and Ξ0,−
, having masses a little larger than the nu-

leons and lifetimes of the order of 10−10 s, were also soon disovered. Moreover,

in the same year as the pion disovery the �rst �V� partiles were deteted too

(Rohester and Butler, 1947), so-alled owing to their distintive two-pronged

deay-state traks, easily identi�able in loud-hamber, emulsion and, later on,

bubble-hamber experiments (see Figs. 4.2 and 4.3). Figure 4.3 shows both a

photograph and a skethed version of an interesting event: a negatively harged

pion enters from the left and strikes a proton, produing two unharged partiles

(a neutral kaon and a lambda baryon):

π− + p → K0 + Λ0. (4.1.1)

Note that this proess does not violate any known onservation law and is therefore

most likely a strong interation. The kaon and lambda travel some distane (but,
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Figure 4.2: In the left-hand loud-hamber photograph slightly to the right of the lead

plate and above entre we see a typial �V� fork, probably due to the deay of a neutral

(hene no inoming trak) kaon into a π+π−
pair; the right-hand photograph shows a

harged �V� (very open) top left, probably the signal of a harged kaon deaying into a

muon plus neutrino. The �gure is taken from Rohester and Butler (1947).

being neutral, leave no traks) before deaying via the standard weak proesses:

K0 → π+ + π−
and Λ0 → p+ π−. (4.1.2)

4.2 Eletron�positron olliders

A partiular limitation of loud hambers, emulsions and bubble hambers is that

the new partile produed must leave a detetable trak. While this obviously

severely limits their use in the ase of neutrals, the most important onsequene

here is that they are also inadequate for very short-lived (intermediate) states

suh as the π0
in the example above. One evidently needs an indiret method of

deteting the presene of suh an objet. This is where the onept of a resonane

à la Breit and Wigner (1936) arises.

∗
One a partile lifetime beomes too short

to be measured diretly (e.g. via the mean length of its loud-hamber, emulsion or

bubble-hamber traks) one must move over to the energy ounterpart, the deay

∗
For a detailed disussion, the reader is referred to App. A.5
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Figure 4.3: A negatively harged pion enters from the left and strikes a proton, pro-

duing two unharged partiles (a kaon and a lambda baryon) that leave no traks until

they too deay. The �gure is taken from LBL NEWS Magazine, Vol. 6, 1981.

rate or width, related in the following way:

Γ = ~/τ. (4.2.1)

Thus, for shorter lifetimes we exploit the growing unertainty in the mass of the

state produed, whih being (very) unstable is always an intermediate state in

any given proess. As the term �width� suggests, the unertainty priniple implies

that given only a short time to determine the mass of a partile there will be some

natural �utuation around a entral value ompatible with the above expression;

spetral lines are thus broadened and their width provides an indiret measure of

the lifetime.

4.2.1 Resonane prodution

A �rst simple pratial example in partile physis

∗
is that of ∆ prodution in

pion�nuleon elasti sattering via, for example, the proess

π+ + p → ∆++ → π+ + p. (4.2.2)

The nominal masses and widths of the ∆ resonanes are 1232MeV and 120MeV
respetively. In this ase the initial (and �nal) spins are 0 and

1/2 while the inter-

mediate ∆ has spin

3/2.

∗
The earliest appliations of the partial-wave and Breit�Wigner approah are found in nulear

physis, where it is used to desribe interations that proeed via the formation of intermediate

exited nulear states or resonanes.
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Exerise 4.2.1. Show that, for a harged-pion projetile inident on a �xed proton

target, the resonane peak is attained for a pion kineti energy just below 200MeV.
Calulate the entre�of�mass pion energy.

With suh energies, although the pion itself is quite relativisti in the laborat-

ory frame, this is no longer true in the entre�of�mass frame and we are justi�ed in

using the non-relativisti Breit�Wigner (BW) form given in Eq. (A.5.15). There-

fore, the maximum value of the ross-setion is

σ
max

R =
4π~2

p2
4

1× 2
=

8π~2

p2
. (4.2.3)

Note that, owing to the rapidly falling underlying ross-setion, the experimental

peak lies a little below the true resonane energy, orresponding to the point where

the experimental value oinides with the maximum-value urve (see Figs. 4.4).

Note also the skew e�et due to the variation of Γ over the width of the ∆ reson-

Figure 4.4: The π+p elasti ross-setion as a funtion of laboratory-frame pion kineti

energy. Note the skew e�et due to the variation of Γ over the width of the ∆ resonane.

ane. This is prinipally the e�et of the variation of Γ in the numerator, whih

grows with inreasing entre�of�mass energy. The high-energy tail is thus rather

higher than the low-energy tail. One out in the tails, the value of Γ used in the

denominator usually has little in�uene.

A further way in whih to searh for resonanes is to examine the invariant

mass of, say, a π−π+
pair. A possible prodution mehanism is shown in Fig. 4.5.
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Again, the form of the e�etive propagator for an intermediate resonane, having

X0

p

π−

π−

π+

n

Figure 4.5: The prodution of an intermediate resonant state X0
in the π+π−

hannel

of the proess π−p→π−π+n.

the same quantum numbers as two pions, leads to the lassi BW shape in the

invariant-mass distribution (see Fig. 4.6). In the �gure one sees three lear peaks

Figure 4.6: The π−p→π−π+n ross-setion as a funtion of the π−π+
pair invariant

mass W , for a pion beam momentum 17GeV/c.

with widths of the order of 100−200MeV. These orrespond to: ρ0(769) having
Γ≃150MeV; f 0

2 (1275), Γ≃180MeV and ρ0(1700), Γ≃200MeV. Naturally, these
peaks are superimposed on a bakground of non-resonant, ontinuum prodution

of harged-pion pairs
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In general, by onsidering a multipartile state, we see that the invariant-mass

distribution of the �nal omposite system measures both the mass and width of

any intermediate resonant state having the same quantum numbers as the dete-

ted system. To searh for strange mesoni resonanes, one might thus study the

invariant mass of, say, a partiular Kπ �nal state.

One word of aution is in order. As we know from quantum mehanis, to

alulate any partiular proess (sattering or deay), we must sum all amplitudes

that an ontribute. If the peaks are su�iently narrow and/or well separated (as

is the ase above), then to a good approximation we may onsider the ontributions

independently. However, it an happen that two or more resonanes with the same

quantum numbers have very similar masses and thus the BW peaks an overlap. In

this ase the phase variation and, in partiular, the possibility of phase mismath

in the initial prodution proess may mean that aross the interval in whih the

two (or more) resonanes ontribute there are suessive regions in whih the two

(or more) hannels interfere destrutively and onstrutively. These an distort

the peaks in an essential way, leaving their appearane very misleading. We shall

say more on this when we examine the very spei� ase of three-body deays.

4.2.2 Hadroni resonanes in e+e− annihilation

As remarked earlier, one of the simplest imaginable situations is the searh for and

disovery of the neutral resonanes that may be produed in e+e− annihilation.

We have already seen the basi type of (resonane) diagram via whih a fermion�

antifermion pair may be produed (see Fig. 4.7). The proess is very similar to that

R

e+

e−

a

ā

Figure 4.7: The e+e− annihilation proess into a partile�antipartile pair (aā) via a

diret intermediate resonant state R.

of e+e− annihilation through a virtual photon. Note that the quantum numbers

and energy of the initial state are well determined.

The piture provided here is not yet omplete. The initial-state e+e− pair

annot ouple diretly to a hadroni resonane and therefore the annihilation pro-

ess proeeds via the formation of a virtual photon, whih an then transform

into any neutral resonane having the same JPC quantum numbers. In suh a

way, whenever the entre�of�mass energy orresponds to the mass of a neutral,

spin-one, �avourless hadroni resonane, we have the piture given in Fig. 4.8.
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γ∗ R

e+

e−

a

ā

Figure 4.8: The e+e− annihilation proess into a partile�antipartile pair (aā) via a

photon oupling to an intermediate resonant state R.

The total angular momentum, P and C properties of the resonane so formed are

thus predetermined. Indeed, the photon is haraterised as having JPC=1−−
and

isospin I=0,1�the isospin is not ompletely determined as the eletromagneti

interation violates isospin (the up-quark and down-quark have di�erent harges)

and therefore the photon is not an eigenstate of isospin.

Now, it turns out to be more useful to examine the ross-setion into hadrons

rather than the elasti ross-setion and we shall need to modify formula (A.5.15)

slightly to take into aount that the initial and �nal states are di�erent (at higher

energies many hannels do indeed exist). The most general form of the BW ap-

proximation for suh an inelasti proess is then

σR ≃
4π~2

p2
(2JR + 1)

(2s1 + 1)(2s2 + 1)

(Γi/2)(Γf/2)

(E −E0)
2 + (Γ

tot

/2)2
, (4.2.4)

where the width Γ
tot

appearing in the numerator is the total width of the resonane,

while in the numerator we have the two partial widths Γi and Γf , orresponding
to the deay hannels into the atual initial and �nal states.

To understand how this omes about, let us examine the appropriate Feynman

diagram for suh a proess (see Fig. 4.8). The approximation made is equivalent to

onsidering this single amplitude as the produt of two fatorising sub-amplitudes:

namely, e+e−→R and R→aā. The proess is thus seen in two distint and inde-

pendent stages: initial prodution followed by deay. The �rst orresponds to the

Hermitian onjugate of the proess R→ e+e− while the seond evidently desribes

the deay of the resonane R into the state aā. On taking the square of the mod-

ulus, we are thus equivalently alulating the produt of the proesses e+e−→R
and R→aā. The spin fators are kept expliitly separate and so are still orret.

From this desription we an also appreiate a little better the nature of the

approximation: the resonane R is e�etively onsidered as a real, on-shell partile,

whih is evidently not true, exept preisely at the peak. To some extent, the

inlusion of momentum fators, as in Eq. (A.5.26), an orrets for this. However,

we are also impliitly treating the ouplings at the verties as point-like whereas

an exat formulation would require form fators. Sine we do not have a omplete
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theory of the bound state in the strong interation, we an only make models and

parametrise these.

Inserting the spins of the initial-state eletron�positron pair and the interme-

diate photon, we have

σR ≃
3π~2

4p2
Γi Γf

(E −E0)
2 + (Γ

tot

/2)2
. (4.2.5)

We use the photon spin sine we are onsidering a proess initiated by ele-

trons, whih do not interat strongly and whih annot therefore diretly produe

strongly interating partiles. Thus, the �rst vertex in the diagram must be of

the e+e−γ type. However, the photon may onvert into any hadroni resonane

having the same quantum numbers, in partiular having the same spin.

An example ase is the prodution of the ρ0(770) meson (with I,JPC=1,1−−
).

As already noted, it has the (strong) deay hannel π+π−
and will thus be seen as

a BW resonane aording to Fig. 4.8 with R=ρ0 and aā=π+π−
.

However, in the ase of e+e− annihilation it is easier to simply require that the

�nal state ontain only hadroni states (all those allowed). We thus now examine

the spetrum obtained in e+e− annihilation when the �nal states are restrited

to those ontaining only hadrons. See Fig. 4.9, in whih the total hadroni ross-

setion is plotted as a funtion of

√
s=ECoM . A large number of peaks are evident,

from very low energies right up to the maximum available.

The �rst peak orresponds to resonant prodution of the ρ0(770) meson to-

gether with the ω0(782), the former having a width Γ≃146MeV and I,JPC=1,1−−

while the latter is muh narrower with Γ≃8.5MeV and I,JPC=0,1−−
; these two

ertainly overlap owing to the broadness of the former. The reason for the di�er-

ene is that while ρ0(770) is part of an isospin triplet, the ω0(782) is a singlet; in

quark terms it is almost purely (uū+dd̄)/
√
2 and its prinipal deay mode is into

three pions.

The suessive peak is the φ0(1020), also I,JPC=0,1−−
and width Γ≃4.3MeV.

This is the SU(3) partner to the ω0(782) and is almost purely ss̄. The fat that

these two states are arranged in this manner, i.e. neither being the natural eigen-

state superpositions of uū, dd̄ and ss̄ states,

φ0 = 1√
3
(uū+ dd̄+ ss̄) (4.2.6a)

and

φ8 = 1√
6
(uū+ dd̄− 2ss̄), (4.2.6b)

is known as ideal mixing. Quite why the mixing should be so nearly ideal is not

lear and must have to do with the (poorly understood) bound-state dynamis.

The determination of these ombinations is obtained through omparison with the
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Figure 4.9: The e+e− ross-setion into hadrons as a funtion of CM energy. The

dashed line indiates the baseline µ+µ−
�nal-state ross-setion.

mass formulæ in SU(3). In any ase, these three states belong to the nonet of

pseudosalar mesons.
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The OZI or Zweig rule

It is interesting to examine and ompare the prinipal deay modes of the two

SU(2)-singlet states ω0(782) and φ0(1020), displayed in Table 4.1. Naïvely, the

Table 4.1: The prinipal deay modes of the two lowest-lying, spin-zero, SU(2)-singlet
states ω0(782) and φ0(1020).

K+K− 49% π+π−π0 89%

φ0(1020) →
{
K0K0 34% ω0(782) →

{
π0γ 9%

π+π−π0 15% π+π− 2%

phase-spae fator should favour the three-pion deay mode of the φ sine the Q-
value is 600MeV, as ompared to just 24MeV for the two-kaon deay. Nevertheless,

the three-pion mode is relatively suppressed by a fator of nearly 6. This and

other similar observations led to the formulation of the so-alled OZI or Zweig rule

(Okubo, 1963; Zweig, 1964; Iizuka et al., 1966).

Let us examine the quark diagrams for these deays (see Fig. 4.10). We see

s

s

s̄

s̄

ū

u
φ

K−

K+
(a)

u

u

ū

ū

d

d
ω

π+

π0

π−
(b)

s

u

s̄

ū

d

d
φ

π+

π0

π−
()

Figure 4.10: Comparison of the diagrams for OZI suppressed and unsuppressed deays

of quark�antiquark states: (a) φ→K+K−
, (b) ω→π+π−π0

, () φ→π+π−π0
.

that while at least some of the quark lines are onneted between the initial and

�nal state for the three-pion deay of the ω and for the two-kaon deay of the φ,
the ase of φ→3π is distintive in that the initial and �nal states are ompletely

disonneted with respet to quark lines. The OZI rule then simply states that

suh deays are suppressed.
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We an understand this suppression in terms of gluon exhange. To onnet

the initial annihilating quark�antiquark pair to the �nal state, one evidently needs

a number of gluons. Unlike the photon, gluons are arriers of the relevant (olour)

harge; a single gluon is therefore not allowed sine the intermediate state would

then be (olour) harged while the initial and �nal states are (olour) neutral.

A two-gluon state would permit a olour-singlet exhange but would not have

the orret JPC quantum numbers; reall that, just as the photon, the gluon has

JPC=1−−
. The minimum number of gluons is therefore three. Sine eah gluon

is assoiated with an extra fator αs at the amplitude level, the prie is high

and suh a proess is evidently suppressed with respet to deays proeeding via

onneted diagrams. Compare this with the relative deays rates of para- and

ortho-positronium, whih proeed via two- and three-photon �nal-state hannels

respetively. There are many examples of deays in whih the OZI rule is at work

and it is now onsidered both well on�rmed and well understood.

Disovery of the c quark

The next set of visible peaks orresponds to prodution of the so-alled J/ψ and

one of its exited states, ψ′
. The observation of this resonane marks the disovery

of the c or harm quark

∗
(at Brookhaven by Aubert et al., 1974 and at SLAC by

Augustin et al., 1974).

†
The prinipal objet, the J/ψ, has the following mass and

width:

mJ/ψ = 3097 MeV and ΓJ/ψ ≃ 93 keV, (4.2.7)

with spin�parity quantum numbers JPC=1−−
. The seond peak is due to the ψ′

or ψ(2S) with
mψ

′ = 3686 MeV and Γψ′ ≃ 286 keV (4.2.8)

and it too obviously has JPC=1−−
. These two states are then evidently cc̄ in

an s-wave and with spins aligned, the ψ′
being a radial exitation. Various other

radial-exitation states are now known.

We should remark that the experiment of Aubert et al. (1974), performed at

the Brookhaven National Lab., did not use olliding eletron and positron beams.

Instead, the AGS provided 28-GeV protons, whih were made to ollide with a

beryllium target. The experiment onsisted in the measurement of the invariant-

mass spetrum of e+e− and µ+µ−
pairs produed in these ollisions. The reation

∗
The 1976 Nobel Prize for physis was awarded equally to Burton Rihter and Samuel C.C. Ting

for �their pioneering work in the disovery of a heavy elementary partile of a new kind.�

†
Almost immediately after the announement of the disovery similar evidene was found at the

ADONE mahine in Frasati (Bai et al., 1974).
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studied was then

p+ Be → J/ψ + anything

|→ e+e−, µ+µ−, (4.2.9)

so that standard BW resonane peaks were learly visible here too.

It is interesting to examine a little more losely the data of the experiment

performed at SLAC. The proess here is lassi e+e− annihilation in the Stanford

Positron�Eletron Aelerating Ring (SPEAR) ollider. The possible hannels are

e+e− → J/ψ → hadrons, e+e− and µ+µ−. (4.2.10)

The three related ross-setions are shown in Fig. 4.11. The partiularly skewed

shapes of some of the urves is typial of interferene between ompeting hannels.

Here we have both the diret hannel (as shown in Fig. 4.7) and the hannel with

an intermediate photon (Fig. 4.8). It an be shown that the interferene pattern

orresponds well to interferene between these two hannels.

This is also an example of how too seletive a prodution mehanism an a-

tually hide states. There exists a so-alled ηc (for its similarity to the muh lower-

mass η), also an s-wave cc̄ but with spins antiparallel:

mηc
= 2981 MeV and Γηc ≃ 30 MeV, (4.2.11)

but IG,JPC =0+,0−+
. Being spin-zero and also of positive C-parity (and thus the

natural cc̄ partner to the original pseudosalar η), it is not aessible in e+e−.

Disovery of the b quark

The situation then repeats itself a little higher in energies: at around 10GeV in

the entre�of�mass the threshold for upsilon (Υ) prodution is reahed and we

�nd several peaks near together. The �rst of these is the Υ(1S). Historially, the
disovery of the b (beauty or bottom) quark (Herb et al., 1977 and Innes et al.,

1977) was atually made at the Fermilab proton mahine, where 400-GeV protons

were made to ollide with opper and platinum targets. The proess studied was

p+ Cu, Pt → Υ+ anything

|→ µ+µ−, (4.2.12)

where again the resonane is evident via a �nal-state spetrum. The various ra-

dial exitations of the fundamental Υ state were observed later in the two most

energeti e+e− mahines of the time: the Doppel-Ring-Speiher (DORIS) at the
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Figure 4.11: The e+e− ross-setion vs. energy for various �nal states: (a) hadrons,

(b) e+e− and () µ+µ−
, π+π−

and K+K−
. The dashed urve in the top �gure is the

theoretial predition inluding a Gaussian energy spread of the beams. The �gure is

taken from Augustin et al. (1974).

Deuthes Elektronishe Synrotron (DESY) in Hamburg and the Cornell Eletron

Storage Ring (CESR) at Cornell University.

The �rst Υ state has the following mass and width:

mΥ = 9.46 GeV and ΓΥ ≃ 53 keV, (4.2.13)
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with spin�parity quantum numbers JPC=1−−
(just as the J/ψ). On a logarithmi

energy sale there are a number of states quite lose to eah other. In fat, in the

�rst Fermilab experiment the resolution was rather poor (around 0.5GeV) and the

set of peaks thus appeared as one or possibly two broad humps. Nevertheless,

sine the total width of the distribution was around 1.2GeV, it was immediately

dedued that more than one resonane was present (see Fig. 4.12). On further

Figure 4.12: The broad overlapping peaks of the lowest-mass Υ states in the dimuon

spetrum, as reported by Innes et al. (1977).

investigation, others were indeed found; the �rst and most prominent are those

shown in Table 4.2, although there are many others (see too Fig. 4.13). The evident

redution in the widths with growing radial exitation will be disussed shortly.

Table 4.2: The three lowest-mass Υ (bb̄, JPC =1−−
, radial exitation) states.

state mass/GeV width/keV

Υ(2S) 10.02 43

Υ(3S) 10.36 26

Υ(4S) 10.58 20
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Figure 4.13: The narrow Υ(1S), Υ(2S) and Υ(3S) states observed with the CLEO

detetor at CESR. The �gure is taken from Andrews et al. (1980).

Again, these states are very narrow owing to OZI-type suppression. Indeed,

they are seen to be even narrower than the typial J/ψ widths. One might have

naïvely expeted just the opposite on the basis of arguments of both phase-spae

and number of hannels available. However, sine the OZI rule is evidently oper-
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ative here and the deays must proeed via three-gluon intermediate states, there

will be a very strong dependene on αs. Eah gluon implies a fator αs in the total
deay rate and thus, if perturbative alulations an be trusted, the widths are

expeted to be proportional to α3
s. The reason this is not (α3

s)
2
is that the �nal

oupling to quarks is not inluded as this part of the alulation is onsidered as

a sort of deay of the gluons produed, whih must our with unit probability.

Thus, in omplete analogy with positronium deay, we expet one power of αs for
eah gluon �emitted�.

∗

Now, as already remarked in the setion on the strong interation, in quantum

�eld theory the ouplings are not onstant, in partiular, in QCD the oupling is

a dereasing funtion of energy sale. It an be shown (in quantum �eld theory)

that the orret sale to onsider here is of the order of the quark masses involved.

For a hange of sale from that of the c-quark mass to that of the b-quark, the
hange in αs is roughly a fator two. The resulting suppression is, of ourse, o�set

by various other e�ets: phase-spae, number of hannels and, last but not least,

the size of the objets involved: the larger mass of the b quark in a non-relativisti

approximation leads to a smaller Bohr radius and thus the wave-funtion is more

onentrated at the origin, thus favouring the qq̄ annihilation hannel.

It is, of ourse, not possible to perform omplete ab initio alulations sine

we are unable to reliably alulate the bound-state wave-funtion. However, for a

heavy system suh as cc̄ or bb̄ one might imagine non-relativisti quantum meh-

anis to be su�ient. Moreover, as disussed in the previous hapter, a reasonable

assumption as to the e�etive form of the potential might be

V (r) = −α(r)
r

+ b r, (4.2.14)

where the �rst term represents a typial Coulomb-like potential, inluding the

known sale dependene of the oupling (Q2∼ r−2
), and the seond term is a string-

like potential, whih is believed to be dominant at large distanes. The oe�ient

b is just a parameter of the model (the so-alled string tension), to be �xed by

�tting to the data. Using suh a potential, we may solve the Shrödinger equation

for a heavy quark�antiquark pair and the resulting �energy levels� will provide

the masses of the various exitations (radial and rotational). The model an be

re�ned by the inlusion of spin�orbit and spin�spin e�ets, with the neessary

additional parameters. Indeed, suh models already have modest suess even with

lighter systems and, for example, the string tension turns out to be approximately

universal, with a value of the order of 1GeVfm−1
.

It is then possible to reliably estimate deay rates. An obvious predition of

∗
Note, however, that for exlusive deay-hannel rates, where a spei� �nal state must also

ouple to the gluon, one would still expet a behaviour as (α3

s)
2
.
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suh a model would be preisely the observed derease in the deay widths of the

heavy qq̄ states with growing radial exitation. The deay annihilation requires

the pair to be found at some instant at the origin and thus the rate is proportional

to the wave-funtion at the origin. The radial-exitation states, having greater

spatial extension naturally have smaller wave-funtions at the origin. Note also

that reliability an be improved by taking ratios: for example, we may ompare the

two-photon and two-gluon deays of the spin-zero quarkonia states, or the deays

via a single photon (to two harged leptons) and three gluons in the ase of the

JPC=1−−
states. In this way, to some extent, the unertainties in the bound-state

parameters anel in the ratio. The measured values for the deay rates agree well

with the values of αs extrated from other soures.

Toponium

A few words are in order here on the question of toponium (tt̄ ), First of all, as
we shall see, the t quark is muh more massive than the others, having a mass

173.5±0.6±0.8GeV (see PDG-2016 � Patrignani et al., 2016). This already nat-

urally preludes its disovery in any e+e− ollider built to-date, or indeed ever

proposed. Moreover, the t quark itself is very unstable and is likely to have a

muh greater intrinsi deay rate than any bound state. Note that at energies

orresponding to the top mass the weak interation is no longer partiularly sup-

pressed by the W±
and Z0

boson masses. This would make the tt̄ meson a very

short-lived and weakly bound objet, rendering it highly unlikely that any suh

resonanes will ever be observed.

4.2.3 Disovery of the Z0
boson

We now turn to the very last of the pronouned peaks in the ross-setion plot for

e+e−→hadrons: namely, the Z0
boson. This is evidently a very di�erent situation

to those desribed in the ase of qq̄ resonanes. The Z0
boson is an elementary

�eld, with a point-like fundamental oupling to an e+e− initial (and/or �nal)

state. However, its experimental appearane is very similar: having a �nite (large)

mass and a �nite (but not small) width, a standard BW shape is observed in the

ross-setion energy dependene for a variety of �nal states. It was �rst produed

on-shell in large numbers in LEP at the Centre Europée de Rehèrhe Nuleaire

(CERN�Geneva) although inontrovertible evidene for its existene had already

been obtained in various other experiments. In partiular the TRISTAN e+e−

ollider at KEK in Japan had already ahieved a maximum 32+32GeV. At suh
energies the presene of the Z0

BW tail is very evident.

At intermediate energies (i.e. below the peak), where the Z0
boson is not

ompletely dominant and where interferene with the photon intermediate state is
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thus non-negligible, we an hek (via the presene of interferene) ertain of the

quantum numbers of this resonane. This is important: the spin and parity ould,

in priniple, be di�erent to that of the photon, sine the oupling to fermions ould

be di�erent. In an e+e− ollision all possible spin on�gurations of the initial pair

are possible and indeed present:

|−ẑ〉|−ẑ〉, |−ẑ〉|+ẑ〉, |+ẑ〉|−ẑ〉, |+ẑ〉|+ẑ〉, (4.2.15)

where the ẑ indiates that these are not heliities, but spin projetions along the z-
axis. They therefore represent the heliities of the partile moving in the positive

z diretion and minus the heliities for the other. These states should then be

rearranged into multiplets aording to total spin:

spin-1 : |−ẑ〉|−ẑ〉, 1√
2

(
|−ẑ〉|+ẑ〉+ |+ẑ〉|−ẑ〉

)
, |+ẑ〉|+ẑ〉, (4.2.16a)

spin-0 : 1√
2

(
|−ẑ〉|+ẑ〉 − |+ẑ〉|−ẑ〉

)
. (4.2.16b)

The oupling to a spin-one boson merely selets a partiular multiplet; three out

of four are aeptable, re�eting the following fator already shown in the BW

formulæ:

(2JR + 1)

(2s1 + 1)(2s2 + 1)
=

3

4
. (4.2.17)

Note that, for the Z0
to interfere with the photon, it must have the same JPC . As

we shall see in the next hapter, the Z0
is to be onsidered a lose relative of the

photon, as too are the W±
.

As dedued from the BW-resonane line-shape, the mass and width parameters

of the Z0
are (see PDG-2016 � Patrignani et al., 2016):

mZ = 91.1876± 0.0021 GeV and ΓZ = 2.4952± 0.0023 GeV. (4.2.18)

It is a spin-one boson, just as the photon, but its parity and harge-onjugation

properties are not de�ned: the weak oupling of the Z0
violates both parity and

harge-onjugation (just as that of the W±
) and it annot therefore be an eigen-

state of either parity or harge onjugation. This last observation does not prelude

its interfering with the photon sine it should thus be onsidered as a superposi-

tion of parity- and harge-onjugation eigenstates (just as, e.g. the K0
and K0

are

superpositions of CP eigenstates). Note �nally that suh preise measurements

∗

on suh a broad objet require the inlusion of the phase-spae orretions to the

∗
Indeed, suh is the preision ahieved at LEP, that tidal e�ets on the length of the ring

(variations of order 1mm), whih an ontribute up to 40MeV to the beam energy, must be

taken into aount (Arnaudon et al., 1995). Even gravitational e�ets, owing to the nearby Jura

mountains and seasonal hanges in the level of water in Lake Geneva, have to be onsidered.
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width itself as s various aross the BW peak, see Eq. (A.5.26).

Now, reall that the width ΓZ , as dedued from the line-shape, is the total

width�that is to say it inludes all available hannels without disrimination.

Remembering that the width is none other than the deay rate, we see that if

there are a number of di�erent (i.e. non-interfering) �nal states, then the total

width (or rate) is simply the sum of all the partial widths (or rates). This leads

to some very important ross heks.

Z
0
partial deay widths

First of all, universality of the weak oupling may be heked in the neutral-urrent

hannel by omparing the measured deay rates or branhing ratios into eletrons,

muons and tau leptons:

Γe
+
e
−

Z /Γ
tot

Z = (3.363± 0.004) %, (4.2.19a)

Γµ
+
µ
−

Z /Γ
tot

Z = (3.366± 0.007) %, (4.2.19b)

Γτ
+
τ
−

Z /Γ
tot

Z = (3.370± 0.008) %. (4.2.19)

Note that phase-spae di�erenes due to lepton masses are essentially negligible

here. One an, of ourse, also alulate the partial deay rates; the generi rate

for a real (i.e. on mass-shell) Z0
to deay into a fermion�antifermion pair is

Γff̄Z =
C G

F

M3
Z

6
√
2π

[
g2V f + g2Af

]
, (4.2.20)

where G
F

is just the usual Fermi weak oupling onstant, e.g. as measured in

µ-deay. The oe�ient C is de�ned as follows:

C =




1 for lepton pairs,

N


[
1 + a+ 1.409a2 − 12.77a3 − 80.0a4

]
for quark pairs.

(4.2.21)

The seond line here inludes the orretions due to the strong interation (or

QCD), where a=αs(MZ)/π (i.e. αs as evaluated at the energy sale of the Z0
,

for whih the present world average is 0.1184±0.0007). Finally, the vetor- and

axial-vetor weak oupling onstants (or weak harges) are

gV f = I3f − 2Qf sin
2 θ

W

, (4.2.22a)

gAf = I3f , (4.2.22b)
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where I3f is just the third omponent of weak isospin (+1/2 for up-type quarks

and neutrinos, −1/2 for down-type quarks and harged leptons), Qf is the eletri

harge of the fermion in units of |e| and θ
W

(with sin2θ
W

≃0.223) is the weak

mixing angle, whih we shall disuss later. Inserting the values of the various

parameters (all of whih may, in priniple, be measured independently in other

proesses), one obtains

Γff̄Z =





300.26± 0.05 MeV (uū, cc̄),

383.04± 0.05 MeV (dd̄, ss̄),

375.98± 0.03 MeV (bb̄),

167.22± 0.01 MeV (νν̄),

84.00± 0.01 MeV (ℓℓ̄).

(4.2.23)

The predited total width is then

Γ
tot

Z = 2.4968± 0.0011 GeV, (4.2.24)

in exellent agreement with the measurements.

The number of light neutrinos

Hidden inside the numbers and formulæ just presented is an interesting and per-

haps surprising measurement: the number of light neutrinos. First of all, we say

light neutrinos sine one would obviously not be sensitive to a neutrino with a mass

greater than half that of the Z0
. Now, of ourse, although the statistis gathered

at LEP is onsiderable (many tens of millions of Z0
bosons have been produed

and deteted), there is little hane of atually deteting either the neutrino or

anti-neutrino produed in a Z0
deay. Note that to be ertain, one would need to

detet both and measure their energies, in order to fully reonstrut the mass of the

deaying objet. However, sine the line-shape provides the total width and the

other partial widths may all be measured diretly, we an dedue the �invisible�

width from the di�erene. The following ombination is then usually alulated:

Nν =

(
Γ
inv

Γℓ

)

expt

(
Γℓ
Γν

)

th

=

(
Γ
tot

− Γ
vis

Γℓ

)

expt

(
Γℓ
Γν

)

th

. (4.2.25)

The double ratios in these equalities are so hosen as to improve the reliability of

the alulation by allowing anellations of various systemati e�ets, both the-

oretial and experimental. Combining the results from all four LEP experiments,
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leads to

Nν = 2.92± 0.06. (4.2.26)

That is, the three known neutrinos (the partners to the eletron, muon and tau

lepton) are on�rmed as the only light neutrinos. Inidentally, this number also

plaes very stringent limits on the existene of other light partiles oupling to the

Z0
and whih might hitherto have gone undeteted for some reason.

Many other tests of the SM may be performed at the Z0
peak. For example,

there are various parity-violating angular asymmetries that may be measured and

that are diretly related to the parameters of the theory (in partiular, to sinθ
W

).

All measurements so far performed provide absolutely no evidene of any �aw or

shortoming in the model. We shall disuss these questions more in detail in the

following hapter.

4.2.4 Disovery of the τ lepton

The remainingmajor disovery made in e+e− ollisions is that of the τ lepton, again
found using SPEAR at SLAC (Perl et al., 1975). The experiment obtained just

64 events of the form e+e−→ e±+µ
∓
+missing energy, in whih no other harged

partiles or photons were deteted. Most of these events were deteted at or just

above a entre�of�mass energy of 4GeV (see Fig. 4.14). The missing-energy and

Figure 4.14: The observed ross-setion for the e±+µ
∓
+missing-energy events as a

funtion of e+e− entre�of�mass energy. The �gure is taken from Perl et al. (1975).

missing-momentum spetra indiated that at least two additional partiles had
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been produed in eah event. There being no onventional explanation for suh

events, they were attributed to the prodution of a new harged-lepton pair τ+τ−.
The proesses being observed here are then presumed to be

e+e− → τ+τ−

||
| |→ µ−ν̄µντ
|→ e+νeν̄τ (4.2.27a)

and

e+e− → τ+τ−

||
| |→ e−ν̄eντ
|→ µ+νµν̄τ . (4.2.27b)

Under normal irumstanes, neither of these two (harged) �nal states is possible

at the level measured sine they would represent individual (eletron and muon)

lepton-number violation. However, the undeteted neutrinos (missing energy) bal-

ane all relevant quantum numbers.

4.2.5 Open-�avour and other partile prodution

Shortly above the thresholds for eah new quark, whih are �rst seen as qq̄ reson-
anes, the thresholds for open prodution are reahed. That is, the entre�of�mass

energy is su�ient to produe a meson�antimeson pair, eah ontaining the new

quark or antiquark paired up with a light antiquark or quark respetively.

D mesons

Immediately above the J/ψ peak we thus see a fall in the ross-setion, bak to

the previous level, owing to the fat that we are now o� resonane but have not

yet reahed the threshold for open harm. As soon as there is su�ient energy

available in the entre�of�mass to produe a D-meson pair, we see a rise to the

new level. The lowest-lying D mesons have JP =0−; the masses and deay widths

are shown in Table 4.3. An extra harged state is now possible by replaing the d

Table 4.3: The lowest-lying D-meson masses and deay widths.

state quark ontent mass/MeV τ/10−12 s

D± (cd̄,dc̄) 1870 1.04

D0, D0 (cū,uc̄) 1865 0.41

D±
s (cs̄,sc̄) 1968 0.49

quark with an s�it is naturally a little heavier than the others.
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Note that here we do not talk of deay widths, but of lifetimes. These mesons

do not have aess to strong annihilation hannels and only deay via the weak

deay of the individual c and c̄ quarks. The lifetimes are therefore onsiderably

longer and the resonane widths too narrow to be determined as suh. By using

modern silion-strip traking detetors with vertex resolution apabilities of the

order of a few mirons, the lifetimes are thus typially determined via preise

measurement of trak lengths.

B mesons

Slightly above the Υ peak we see a rise in ross-setion to a new level orresponding

to the threshold for open-b prodution, whih initiates with the prodution of B
mesons. This is in preise analogy with the previous ase of D mesons. Again,

the lowest-lying B mesons have JP =0−; the masses and deay widths are shown

in Table 4.4. Here we see yet another new possibility: the doubly heavy, harged,

Table 4.4: The lowest-lying B-meson masses and deay widths.

state quark ontent mass/MeV τ/10−12s

B± (ub̄,bū) 5279 1.64

B0, B0 (db̄,bd̄) 5279 1.53

B0
s , B

0
s (sb̄,bs̄) 5368 1.47

B±
c (cb̄,bc̄) 6286 0.46

meson states cb̄ and bc̄.

W
+
W

−

pair prodution

The �nal struture visible in the plot of the hadroni ross-setion in e+e− anni-

hilation is the opening of the threshold for the prodution of W+W−
pairs. So far

suh a study has only been possible in one mahine: LEP at CERN. After having

thoroughly studied the Z0
resonane with entre�of�mass energies around 91GeV,

the mahine was slowly pushed to its design limit of about 100GeV beam energy,

thus providing a total entre�of�mass energy of 200GeV. This permitted the study

of the highest-energy proess aessible in this mahine W+W−
prodution:

e+e− → γ, Z0 → W+W−. (4.2.28)

Note that while one might assume the photon hannel to be rather natural, sine,

after all, the W±
is harged, the triple weak-boson oupling Z0W+W−

is a preise
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predition of the eletroweak theory. As suh, it must be tested; again, the meas-

urements performed revealed absolutely no indiation of deviations with respet

to theoretial preditions.

4.2.6 Jets in e+e− annihilation

Before leaving the topi of e+e− ollisions, there is one �nal type of proess that

deserves detailed examination. We have disussed a great deal the prodution

of hadrons in suh ollisions. Before the advent of QCD and the quark model,

the desription of the proess e+e−→hadrons took the form of the intermediate

reation of what was typially alled a �reball. In suh a piture the entre�

of�mass energy was more-or-less uniformly distributed among �nal-state partiles

emerging over the entire 4π solid angle. However, one the idea of point-like objets
that ould be produed in partile�antipartile pairs was established, this piture

hanged radially. We have already seen the relevant quark diagrams many times;

the main point to appreiate is that, at leading order, the dominant proess sees

the prodution of a pair of quarks, with a large amount of kineti energy and

whih are therefore projeted out of the interation region bak-to-bak. Thus, if

the hadronisation proess does little to hange the diretion of motion, we might

expet to see something like two bak-to-bak jets of partiles (see Fig. 4.15).

e+

e−

q

q̄

hadrons

hadrons

Figure 4.15: A shemati view of the jet-like struture one might expet, based on the

assumption of a proess initiated by quark�antiquark pair prodution.

The Lund model

The �nal deteted hadroni state is born then of just two objets, separating at

high veloity. Unfortunately, we do not know how these two fundamental �elds
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onvert or fragment into the hadrons that eventually materialise in the laboratory

and propagate some �nite distane until either arriving diretly in a detetor or

deaying into other lighter, more stable hadrons. At any rate, one present on-

ventional piture of the hadronisation proess is as follows (see Fig. 4.16). As the

→ →

Figure 4.16: The Lund string-model piture of quark fragmentation. The hadrons

reated at the ends of the string will be the fastest (or so-alled leading) partiles and

eah will be followed by a jet of slower hadrons.

qq̄ separate the �eld lines streth out between them to form a string-like objet,

in whih energy is stored aording to an approximately linear potential. As this

stored potential energy grows, the threshold for real pair prodution is approahed

and at some point, the string may break produing a quark�antiquark pair, whih

will then form the new ends of the two strings so produed. Although a small

amount of energy may be onverted into transverse momentum, the prinipal dir-

etion of the quarks thus reated will be parallel to the initial motion. This proess

will iterate, with the smaller strings breaking again and again until the energy has

been fully dissipated.

The end piture then (the Lund model; Andersson et al., 1983) has a number

of �nal-state partiles, over whih the energy of the initial quark�antiquark system

is shared (in relation to position along the string) and whih are moving more-or-

less ollinearly�this is alled a jet. At low entre�of�mass energy and onsequent

low �nal-state multipliity, it is hard to distinguish suh behaviour. However, at

higher energy the two-jet nature of the majority of hard-sattering events learly

emerges. Models based on these ideas, with a simple stohasti hoie of the

string breaking points provide a good desription of the jet-like events observed;

an example experimentally observed two-jet event is shown in Fig. 4.17.

A number of variables may be de�ned to desribe the shape of a jet-like event:

examples are spheriity and thrust. A value of spheriity is de�ned for eah event

as

S :=
3
(∑

i p
2
Ti

)
min

2
∑

i p
2
i

, (4.2.29)

where p
Ti is the momentum of the i-th. partile perpendiular to the spheriity

axis; the spheriity axis is de�ned as that minimising S. A perfet two-jet event,

with outgoing partiles aligned preisely along the axis, has S=0 whereas for

a perfetly isotropi event S=1. The graph in Fig. 4.18 shows measured mean

spheriity as a funtion of entre�of�mass energy in omparison with jet-model

(solid line) and isotropi phase-spae model (dashed urve) preditions.
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Figure 4.17: An artisti rendering of a two-jet event as experimentally observed in the

UA2 detetor, together with the orresponding Lego plot.

Figure 4.18: The mean spheriity as a funtion of entre�of�mass energy in omparison

with a jet-model (solid line) and an isotropi phase-spae model (dashed urve).

So far we have appealed to non-perturbative aspets of QCD and its string-like

long-distane potential. There is also a perturbative aspet to the interation, in

whih gluons may be emitted, essentially via Bremsstrahlung , see Fig. 4.19a. Given

the size of αs, suh a proess has a non-negligible probability. Moreover, it is quite

likely to produe a gluon with large energy and at a large angle with respet to

the diretion of the emitting quark. There are then three rapidly moving partiles,
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γ∗

q̄

g

q

(a)

γ∗

q̄

g

g

q

+
γ∗

q̄

q̄

q

q

(b)

Figure 4.19: Hard gluon Bremsstrahlung and qq pair-prodution proesses leading to

(a) three- and (b) four-jet events.

whih, aording to the string model, should give rise to three jets. Again, with

su�ient entre�of�mass energy, suh events are learly visible. Indeed, sine

the probability of gluon emission is diretly proportional to αs, the ratio of the

numbers of events with three and two jets is a diret measure of αs. This method

of extrating the strong oupling onstant agrees well with other results.

One an naturally go further and onsider events with four or more jets, see

Fig. 4.19b. However, there is evidently a limit to how many jets one an sensibly

hope to identify experimentally. The available energy is a severe limitation but

there is also the question of adjaent jets overlapping.

Going bak to the string model, we see that in the ase of a three-jet event

the string will streth from the quark to the gluon and on to the antiquark (see

Fig. 4.20). Note how the string is strethed between the quark and gluon and also

q q̄

g olour string

q q̄

γ

(a) (b)

Figure 4.20: The evolution of a three-jet event in the Lund string piture. Of the two

possibilities shown, that on the left apparently better desribes the data. In partiular,

it leads to a depletion of partile and energy �ow on the opposite side to the gluon jet.

The right-hand �gure would be as expeted for Bremsstrahlung of, say, a hard photon.

between the antiquark and gluon, thus generating �nal-state hadrons mainly in the

angular regions between those pairs of partons. However, there is no string diretly

between the quark and antiquark. Therefore, one would expet this angular region

to be depleted with respet to the other two. Now, sine the gluon should on

average arry less energy, there should be a orrelation between the number of
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partiles in intermediate regions and the energy of the away-side jets. In other

words, on average, we expet to �nd less partiles opposite to the lowest-energy

jet as ompared with the other two, or equivalently less partiles between the

two most energeti jets. This predition of the model is also experimentally well

veri�ed (see Fig. 4.21).

Figure 4.21: Correlations between the energy/partile �ow in the angular region

between the two jets opposite the lowest-energy jet. Comparisons are presented with a

QCD-based model (Hoyer et al., 1979) and with the Lund string model (Andersson et al.,

1983); the �gure is taken from Bartel et al. (1983)

The Marhesini�Webber model

In a di�erent approah, the idea of parton emission (i.e. gluon Bremsstrahlung and

quark�antiquark pair prodution) led to the development of a perturbative model

of hadronisation (Marhesini and Webber, 1984), in whih eah emission is treated

more-or-less independently and thus iterated (see Fig. 4.22). At the end of suh a

parton shower we are again left with a large number of quarks distributed over a
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q

Figure 4.22: The perturbative QCD-based parton-shower model for quark fragmenta-

tion.

range of momenta. The hadronisation ansatz adopted onsists of ombining eah

nearby olourless quark�antiquark pair and assuming it will form the meson state

nearest in mass and quantum numbers. Again, a good desription of the observed

phenomenology is obtained. The depletion phenomenon on the opposite side to

the gluon jet is seen here as the result of a so-alled olour-oherene e�et.

In onlusion, let us remark that in all approahes to the desription of a �nal

multi-hadron state there is a great deal of modelling, with neessarily a large

number of parameters to be �tted or tuned to the data. That these models work

as well as they do is a lear indiation that our heuristi piture annot be far

from the truth. That said, it must always be borne in mind that we have as yet no

�rst-priniples approah to the problem, and then again, with enough parameters,

even an inorret model may appear satisfatory.

∗

4.3 Proton�antiproton olliders

In this �nal setion of the hapter on new partiles we now turn brie�y to the ase of

proton�antiproton (and proton�proton) olliders. All else being equal, one would

not normally hoose to perform new-partile searhes in a hadron ollider owing

its inherently dirty nature. Coneptually, the problems are essentially two-fold,

but with a ommon origin: the atual ollisions that take plae in suh a ollider

at the elementary level are not between the hadrons themselves but between the

∗
One need only reall the Ptolemai or geoentri model of the universe with its neessary

epiyles, to understand how omplex but wrong models an nevertheless produe apparently

or rather approximately orret answers.
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partons they ontain. The two resulting di�ulties an be lassi�ed as initial- and

�nal-state.

The di�ulty with the initial state is that a priori we an have no diret

knowledge (i.e. event-by-event) as to the details: parton type, energy�momentum,

spin et. What we do have is a statistial desription: we have parton distributions,

measured in other proesses, that give us the probability of �nding a given parton

type with a given momentum fration inside a given hadron. Indeed, event-by-

event we an only hope to reonstrut the initial kinematis from measurement of

an exlusive �nal state, whih thus limits what an measured.

∗
Even onsidering

only statistial analyses, we do nevertheless require aurate prior information on

the parton densities and, for example, in the ase of gluons, or in general for very

small values of x
B

, this is not yet available.

As far as the �nal state is onerned, the di�ulty here is that a large part

of the hadron remnants disappears along the beam pipe and annot therefore

be deteted. Moreover, it is possible for remnants of the spetator systems (the

unstruk quarks) to fall within the detetor aeptane. This all makes omplete

reonstrution impossible and therefore preludes ertain types of analyses.

Naturally though, there are situations where there is no hoie; typially this

has to do with the available energy. The highest entre�of�mass energy ahieved

to date in an e+e− mahine is 200GeV of LEP II whereas the Tevatron at Fermilab

ran for many years at a entre�of�mass energy of slightly less than 2TeV, while the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN is designed to ahieve 14TeV entre�of�

mass energy�although it should be noted that this is a proton�proton mahine.

†

Moreover, we have already seen ases (suh as the J/ψ disovery) in whih dete-

tion is equally as favourable in hadron�hadron as in e+e− mahines. Indeed, the

ηc, for instane, annot atually be produed diretly in an e+e− mahine.

4.3.1 Disovery of the W±
boson

A lear example of the need for a hadron�hadron mahine is the ase of the produ-

tion of the W±
bosons.

‡
Given that the W±

ouple to a pair of di�erent �avour

fermions (e.g., ud̄, e+νe et.), a simple e+e− ollision is no longer useful. Sine

high-energy ollisions between eletron or muon and neutrino beams of su�ient

intensity are unattainable, the only hoie is to ollide proton and, preferably, an-

∗
Inidentally, for somewhat tehnial theoretial reasons, the use of exlusive �nal states an

seriously impair the reliability of perturbative QCD preditions.

†
In its heavy-ion mode LHC is also intended to provide ollisions between, e.g. lead or gold ions

with approximately 2.6TeV per nuleon.

‡
The 1984 Nobel Prize for physis was awarded equally to Carlo Rubbia and Simon van der

Meer for �their deisive ontributions to the large projet, whih led to the disovery of the �eld

partiles W and Z, ommuniators of weak interation.�
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tiproton beams. For detetion of W±
in pp̄ ollisions, the following then are the

main hannels:

u+ d̄ → W+ → e+ + νe, µ
+ + νµ, (4.3.1a)

and

ū+ d → W− → e− + ν̄e, µ
− + ν̄µ. (4.3.1b)

As a by-produt, in the same ollisions prodution of the Z0
is also aessible,

although a little more di�ult, via

u+ ū, d+ d̄ → Z0 → e+e−, µ+µ−. (4.3.1)

If we reall that valene quarks might be expeted to arry on average roughly

one third of the total hadroni energy, then we might expet to need of order at

least three times the W±
mass, or

>∼ 240GeV in the entre�of�mass. In fat, the

situation is rather worse, for two reasons. First of all, interations, via whih the

gluons and sea quarks are generated inside the proton, signi�antly redue the en-

ergy share of the valene quarks: as mentioned earlier, we �nd experimentally that

the gluons arry slightly more than half the total energy of the proton. Seondly,

this e�et inreases with energy sale. A higher energy sale is equivalent to �ner

spatial resolution and, as we look at the proton in ever �ner detail, we resolve

more and more gluons and sea quarks. The resulting mean e�etive valene and

sea-quark frations relevant to suh an experiment are then

〈x
val

〉 ≈ 0.12 and 〈x
sea

〉 ≈ 0.04. (4.3.2)

To produe a W±
in a pp̄ mahine, one would therefore expet to require nearer

80/0.12∼670GeV and for pp around 80/
√
0.12×0.04∼1200GeV total entre�of�

mass energies. In pratie, one an use slightly lower energies and work in the tails

of the parton distributions; i.e. aepting lower event rates.

The ross-setion for W±
prodution in a parton�parton ollision may be al-

ulated using the standard BW form, see Eq. (A.5.15):

σ(ud̄ → W+ → e+νe) ≃
1

N


1

3

(2J + 1)

(2su + 1)(2sd + 1)

× 4π~2

p2
(1
2
Γud̄)(

1
2
Γeν)

(E
CM

−MW )2 + (1
2
Γ
tot

)2
, (4.3.3)

where the fator N


in the denominator aounts for the requirement that for a

quark of a given olour, the orresponding antiquark must have preisely that

(anti-) olour out of the three possible; the further fator 3, assoiated with spin
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degeneray, arises owing to the requirement that the quark and antiquark be left

and right handed respetively; i.e., the W±
are only produed in one of the three

possible heliity states.

At the peak energy (E
CM

=MW ) the maximum total ross-setion (in natural

units) is therefore

σ
max

(ud̄ → W+ → e+νe) ≃
4π

3M2
W

Bud̄Beν =
4π

81M2
W

≃ 9.2 nb. (4.3.4)

The branhing ratios used are then based on the observation that eah single

deay hannel (leptoni or oloured quark) has the same weight (negleting the

tiny phase-spae variations. There are three leptoni (eνe, µνµ and τντ ) and two

hadroni hannels (ud̄
W

and cs̄
W

) of three olours, giving a total of nine equal-

weight hannels. We therefore have

Bud̄ = N


/9 = 1/3 and Beν = 1/9. (4.3.5)

To alulate the ross-setion for hadroni ollisions, we need to integrate (or

average) over the width of the resonane and the relevant partoni distributions.

For the atual experiments (UA1: Arnison et al., 1983a and UA2: Banner et al.,

1983) performed in the Spp̄S ollider at CERN, with very high-intensity 270-GeV∗

proton and antiproton beams, the ross-setions are

σ(pp̄ → W+ → e+νe) ∼ 1 nb (4.3.6)

and

σ(pp̄ → Z0 → e+e−) ∼ 0.1 nb. (4.3.7)

These should be ompared to the total pp̄ ross-setion at suh energies, whih is

measured to be about 40mb. In other words, the two signals were at a level of 10−8

and 10−9
of the total, respetively. Suh a weak signal requires very distintive

events.

Now, sine almost all of the available energy must be used to provide the W±

mass and sine the quark and antiquark will also tend to have similar veloities,

the boson so-produed will be almost at rest in the laboratory. When it deays

there is then a high probability that the �nal-state lepton�neutrino pair will ome

out more-or-less bak-to-bak (in the laboratory) and at large angles with respet

to the beam diretion, i.e. with high transverse-momentum or p
T

. Moreover, the

deteted lepton will have large energy ≈ 1
2
MW while, of ourse, the neutrino goes

undeteted. The signature is thus:

• a single, isolated, high-p
T

eletron trak in the entral traking detetor;

∗
In later, so-alled ramped, runs the CERN mahine ahieved beam energies of 318GeV.
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• a very loalised shower in the eletromagneti alorimeter;

• large missing p
T

when all transverse momenta are added vetorially.

Shematially then, the prinipal omponents of the detetor setup are as follows

(see Fig. 4.23)

• a entral traking detetor with a high magneti �eld to observe harged

partiles and measure their momenta;

• eletromagneti shower ounters, whih detet both eletrons and photons;

• hadron alorimeters;

• muon detetors.

Figure 4.23: A shemati view of a transverse setion of the UA1 detetor at CERN.

The beams travel along the entre (in and out of the page). CD is the entral detetor, S

the shower ounters, HC the hadron alorimeters and �nally MD are the muon detetors.

The shaded area represents the magneti oils.

Figure 4.24 shows an example of the eletromagneti-alorimeter energy deposition

due to aW±
event. Note that the individual longitudinal momenta of the inident

partons are not known and therefore we know nothing of the possible Lorentz

boost of the deaying system. It is thus impossible to fully reonstrut the event

and so nothing an be said about the W±
mass or width on an event-by-event

basis However, the p
T

distribution of the deteted eletrons may be measured.

For the purposes of this explanation, we shall assume that the W±
is produed

approximately at rest in the laboratory system�a full (numerial) analysis should
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Figure 4.24: The so-alled Lego plot from the eletromagneti alorimeter due to a W±

event. The �gure is taken from UA2 (Banner et al., 1983).

also use the parton distributions to aount for non-zero entre�of�mass motion.

The transverse momentum of the outgoing eletron is then

p
T

≈ 1
2
MW sin θ, (4.3.8)

where θ is the eletron angle with respet to the beam axis. Therefore,

dσ

dp
T

=
dσ

dcos θ

dcos θ

dp
T

≈ dσ

dcos θ

[
1− 4p2

T

/M2
W

]− 1

2 . (4.3.9)

Another often used and related variable is the so-alled transverse mass:

m
T

=
√

2pe
T

pν
T

(1− cos φeν), (4.3.10)

where pν
T

is the transverse momentum of the undeteted neutrino, reonstruted

as the missing transverse momentum. The so-alled Jaobian peak (see Fig. 4.25)

thus indued in the p
T

or m
T

distribution allows for a fairly preise determination

of the mass and width of theW±
(via a full parton-model analysis); the present-day

values are (see PDG-2016 � Patrignani et al., 2016)

mW = 80.399± 0.023 GeV and ΓW = 2.085± 0.042 GeV. (4.3.11)

We see that the preision is roughly twenty times poorer with respet to the

LEP measurements of the Z0
parameters. Note that the CERN experiments also

published data on observation of the Z0
(UA1: Arnison et al., 1983b and UA2:

Bagnaia et al., 1983).
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Figure 4.25: The Jaobian peak in the transverse-mass distribution of the eletron or

positron emitted in the W±
deay, as seen in the UA2 experiment at CERN. The �gure

is taken from Alitti et al. (1992).

4.3.2 Disovery of the t quark

The Higgs boson aside (whih we shall disuss later), the last major disovery made

in a high-energy hadron ollider, indeed in any ollider, is that of the top quark.

This was ahieved at Fermilab in 1995 by two experiments: CDF (Abe et al., 1995)

and DØ (Abahi et al., 1995). The basi proess observed is

p+ p̄ → t + t̄

||
| |→ W−b̄
|→ W+b. (4.3.12)

Of ourse, both the W 's and b's also deay (either leptonially or hadronially)

rather rapidly�the leaner leptoni hannels are used here for theW±
while vertex

traking allows full reonstrution of the semi-leptoni b deays. In suh a way,

for the initial analyses, CDF olleted 19 events and DØ 17 events. Combining

all possible prodution modes (i.e. quark�antiquark annihilation and gluon�gluon

fusion), the ross-setion is estimated to be of order 5pb at Tevatron energies

and for a top-quark mass around 175GeV, as determined from the reonstruted

top-quark mass spetrum (see Fig. 4.26).

These two experiments ontinued to ollet data over a long period and also

performed analyses aimed at deteting the weak bosons, in partiular the W±
.

The urrent values are (see PDG-2016 � Patrignani et al., 2016):

mt = 173.5± 0.6± 0.8 GeV (diret measurement by CDF and DØ),
(4.3.13a)

= 178.1+10.4
− 8.3 GeV (indiret extration from global SM �ts),

(4.3.13b)
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Figure 4.26: The reonstruted top-quark mass spetrum as seen in the CDF experi-

ment at Fermilab. The �gure is taken from Abe et al. (1995).

= 160.0+4.0
−4.3 GeV. (dedued from the observed ross-setion).

(4.3.13)

The seond number is obtained from the preision �ts to high-statistis data of

various standard-model parameters (e.g. sinθ
W

), in whih the top quark plays a

role via mass-dependent, higher-order orretions.

Now, as already ommented, the top quark deays so rapidly that there is no

hane of forming top mesons (Bigi et al., 1986). The width is measured to be

Γt = 1.99+0.69
−0.55 GeV, (4.3.14a)

while theoretial alulation in the SM gives

Γt ≃
G
F

m3
t

8
√
2 π

(
1− M2

W

m2
t

)2(
1 + 2

M2
W

m2
t

)[
1− 2αs

3π

(
2π2

3
− 5

2

)]
. (4.3.14b)

The theoretial value, obtained using the measured masses and strong oupling

onstant, is approximately 1GeV, in reasonable agreement with experiment. Note

that the �rst-order QCD orretion is about 10%; the seond-order orretion is

also known. Suh widths are equivalent to a lifetime of order 10−24 s.
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4.3.3 The searh for quark�gluon plasma

We have seen that phenomenologially the strong interation on�nes quarks and

gluons, presumably by means of an e�etive string-like long-distane potential.

However, at short distanes (or high energies) the quarks and gluons behave as

though they were free and not subjet to a on�ning potential. This piture has

led to the idea that at very high energy and parton density QCD should undergo a

transition to a sort of plasma phase, of whih the prinipal onsequene or feature

would be deon�nement. That is, there should be no identi�able hadroni states,

but rather e�etively free quarks and gluons.

Suh a phase presumably existed in the very early moments after the big bang

and maybe even ours inside some very dense neutron stars. One might hope to

rereate it in the laboratory by generating very high energy and partile densities

in high-energy heavy nuleus�nuleus ollisions. To ahieve this, the Relativisti

Heavy-Ion Collider (RHIC) has been built at Brookhaven (USA), in whih heavy

ions (primarily gold) at around 100GeV per nuleon ollide. The LHC programme

at CERN also inludes a large fration of heavy-ion physis.

In this new phase of QCD matter, owing to the e�etive deon�nement, it

is believed that, for example, the strange quark should no longer be suppressed

and should exist in roughly equal quantities with the other two light quarks. The

signal that is sought then is a sudden and marked enhanement of strange-partile

prodution. To some extent, this is indeed seen at RHIC, but there is still some

debate as to the signi�ane of the results.
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Chapter 5

The Standard Model and Beyond

In this �nal hapter we shall deal with the so-alled standard model (SM) of partile

physis. In partiular, we shall turn our attention to more dynamial questions

and examine the role of interations. A entral issue here will be the generation

of mass. Various theoretial onsiderations lead us to prefer theories in whih

no masses are expliitly present. We �nd the gauge priniple (requiring massless

gauge bosons) to be immensely valuable and, indeed, all known phenomena may

be desribed by theories taking the basi form of a QED-like interation. However,

most, if not all, partiles have mass and in partiular, unlike the photon, the W±

and Z0
are very heavy. As we shall see, the solution is to indue e�etive masses

via interation energies and we shall �nd, moreover, that symmetries and their

breaking play an important role here too.

5.1 Fundamental fores and partiles

5.1.1 The table of fores and partiles

The building bloks we now have in our hands omprise a number of quarks and

leptons, interating via the exhange of various types of spin-one bosons. Leaving

aside gravity and not yet wishing to omment on the speial ase of the Higgs

boson, these are grouped aording to type and family (or generation) in Table 5.1.

5.1.2 The need for weak-boson masses

A major problem in theoretial physis is preisely how the W±
and Z0

might

aquire a non-zero mass while remaining true gauge bosons. Let us �rst of all

examine the reasons for requiring them to have a large mass.

131
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Table 5.1: The elementary matter and fore �elds of the standard model; the only �elds

missing from this table are the spin-zero Higgs boson and the spin-two graviton.

leptons

{
νe νµ ντ
e µ τ

quarks

{
u c t

d s b

}
g

(QCD)





γ
(QED)





W±
, Z0

(weak)

︸ ︷︷ ︸ ︸ ︷︷ ︸
generations eletroweak

︸ ︷︷ ︸ ︸ ︷︷ ︸
fermions spin-one bosons

Unitarity violation in Fermi theory

Fermi theory desribes all known low-energy weak-interation phenomena very well

and to high preision. However, one we have the universal four-point interation

introdued by Fermi, we an imagine many new proesses that have yet to be ob-

served or studied experimentally. For example, the following proess (improbable

as it may appear and not easy to study experimentally) beomes possible:

νµ + e− → µ− + νe. (5.1.1)

The theory also determines preisely how to alulate the ross-setion. If we do

this for a su�iently high energy so that in omparison we may neglet all partile

masses, we obtain (in natural units,

∗
~=1= c)

σ
tot

(νµe
− → µ−νe) ≈

G2
F

E2
CM

π
; (5.1.2)

that is, a ross-setion growing with energy. In fat, suh behaviour might have

been antiipated on dimensional grounds simply by using the knowledge that the

Fermi oupling onstant G
F

≃1.166×10−6GeV−2
has dimensions E−2

(again in

natural units). A ross-setion has dimensions of an area, whih in natural units is

also E−2
. Therefore, to ompensate the two powers of G

F

, we need two powers of

E. It is obvious that suh a behaviour must sooner or later violate unitarity; that

is, above some ritial energy the probability of suh an interation will exeed

unity.

∗
Reall that, sine (~c)2=0.39mbGeV2

, the onversion is performed by multiplying an expres-

sion for a ross-setion in GeV−2
by 0.39 to obtain the answer in mb.
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The statement may be made more quantitative and even more stringent by

onsidering the partial-wave expansion for the total ross-setion:

σ
tot

=
4π

k2

∑

ℓ

(2ℓ+ 1) sin2 δℓ, (5.1.3)

where k is the projetile momentum, ℓ is the angular momentum of the individual

partial wave and δℓ is the assoiated phase-shift, whih depends on the preise

details of the theory. This may be applied to the above ase by exploiting one

simple property of the Fermi interation: it is point-like, whih implies vanishing

impat parameter and therefore zero orbital angular momentum. One thus only

needs to onsider ℓ=0, or s-wave, whih leads to the following limiting behaviour:

σ
tot

= σ0 ≤
4π

k2
→ 4π

E2
CM

. (5.1.4)

Equality of the two expressions (5.1.2) and (5.1.4) for σ
tot

provides an upper limit

to E
CM

for whih Fermi theory an be valid�beyond this energy partial-wave

unitarity is violated. Inserting the relevant numbers leads to

E
max

CM

≈ 300 GeV. (5.1.5)

In other words, before this energy is reahed, some new physis must take over that

is evidently not visible at lower energies but that tames the unbounded growth of

the ross-setion.

Intermediate vetor bosons

Comparing suh behaviour with that of QED, one sees a hint of how it might be

ured. The equivalent interation in QED is not a four-fermion ontat interation

but rather a pair of fermion�photon verties onneted via a photon propagator.

An indiator of the orret behaviour is the fat that the QED oupling on-

stant is dimensionless. The dimensionality orresponding to G
F

is provided by

the propagator, whih introdues the sought-after high-energy suppression. Dia-

grammatially then, one might be tempted to make the substitution depited in

Fig. 5.1.

In terms of ouplings and propagators, this translates into

G
F

→ g2

|q2 −M2|
, (5.1.6)

where g is some new dimensionless oupling and we have allowed for a mass M
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e−

νµ

νe

µ

−→

e−

νµ

νe

µ

Figure 5.1: A possible ure to the divergent behaviour of Fermi theory via substitution

of the four-point oupling with a (harged) boson propagator à la QED.

in the new propagator. At very high energies (|q2|≫M2
), where help is needed,

M2
may be negleted and thus an asymptoti behaviour is attained suh as that

in QED, i.e. aeptable. For low-energy interations, where |q2|≪M2
, q2 may be

negleted in the propagator and thus the standard behaviour of Fermi theory is

reovered. Moreover, inverting the relation at low energies, one �nds

g ∼ M
√
G
F

. (5.1.7)

Now, we have already seen that M annot be more than about 300GeV if it is

to save unitarity. On the other hand, it annot be signi�antly smaller, otherwise

the propagator energy dependene would spoil the aurate preditions of Fermi

theory. This suggests a value for g that is not so very di�erent from the value of

e, the QED oupling. It is reasonable then to speulate that the new theory has

indeed a similar oupling to QED and thus M should be around, say, 100GeV,
but we shall justify this a little better shortly.

Charge onservation at the verties requires that, together with a non-zero

mass, the new boson be harged and we should thus introdue something like

W±
. Moreover, if we are to reprodue the V −A interation assoiated with Fermi

theory, then it must be a spin-one partile, just as the photon. Now, while photon

verties only transfer energy and momentum, interations involvingW±
must also

hange the nature of the fermion. For example, a u quark is onverted into a d
quark and vie versa. We are thus faed with the hoie of either ontinuing to

speak of isospin violation or to admit that the new bosons also arry isospin. This

latter is, of ourse, muh more attrative. Indeed, it is more natural to inlude

the leptons in suh a piture and thus introdue weak isospin. To ouple objets

of isospin one-half we are fored to introdue bosons of isospin one. This implies

a multipliity three (2I+1), that is, a triplet. Thus, just as in the pion ase, we

should expet a W 0
(a so-alled weak neutral urrent) together with the two W±

.
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Weak neutral urrents

Now, the W 0
annot be the photon sine it must both have a large mass and in-

terat with neutrinos. We should remark immediately, moreover, that the partile

so introdued is not exatly the Z0
already mentioned, whih is in fat a mixture

of W 0
and a new �eld B0

(while γ is the orresponding orthogonal ombination)

due to the same mehanism designed to provide the new (gauge) bosons with a

non-zero mass. We shall disuss this in more detail later.

The introdution of a new intermediate neutral boson suggests further possible

new phenomenology: that of the so-alled weak neutral urrents. An immediate

question arises: why had no experimental indiation been observed earlier? The

answer lies in both the similarity and the di�erene with respet to the photon. The

neutrality of a W 0
(or Z0

) implies that almost everywhere it may be exhanged, a

photon may be exhanged too. However, at low energies photon exhange is not

suppressed by a large mass. Indeed, we an estimate the ross-setion ratio for

W 0
and photon exhange in any given low-energy proess as follows:

σ(W 0)

σ(γ)
∼
(
1/(q2 −M2)

1/q2

)2

≈
(
q2

M2

)2

for |q2| ≪ M2. (5.1.8)

Sine we expet M ∼100GeV, for energies of the order of a GeV the suppression

is of order 10−8
. While for interferene e�ets this may improve to the square-

root and therefore 10−4
, to separate the two ontributions, one would still require

absolute ross-setion measurements of unpreedented preision.

If normal W 0
-exhange proesses are swamped by photon exhange, then we

should look for something not possible in QED. As noted earlier, the photon

does not hange the nature of matter partiles while the W±
evidently do. One

might then hope that some proess exists in whih the W 0
also provokes a hange

of �avour. We are thus led bak to the old question of eigenstates of di�erent

interations. The eletron and muon et. are evidently eigenstates of QED, whih

is experimentally seen to be perfetly diagonal in these states. Note that the basis

states of QED are preisely those we all mass eigenstates and whih propagate in

the laboratory. However, the natural eigenstates of the weak interation are not

neessarily the same, that is, they may be superpositions of these states. In other

words, if we write a three-omponent vetor desribing the harged leptons e−, µ−

and τ− then there should be a unitary transformation U that takes us to the weak

basis:

ψWi = Uijψj . (5.1.9)

A similar onsideration ould naturally be made for the neutrinos, but it is rather

useless in this onnetion sine they do not interat with the photon.

Now, we have always desribed interations in terms of urrents; thus, the QED
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(neutral) urrent is

Jµ
QED

= eψ γµ1
�av

ψ, (5.1.10)

where the unit matrix 1

�av

just expresses the fat that the interation is diagonal

in this basis. The equivalent weak neutral urrent (i.e. mediated by the W 0
or

rather Z0
boson) would then be

J0µ
W

= gψ
W

(c
V

γµ − c
A

γµγ5)1�av ψW, (5.1.11)

where we are now in the weak basis, the zero index indiates a neutral urrent

and we also remind the reader that this interation probably violates parity on-

servation, but for the purposes of this disussion the atual values of c
V

and c
A

are

quite irrelevant. The fat that the omponents of ψW are mixtures of the phys-

ial harged-lepton states ould, in priniple, then allow for some �avour-hanging

e�et. However, let us rewrite the above urrent in the physial basis:

J0µ
W

= gUψ (c
V

γµ − c
A

γµγ5)1�av Uψ

= gψ U †(c
V

γµ − c
A

γµγ5)1�av U ψ

= gψ (c
V

γµ − c
A

γµγ5)U
†
1

�av

U ψ

= gψ (c
V

γµ − c
A

γµγ5)1�av ψ. (5.1.12)

We thus see that it remains perfetly diagonal; in e�et, a GIM-like mehanism

has proteted this situation from the possible onsequenes of �avour-hanging

neutral urrents. Indeed, no evidene of suh phenomena is found.

∗

The experimental disovery of weak neutral urrents

We must then �nd some proess in whih the photon annot partiipate and yet

whih has a lear signal. This may be provided by the following interations:

νµ + e− → νµ + e− and ν̄µ + e− → ν̄µ + e−. (5.1.13)

The orresponding experiment was �rst performed at CERN in the PS and SPS

rings by the Gargamelle ollaboration (Hasert et al., 1973, 1974). Beginning in

the late sixties, the prodution of high-energy (200−300GeV) and high-intensity

proton beams allowed the generation of high-energy and high-intensity seondary

νµ and ν̄µ beams.

The so-alled narrow-band neutrino beam was produed via the system shown

∗
We note for ompleteness, however, that higher-order quantum orretions, so-alled penguin

diagrams, an and do lead to non-vanishing e�etively �avour-hanging neutral urrents, but

the e�ets are very small.
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shematially in Fig. 5.2. A 400-GeV proton beam impinged on a beryllium target

Figure 5.2: A shemati view of the narrow-band neutrino-beam experiment at CERN,

in whih the neutral urrent was �rst observed.

produing a large number of high-energy partiles. By judiious hoie of eletri

and magneti �elds, all but harged pions (although the beam did also ontain

some harged kaons) were �ltered out over a length of around 100m, seleting an

energy of around 200GeV. Inside a vauum pipe of about 200m these then deayed

in-�ight mainly into muons and muon neutrinos. A long shielding blok of steel

and the earth leaned up the remaining muons and other stray partiles, leaving a

pure muon neutrino or antineutrino beam with a rather narrow spetrum. (There

is, moreover, a strong orrelation between the angle of emission and the energy

of the neutrinos.) At the end of all this was Gargamelle, a giant bubble-hamber

detetor, designed prinipally for neutrino detetion. With a diameter of nearly

2m and length 4.8m, it held nearly 12 ubi metres of freon (CF3Br).

Exerise 5.1.1. For the given kinematis, that is, a deaying harged-pion beam

of energy 200GeV, alulate the energy spread of the resulting neutrino beam.

The importane of using muon neutrinos is simply that harged urrents are

exluded in their interations with eletrons (see Fig. 5.3). By requiring the �nal

state to ontain an eletron, while the initial states ontains a muon neutrino or

antineutrino, guarantees the proess to be neutral urrent. Indeed, the proess

depited in Fig. 5.3a is impossible without a weak neutral urrent. The observa-

tion then of eletrons sattered by the muon neutrino beam onstituted a lear

indiation of the existene of weak neutral urrents. Fig. 5.4 displays the �rst suh

event reorded by Gargamelle.

One an also look for deeply inelasti type proesses where all that is seen to

reoil is a purely hadroni system (Hasert et al., 1974). The two possible reations

are then

νµ +N → νµ +X and ν̄µ +N → ν̄µ +X, (5.1.14)

where N is a struk nuleon and X the reoiling hadroni system (see Fig. 5.5).
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(a)

Z0

e−

νµ

e−

νµ

(b)

W−

e−

νµ

νe

µ−

(c)

W−

e−

νe

νe

e−

(d)

W−

e−

ν̄e

ν̄e

e−

Figure 5.3: A omparison of the possible neutral- and harged-urrent interations

between muon and eletron neutrinos and eletrons. (a) A neutral-urrent event with an

eletron in the �nal state; (b) a harged-urrent event with instead a muon in the �nal

state; (c) and (d) eletron-neutrino initiated harged-urrent events with a �nal-state

eletron.

Figure 5.4: The �rst example of the neutral-urrent proess ν̄µ+e−→ ν̄µ+e−. The

eletron is projeted forward with an energy of 400MeV at an angle of 1.5±1.5◦ to the

beam, whih enters from the top.

Other evidene of weak neutral urrents

Nulear β-deay proeeds via harged-urrent exhange and is easily studied. On

the other hand, sine the neutral urrents do not hange �avour they annot give
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νµ

Z0

νµ

N X

Figure 5.5: Deeply inelasti neutrino�nuleon sattering via neutral-urrent exhange.

rise to deays. Thus, it is not possible to detet their diret role in weak nulear

transitions. However, the presene of a parity-violating interation in ompetition

with the usual Coulomb potential leads to bound-state nulear wave-funtions

that are no longer pure eigenstates of parity. This in turn allows the observation

of indiret parity violation in, for example, eletromagneti or strong-interation

nulear transitions.

Three suh examples are the following:

O16 ∗ → C12 + α (5.1.15)

JP : 2− 0+ 0+.

This proess violates parity but proeeds via the strong interation and should

therefore be absolutely prohibited. However, neither the initial nor the �nal nulear

state is a pure parity eigenstate and the deay is experimentally observed with a

width Γ∼10−10 eV.

F19 ∗ → F19 + γ (5.1.16)

JP : 1
2

− 1
2

−
1−.

In this ase, we have an eletromagneti transition, whih again annot diretly

violate P . Nevertheless, given the spin of the deaying F19 ∗
, we may polarise

the initial state and examine the up�down photon-momentum asymmetry. An

asymmetry of Aγ∼10−4
is found.

Ta181 ∗ → Ta181 + γ. (5.1.17)

Here the initial state is not polarised, but the photon is experimentally found to

emerge with a slight preferene for being left handed: Pγ∼−4×10−6
. Finally,
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we might remark that there are analogous, smaller but still measurable, e�ets in

atomi physis.

5.1.3 Further unitarity problems

The problem of growing ross-setions with respet to unitarity limits is not, how-

ever, ompletely solved: the νµe
−→µ−νe proess previously examined still grows

logarithmially but would exeed the bounds only at extremely high energies. More

problematially, the new states invoked to tame the Fermi-theory divergenes nat-

urally indue new proesses, whih although often rather exoti are nevertheless

theoretially possible and thus too should not violate unitarity.

A partiular example is νeν̄e annihilation into a W+W−
pair (but there are

many others). The �rst obvious ontribution omes from the diagram in Fig. 5.6a.

This diagram leads to a total ross-setion that again grows as s. One solution

(a)

e−

νe

ν̄e

W+

W−

(b)

E−

νe

ν̄e

W+

W−

(c)

Z0

νe

ν̄e

W+

W−

Figure 5.6: Various possible ontributions to the annihilation proess νeν̄e→W+W−
:

(a) the standard t-hannel eletron exhange graph, (b) a t-hannel �heavy-eletron�
exhange graph, (c) the s-hannel neutral-urrent annihilation graph.

might be to invoke a GIM-like anellation with a new (heavy) lepton, as shown

in Fig. 5.6b, having suitably hosen ad ho ouplings. No suh heavy lepton has

ever been deteted though, whereas there are stringent upper limits on the mass

it may have for the anellation to still be e�etive. Of ourse, there are now also

other possible, new, but more natural ontributions that might be inluded, suh

as the neutral-urrent annihilation graph of Fig. 5.6. This is evidently a di�erent

proess, however, and has no spei� relationship to the �rst, unless there is some

larger symmetry linking them.

It turns out that any suh attempt to path up the ross-setion growth-rate

problem still runs foul of the requirement of renormalisability: when quantum

orretions are evaluated, this type of theory is not generally renormalisable.

Moreover, if we examine the νeν̄e→W+W−
ross-setion in detail, we disover

that it is preisely the �extra�, longitudinal, omponent of the W±
bosons that is

responsible for the unbounded growth.

Now, had the gauge priniple somehow been enfored, suh ontributions would

have been absent. Indeed, QED su�ers none of these problems. That is, QED is
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renormalisable and has no longitudinal omponent. However, suh highly desir-

able properties are a diret onsequene of the masslessness of the photon; loal

gauge symmetry is broken by any expliit mass term. We reall brie�y that gauge

symmetry requires that the Lagrangian (and all physial quantities) be invariant

under the following (loal gauge) transformation:

Aµ(x) → A′µ(x) = Aµ(x) + ∂µΛ(x) (5.1.18)

and

ψ(x) → ψ′(x) = e− ieΛ(x) ψ(x), (5.1.19)

where Λ(x) is any salar funtion of x; Aµ(x) is the gauge �eld (for instane, the

photon) while ψ(x) is a spinor �eld representing, say, the eletron.

The �eld equations governing the motion and interation of suh �elds are

derived from the following Lagrangian:

L = ψ
(
iγµDµ −m

)
ψ − 1

4
F µνFµν , (5.1.20)

where the ovariant derivative is

Dµ := ∂µ + ieAµ(x) (5.1.21)

and the �eld-strength tensor F µν
is

F µν := ∂µAν − ∂νAµ. (5.1.22)

It is straightforward to verify expliitly that the purely gauge term in the above

Lagrangian leads to Maxwell's equations for the photon �eld. The term−eAµψγµψ
leads to the standard fermion�photon interation. A mass term for the gauge �eld

would take the form −1
2
m2AµAµ, whih would plainly violate gauge invariane.

We thus see that, to render the propagation of the vetor �elds W±
massive, some

other way of providing a mass must be found, via an interation, for example.

5.2 Spontaneous symmetry breaking:

the Higgs mehanism

In this setion we shall brie�y desribe the mehanism by whih it is possible to

retain gauge symmetry (with all the onsequent bene�ts) while allowing the gauge

bosons to aquire signi�ant e�etive masses. The onept of a broken symmetry,

with the onsequent generation of massless states was �rst disussed by Goldstone

(1961). That a spontaneously broken symmetry (i.e. a symmetry of the Lag-

rangian broken by the vauum) ould irumvent the Goldstone theorem and thus
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avoid the existene of massless states was proposed by Anderson (1963)

∗
within

the ontext of superondutivity and suessively adapted to partile theory by

Nambu and Jona-Lasinio (1961)�see footnote on p. 30. Spontaneous symmetry

breaking in a gauge theory and the resulting mass generation, known as the Higgs

(or Higgs�Kibble) mehanism, was �rst applied to quantum �eld theory by Higgs

(1964), Englert and Brout (1964) and Guralnik et al. (1964).

†
Quigg (2007) has

published an interesting review artile on the general problem of mass generation.

5.2.1 A real salar �eld

The simplest ase is a purely salar theory with a mass term of the �wrong sign�

‡

and a ϕ4
self-interation (whih guarantees stability):

L = 1
2
(∂µϕ)(∂µϕ) +

1
2
m2ϕ2 − 1

4!
λϕ4. (5.2.1)

The orresponding potential

V (ϕ) = −1
2
m2ϕ2 + 1

4!
λϕ4

(5.2.2)

has the form shown in Fig. 5.7, whih is evidently symmetri under the disrete

transformation ϕ→−ϕ. However, the point ϕ=0 is no longer the minimum while

ϕ

V (ϕ)

Figure 5.7: The shape of the potential for a single, real, salar �eld in the ase of a

quadrati term with a negative sign.

∗
The 1977 Nobel Prize for Physis was awarded jointly to Philip Warren Anderson, Sir Nevill

Franis Mott and John Hasbrouk van Vlek �for their fundamental theoretial investigations

of the eletroni struture of magneti and disordered systems.�

†
The 2013 Nobel Prize for Physis was awarded jointly to François Englert and Peter W. Higgs

�for the theoretial disovery of a mehanism that ontributes to our understanding of the origin

of mass of subatomi partiles, and whih reently was on�rmed through the disovery of the

predited fundamental partile, by the ATLAS and CMS experiments at CERN's Large Hadron

Collider�

‡
Note that it is the term that has the �wrong� sign and not the mass itself.
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there are now two equivalent minima at ϕ=±
√
6m2/λ. The vauum or ground

state of the system may be one or other, but not both at the same time, and will

therefore break the original symmetry.

Sine perturbation theory is to be performed around the minimum, we should

shift to ϕ′ :=ϕ−υ, where for the purposes of example and without loss of generality

we shall take υ=+(6m2/λ)
1/2
. The Lagrangian then takes the form

L = 1
2
(∂µϕ′)(∂µϕ

′)−m2ϕ′ 2 − 1
3!
λϕ′ 3 − 1

4!
λϕ′ 4, (5.2.3)

where an irrelevant onstant term has been eliminated. Thus, the true physial

state of the theory has a mass

√
2m and a ubi self-interation has appeared.

5.2.2 A two-omponent salar �eld

The ase of a ontinuous symmetry is rather more interesting. Consider now a

omplex salar �eld ϕ with the following Lagrangian

L = (∂µϕ∗)(∂µϕ) +m2ϕ∗ϕ− 1
2
λ(ϕ∗ϕ)2. (5.2.4)

The orresponding potential

V (ϕ, ϕ∗) = −m2ϕ∗ϕ+ 1
2
λ(ϕ∗ϕ)2 (5.2.5)

has the so-alled Mexian-hat form shown in Fig. 5.8 and is symmetri under the

(global gauge) transformation ϕ→ e iφϕ. The possible vauum states now belong to

Reϕ
Imϕ

V (ϕ,ϕ∗)

Figure 5.8: The so-alled Mexian-hat form of the potential in the ase of a omplex

salar �eld with a negative quadrati term; it possesses a ylindrial symmetry about the

vertial axis.

a ontinuum, orresponding to the variable φ∈ [0,π] in the above transformation.

Let us hoose, without loss of generality, the ground state as ϕ=υ=(m2/λ)
1/2

and

again make the shift to ϕ′ :=ϕ−υ, with υ real. It is now onvenient to re-express
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the �elds in terms of two real �elds ϕ1,2:

ϕ′ = 1√
2
(ϕ1 + iϕ2). (5.2.6)

The Lagrangian then takes the form

L = 1
2
(∂µϕ1)(∂µϕ1) +

1
2
(∂µϕ2)(∂µϕ2)−m2ϕ2

1

− λυϕ1(ϕ
2
1 + ϕ2

2)− 1
4
λ(ϕ2

1 + ϕ2
2)

2. (5.2.7)

In this ase we see that, together with interation terms of various degrees, there is

just a single non-zero mass; that is, one state is left massless. It is easy to see why:

the original ontinuous symmetry implies that there is always a diretion (that of

the symmetry) in whih the derivative of the �eld is zero. This is the essene of

the Goldstone theorem: for eah broken ontinuous symmetry there is a massless

�eld, known as the Goldstone boson. We should stress here that the theorem only

applies to ontinuous symmetries and is thus only relevant to multidimensional

symmetry subspaes.

5.2.3 The Higgs�Kibble mehanism

We now examine the ase of spontaneous symmetry breaking in the presene of

a loal gauge symmetry. We shall �nd that this provides an exeption to the

Goldstone theorem, in that the massless bosons do not appear as true individual

states of the theory, but are absorbed (or eaten) by the gauge bosons to provide

the third omponents for the gauge �elds, whih in turn beome massive. The

important point to realise though is that the underlying gauge symmetry survives;

the theory thus remains renormalisable and satis�es unitarity in the usual way.

Consider the simplest example of a single harged salar �eld, minimally oupled

to a gauge �eld. The Lagrangian then takes on the standard form

L = (Dµϕ∗)(Dµϕ) + µ2ϕ∗ϕ− λ(ϕ∗ϕ)2 − 1
4
F µνFµν , (5.2.8)

where the ovariant derivative Dµ
is de�ned as

Dµϕ(x) :=
(
∂µ − ieAµ(x)

)
ϕ(x) (5.2.9a)

and

Dµϕ∗(x) :=
(
∂µ + ieAµ(x)

)
ϕ∗(x). (5.2.9b)

It is onvenient to reparametrise the �eld ϕ exponentially in terms of two real

�elds η and ξ (the �radial� and �angular� omponents respetively):

ϕ(x) = 1√
2

(
υ + η(x)

)
exp
(
iξ(x)/υ

)
, (5.2.10)
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with

υ =

√
µ2/λ. (5.2.11)

In the absene of the gauge �eld and the resultant oupling, the �eld ξ would

be the massless Goldstone boson assoiated with the spontaneous breaking of a

global U(1) symmetry. However, the presene of a gauge symmetry and orres-

ponding �elds indues mixing of the ξ and Aµ �elds. To see this, let us rewrite

the Lagrangian in terms of ξ and η:

L(ξ, η, Aµ) = −1
4
F µνFµν +

1
2
∂µξ∂µξ +

1
2
∂µη ∂µη

+ 1
2
e2υ2AµAµ − eυAµ∂µξ − µ2η2

+ terms higher than quadrati order. (5.2.12)

The higher-order terms desribe various interations and are of interest for the full

phenomenology, but here we are only interested in the question of mass. At �rst

sight, we appear to have the �elds of the previous example: η a boson of mass

√
2µ

and ξ a massless Goldstone boson, together now with a massive gauge �eld (sine

a term in AµAµ has been generated). However, the presene of the term in Aµ∂
µξ

ompliates matters: it diretly mixes the ξ and Aµ �elds, whih annot then be

the true asymptoti or physial states of the theory, and we must therefore be a

little more areful.

We may exploit the gauge invariane of the Lagrangian to apply the following

gauge transformation, whih e�etively diagonalises the mass terms:

ϕ → ϕ′ = exp[− iξ(x)/υ]ϕ = 1√
2
(υ + η) (5.2.13a)

and

Aµ → A′
µ = Aµ −

1

eυ
∂µξ. (5.2.13b)

With this, the Lagrangian beomes

L(ξ, η, Aµ) = −1
4
F ′µνF ′

µν +
1
2
e2υ2A′µA′

µ +
1
2
∂µη ∂µη − µ2η2

+ 1
2
e2A′µA′

µη(2υ + η)− λυη3 − 1
4
λη4. (5.2.14)

The gauge �eld has thus aquired an e�etive mass eυ and the salar �eld η has a
mass m=

√
2µ while the �eld ξ has simply disappeared from the theory.

The physial interpretation should be rather obvious: a massive vetor �eld

neessarily has three degrees of freedom whereas the original massless gauge �eld

only had two; the third is provided by the would-be Goldstone boson ξ, whih, we
say �guratively, has thus been `eaten' by the gauge �eld.

As a by-produt, the presene of a salar �eld with non-vanishing vauum
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expetation value allows the generation of e�etive mass terms for the matter

�elds, whih may then be initially de�ned as massless too. It is simply neessary

to add a Yukawa-type oupling to eah fermion for whih a mass is desired:

L
int

= −g ϕψψ. (5.2.15)

Shifting the salar �eld and rewriting it as above, we obtain

L
int

= −g(υ + ϕ′)ψψ. (5.2.16)

The �rst term in brakets is evidently none other than a mass term for the �eld ψ
and we thus have

mψ = g υ. (5.2.17)

Sine the oupling g is arbitrary, the mass is not determined. However, given the

measured mass, the relation may be inverted to provide g in terms of the Higgs

vauum expetation value. Indeed, this relation tells us that the heavier fermions

will have the strongest ouplings.

5.2.4 The Glashow�Salam�Weinberg model

To desribe the weak interation orretly it is found neessary to inlude the

theory of eletromagnetism at the same time�although, of ourse, the photon

remains rigorously massless. That is, we are led to the onstrution of a (quasi)

uni�ed model of the eletromagneti and weak interations, or eletroweak theory

(Glashow, 1961; Salam, 1968; Weinberg, 1967).

∗

We start then with a weak-isospin triplet of massless spin-one bosons W (1)
µ ,

W (2)
µ and W (3)

µ , where now the assoiated SU(2) symmetry is taken to be a loal

gauge symmetry, thus guaranteeing unitarity and renormalisability but requiring

masslessness. In addition, we inlude a single (isosalar) neutral gauge boson B0
µ.

It turns out that this is not to be assoiated diretly with the photon and eletri

harge, but with the weak hyperharge. The W triplet may be more suggestively

rewritten as

W±
µ = W (1)

µ ± iW (2)
µ (5.2.18a)

and

W 0
µ = W (3)

µ . (5.2.18b)

∗
The 1979 Nobel Prize for Physis was awarded equally to Sheldon Glashow, Abdus Salam and

Steven Weinberg for �their ontributions to the theory of the uni�ed weak and eletromagneti

interation between elementary partiles, inluding, inter alia, the predition of the weak neutral

urrent.�
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The salar system neessary for spontaneous symmetry breaking here onsists of

two doublets, whih we may express as (f. the K±
, K0

, K0
system)

(
ϕ1 ± iϕ2

ϕ3 ± iϕ4

)
or

(
ϕ+

ϕ0

)
and

(
ϕ0

ϕ−

)
. (5.2.19)

The onstrution of the standard interation part of the Lagrangian, via gen-

eralisation of the eletromagneti ase, then leads to the following two terms:

L
int

= gJµ
W

·W µ + g′Jµ
Y

Bµ + Hermitian onjugate, (5.2.20)

to whih we must add terms oupling the salar and gauge �elds. The two urrents

introdued here are J
µ
W

(weak) and Jµ
Y

(hyperharge). The SU(2) symmetry of

the Higgs potential is spontaneously broken in suh a way that the two harged

W±
aquire a mass just as desribed in the preeding setion while the ase of

the two neutral vetor bosons is a little more ompliated. The neutral �elds that

�nally emerge as the physial degrees of freedom of the theory are the mutually

orthogonal ombinations

Aµ =
g′W 0

µ + gBµ√
g2 + g′ 2

(the photon) (5.2.21a)

and

Zµ =
gW 0

µ − g′Bµ√
g2 + g′ 2

(the weak neutral boson). (5.2.21b)

The two independent oupling onstants g and g′ thus play the role of a mixing

angle here and it is therefore more onvenient to introdue

sin θ
W

:=
g′√

g2 + g′ 2
and cos θ

W

:=
g√

g2 + g′ 2
. (5.2.22)

In other words,

tan θ
W

:=
g′

g
. (5.2.23)

As to the salar �elds, the two harged salars ϕ±
are absorbed into the W±

µ

respetively to provide the longitudinal omponents, as before, while the ombin-

ation

1√
2
(ϕ0−ϕ0) is absorbed by the ombination of W 0

µ and Bµ orresponding to

Zµ. This all leaves just one physial, massive, salar �eld:

H0 := 1√
2
(ϕ0 + ϕ0), (5.2.24)
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whih is preisely the objet known as the Higgs boson.

Using the fat that hyperharge Y =Q−I3 (a fator 2 has been introdued to

avoid spurious fators of

1/2), so that

Jµ
Y

= Jµ
EM

− Jµ(3), (5.2.25)

we may now rewrite the above in terms of the asymptoti or physial �elds. The

original interation Lagrangian

L
int

= g
[
Jµ(1)W

(1)
µ + Jµ(2)W

(2)
µ

]
+ Jµ(3)

[
gW (3)

µ − g′Bµ

]
+ g′Jµ

EM

Bµ

+ Hermitian onjugate

then beomes

=
g√
2

[
Jµ−W

+
µ + Jµ+W

−
µ

]
+

g

cos θ
W

[
Jµ(3) − sin2 θ

W

Jµ
EM

]
Zµ + g sin θ

W

Jµ
EM

Aµ

+ Hermitian onjugate. (5.2.26)

The �rst braketed term represents the harged-urrent interation, the seond

the weak neutral urrent, whih we see mixes the parity-onserving and max-

imally parity-violating ouplings (we shall expand on this later), while the third

is identi�ed with the standard eletromagneti interation and thus immediately

leads to the relation

e = g sin θ
W

. (5.2.27)

Leaving aside the fermion mass parameters, we see that the theory is determ-

ined by a very small number of physial onstants. For example, if we take G
F

and the eletromagneti oupling onstant α as known, then we an predit both

of the heavy-boson masses in terms of the same mixing parameter sinθ
W

:

MW =

(√
2g2

8G
F

)1/2

=

( √
2e2

8G
F

sin2 θ
W

)1/2

=
37.4

sin θ
W

GeV (5.2.28)

and

MZ =
MW

cos θ
W

=
74.8

sin 2θ
W

GeV. (5.2.29)

As we shall see, sinθ
W

is also determined by various other independent physial

quantities; the present world average value is (see PDG-2016 � Patrignani et al.,

2016)

sin2 θ
W

≃ 0.231, (5.2.30)
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although are must be taken in omparison with, e.g., the boson masses, as there

are important quantum orretions to be taken into aount, whih are di�erent

for the various physial quantities.

Unfortunately, one important physial quantity is left entirely undetermined:

the Higgs-boson mass m
H

. This is beause the vauum expetation value of the

Higgs �eld is undetermined. However, the deay width of the Higgs boson is only

a funtion of its mass and may thus be alulated; one �nds Γ
H

∼G
F

m3
H

. Sine to

have any hane of �seeing� the Higgs partile (i.e. as a Breit�Wigner resonane

peak) its width should be less than its mass, this means that the mass should

therefore be less than about 1/
√
G
F

. A more aurate analysis in terms of partial-

wave unitarity in WW sattering plaes an upper limit of about 1TeV. Moreover,

sine the quantum orretions to various physial quantities and proesses on-

tain ontributions depending on the mass, global �ts to SM data an atually

provide a window of aeptable masses, whih at the 90%CL was (see PDG-2016

� Patrignani et al., 2016)

m
H

= 99+28
−23 GeV. (5.2.31)

Despite the high-preision data available, the limits are not very stringent owing

to the weak (logarithmi) dependene. In Fig. 5.9 the onstraints on the Higgs-

Figure 5.9: The one-standard-deviation limits for the Higgs-boson mass m
H

as a fun-

tion of the top mass mt as dedued from various experimental measurements. The red

ellipse marks the 90%CL allowed region ombining all the data. The �gure is taken from

PDG-2016 (Patrignani et al., 2016).

boson mass m
H

as a funtion of the top mass mt are displayed as 90%CL allowed

regions. The entral ellipse marks the 90%CL allowed region ombining all data.
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EW ouplings of the fermions

The harged W±
bosons maximally violate P , inasmuh as they only interat with

left-handed fermions, and so too does the extra W (3)
or W 0

, as it belongs to the

same multiplet. On the other hand, the photon has equal left- and right-handed

ouplings and therefore the Z0
, being a mixture of the two, only partially violates

P in its interations with the harged fermions (both quarks and leptons), though

still maximally with neutrinos.

The leptoni setor may be haraterised as follows (ℓ= e, µ, τ):

ψL =

(
νℓ
ℓ

)

L

I = 1
2

I3 =

{
+1

2

−1
2

Q =

{
0

−1
Y = −1

2
, (5.2.32a)

ψR = ℓR I = 0 I3 = 0 Q = −1 Y = −1. (5.2.32b)

Reall that here we use the de�nition Y =Q−I3. Now, the Z0
ouples to the ur-

rent Jµ(3)−sin2θ
W

Jµ
EM

and we an therefore de�ne left- and right-handed oupling

onstants:

gL = I3 −Q sin2 θ
W

and gR = −Q sin2 θ
W

, (5.2.33)

where Q is the fermion harge in units of |e|. We may also de�ne the vetor and

axial-vetor ouplings c
V

and c
A

, gL/R=
1
2
(c
V

±c
A

); they are shown in Table 5.2 as

funtions of sinθ
W

for the di�erent fermion speies. Note that, sine sin2θ
W

∼ 1/4,

Table 5.2: The Z0
vetor and axial-vetor ouplings c

V

and c
A

, gL/R= 1
2(cV±c

A

) as

funtions of sinθ
W

for the various fermion speies; ℓ are the harged leptons while U and

D are up- and down-type quarks.

c
V

c
A

gL gR

νℓ
1
2

1
2

1
2

0

ℓ −1
2
+2sin2θ

W

−1
2

−1
2
+sin2θ

W

sin2θ
W

U 1
2
− 4

3
sin2θ

W

1
2

1
2
− 2

3
sin2θ

W

−2
3
sin2θ

W

D −1
2
+ 2

3
sin2θ

W

−1
2

−1
2
+ 1

3
sin2θ

W

1
3
sin2θ

W

the vetor oupling almost vanishes for the harged leptons and the up-type quarks

and these hannels (oupling to the Z0
) thus have almost no parity violation while

the neutrino hannel remains maximally parity violating.
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Neutrino sattering via neutral urrents

We �rst examine the various possible neutrino sattering ross-setions in whih

the harged urrent intervenes (see Figs. 5.3 and d): at low energies the purely

harged-urrent ontributions are (y :=E ′
e/Eν in the laboratory frame�initial ele-

tron at rest, E ′
e= �nal eletron energy):

dσCC(νee → νee)

dy
=

G2
F

s

π
(LL→ LL, ⇒ J = 0) (5.2.34a)

and

dσCC(ν̄ee → ν̄ee)

dy
=

G2
F

s

π
(1− y)2 (RL→ RL, ⇒ J = 1). (5.2.34b)

Exerise 5.2.1. Negleting the eletron mass, show that y= 1
2
(1+cosθe), where θe

is the entre�of�mass eletron sattering angle with respet to the neutrino beam

diretion. Thus, show that the J =1 ross-setion above behaves as (1−cosθe)
2
.

Reall that for an intermediate vetor partile one normally expets an angular

dependene of the form 1+cos2θe. The di�erene here is that only one heliity

state of the intermediate vetor boson is available, orresponding to the amplitude

1−cosθe. The other heliity would have provided an amplitude 1+cosθe and then

the ombination would have given

1
2
(1− cos θe)

2 + 1
2
(1 + cos θe)

2 = 1 + cos2 θe, (5.2.35)

as expeted.

These are to be ompared with the orresponding neutral -urrent ross-setions

(see Fig. 5.10). For W±
we have gL=1 and gR=0 whereas for Z0

exhange they

(a)

Z0

e−

νe

e−

νe

(b)

Z0

e−

ν̄e

e−

ν̄e

Figure 5.10: The two possible diagrams desribing the neutral-urrent interation

between eletrons and either (a) eletron neutrinos or (b) eletron anti-neutrinos.
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are as listed above. Thus, for purely a neutral-urrent ontribution, we have

dσNC(νee → νee)

dy
=

G2
F

s

π

[
g2L + g2R(1− y)2

]
, (5.2.36a)

dσNC(ν̄ee → ν̄ee)

dy
=

G2
F

s

π

[
g2R + g2L(1− y)2

]
. (5.2.36b)

Note that while the eletron may be either L or R here, the νe is only L and the

ν̄e only R.
Now, for the sattering of muon neutrinos o� eletrons, only the neutral-urrent

ontributions survive and so

gL = −1
2
+ sin2 θ

W

and gR = sin2 θ
W

. (5.2.37)

Adding the harged-urrent diagrams for the eletron-neutrino ase, we have

νe :

{
gL = −1

2
+ sin2 θ

W

+ 1 = 1
2
+ sin2 θ

W

,

gR = sin2 θ
W

+ 0 = sin2 θ
W

,
(5.2.38a)

ν̄e : as above with gL ↔ gR. (5.2.38b)

The value dedued from the experimental omparison of these ross-setions in

the ase of muon neutrinos is sin2θ
W

=0.2324±0.0083, in good agreement with

the measurement of the MW/MZ ratio. Note, as always, that due aount must

be made for important quantum orretions.

Polarisation asymmetries

A further independent method for extrating sinθ
W

is provided by polarisation

asymmetries measured in eletron�nuleon sattering. The �rst suh experiments

were performed at SLAC in 1978 using a polarised eletron beam of 16−18GeV,
provided by the linear aelerator. The proess studied was eletron�deuteron

DIS, with an unpolarised deuteron:

e−L,R + d → e− +X. (5.2.39)

Together with the dominant QED photon-exhange diagram, there is also a weak

neutral-urrent ontribution oming from Z0
exhange. Interferene between the

two allows a measurable parity-violating asymmetry

A :=
σR − σL
σR + σL

. (5.2.40)
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The two ontributing amplitudes are

M
EM

∼ e2

q2
and M

W

∼ G
F

. (5.2.41)

In the denominator of the asymmetry the eletromagneti ontribution dominates

while in the numerator it anels between σR and σL, leaving the interferene term
to dominate. The resulting asymmetry may thus be estimated as

A ∼ 2M
W

M
EM

M
2
EM

∼ 2G
F

q2

e2
∼ 2

(
10−5/m2

p

)
q2

4π/137

∼ 10−4 q2 (for q2 in GeV2). (5.2.42)

More preisely, as a funtion of y=E ′
e/Ee (laboratory energies) we have

A = − 9G
F

q2

20
√
2πα

[
c1 + c2

1− (1− y)2

1 + (1− y)2
]
, (5.2.43)

where

c1 = 1− 20
9
sin2 θ

W

and c1 = 1− 4 sin2 θ
W

. (5.2.44)

The value obtained was sin2θ
W

=0.22±0.02, again, in good agreement with other

determinations.

The Higgs boson

The �nal predition of the Glashow�Salam�Weinberg model that we shall examine

is the existene of the Higgs boson. The Higgs mehanism, as applied to the on-

strution of the Glashow�Salam�Weinberg eletroweak model, unavoidably leads

to a neutral, massive, salar boson H0
. The model also determines very preisely

the form of the Higgs-partile interations with the other �elds in the theory, gen-

erating a number of trilinear and quadrilinear ouplings, suh as those in Fig. 5.11.

It therefore ouples to all other �elds in the theory and to itself�it will even ouple

H0

Z0

Z0

H0

W+

W−

H0

H0

H0

H0

f̄

f

Figure 5.11: Examples of the Higgs trilinear ouplings to gauge and matter �elds in

the standard eletroweak model, f stands for any massive fermion.
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(albeit very weakly) to any massive neutrino. At the �rst writing of these notes it

was the one undeteted partile in the SM and a major quest was thus to demon-

strate its existene. The searh may be approahed in two mutually independent

ways:

• its diret prodution and detetion through the �nal deay-produt system

on�guration for spei� deay hannels,

• its indiret ontribution via quantum orretions to the various aurately

measured eletroweak proesses and parameters, using ombined �ts.

Non-detetion of the proess e+e−→Z0H0
at LEP plaed a lower limit (see

PDG-2016 � Patrignani et al., 2016) on the mass:

m
H

> 114.4 GeV (95 % CL). (5.2.45)

On the other hand, indiret evidene from onsideration of eletroweak quantum

orretions an atually plae both upper and lower limits:

54 GeV < m
H

< 219 GeV (95 % CL), (5.2.46)

with a entral value of around 100GeV, whih is thus already e�etively exluded

by diret searhes.

Diret searhes at LEP were performed by heking the following two possible

prodution proesses:

e+e− → Z0 → H0 + ℓ+ + ℓ−,

→ H0 + νℓ + ν̄ℓ,
(5.2.47)

where ℓ= e, µ or τ , as shown in Fig. 5.12. We may alulate the branhing ratio

Z0
Z0

H0

e−

e+

ℓ−, νℓ

ℓ+, ν̄ℓ

Figure 5.12: The simplest and most sensitive proess for Higgs-partile prodution and

detetion at LEP (ℓ= e, µ or τ).
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for suh a hannel in Z0
deay:

10−4 >∼
Γ(Z0 → H0ℓ+ℓ−)

ΓZ
0

tot

>∼ 3× 10−6
for 10 GeV <∼ m

H

<∼ 50 GeV

(5.2.48)

and Bν≃2Bℓ. The LEP I data thus led to a lower limit of about 60GeV. LEP II

raised the entre�of�mass energy to 200GeV and was therefore able to searh for

the diret hannel e+e−→Z0→Z0H0
. In this way a lower limit of about 114GeV

was obtained.

The LHC is, however, a proton�proton mahine and the olliding quarks will

evidently not have all of the laboratory 14TeV available. Nevertheless, it should

be possible to produe the Higgs partile diretly (pp→H0+X) via, for example,

the proess depited in Fig. 5.13, W fusion. This is a good hannel for the LHC,

d

u

u

W−

H0

d

W+

Figure 5.13: Prodution of the Higgs boson in proton�proton ollisions via the so-alled

W+W−
fusion proess.

in whih both beams are protons, as both the u and d are then valene quarks.

Naturally, the Higgs boson must be deteted through its deay produts. If, as

appeared evermore likely, m
H

≥2m
Z

0
then the two following deay hannels are

possible:

H0 → Z0 + Z0
and W+ +W−. (5.2.49)

The two weak bosons must be deteted via their deay produts; in the ase

of W+W−
two of the �nal-state partiles will be neutrinos, whih will esape

detetion. The simplest and leanest signal for Higgs prodution (in this mass

range) thus involves a �nal state of four harged leptons:

p+ p → H0 +X
|→ Z0 + Z0 → ℓ+ + ℓ− + ℓ+ + ℓ−. (5.2.50)

The gold-plated hannel is the four-muon �nal state. Suh a proess allows for

Higgs searhes in the range 200GeV<∼m
H

<∼ 500GeV. Of ourse, the mass may be
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measured by reonstruting the invariant mass of the four �nal-state muons, for

whih we expet to see a lassi BW distribution. The branhing ratio here is

Γ(H0 → 4ℓ)

Γ(H0 → 2Z0)
≃ 4 %. (5.2.51)

Note that for m
H

very large, the width beomes omparable to the mass and the

BW resonane shape is lost with the signal merging invisibly into the standard

ontinuum bakground.

Should the Higgs be lighter than the threshold for double weak-boson pro-

dution, the searh beomes, perhaps surprisingly, rather more di�ult. This is

beause we shall need to extrat the signal from proesses with hadroni �nal

states, for example H0→ bb̄. In this ase the b quarks will give rise to a pair

of jets and suh signals risk being swamped by a dominating standard QCD jet-

prodution bakground. A possible alternative in this ase is the rare but very

distintive H0→γγ hannel depited in Fig. 5.14. In the SM the branhing ratio

for this deay is about 10−3
and it is dominated by the two proesses shown in

Fig. 5.14. The two diagrams represent virtual-partile loops, in whih the only

γ

H0

W±

W±

W±

γ

+

γ

H0

f

f

f

γ

Figure 5.14: The probably dominant ontributions to Higgs-boson deay into a photon

pair; f may be any harged fermion (sine it must ouple to the photon).

requirement is a harge for the irulating �eld. Thus, both quarks and leptons

may ontribute, together with the harged weak bosons W±
.

Early in 2012 both ATLAS (Aad et al., 2012a,b) and CMS (Chatrhyan et al.,

2012a,b) published papers on the searh for the Higgs boson at the LHC. The

results indiate an exess of events (with respet to bakground) in the region

of mH≃125GeV2
, at a ombined level of 4.3σ. At around the same time the

two Tevatron experiments CDF and DØ (Aaltonen et al., 2012) also announed

ombined results in agreement with the CERN data although statistially less

signi�ant.

5.2.5 The CKM matrix

Perhaps one of the rihest areas to emerge in hadroni physis in the 90's is that
of the CKM matrix. Reall that this matrix desribes the unitary transforma-
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tion between the asymptoti quark basis states and those of the weak interation.

Sine we have, as yet, no aepted grand uni�ed theory (GUT), the CKM matrix

parametrises our ignorane of any possible link between the eletroweak theory

and the physis of the strong interation (or QCD). As suh, it is presently seen

by many as an important window onto possible physis beyond the SM. First of

all, it is the best andidate we have for the origin of CP violation, whih should

then be desribed by just a single imaginary phase appearing in various matrix

elements. Seondly, and perhaps more importantly at this point, the property (or

requirement) of unitarity an be tested experimentally.

One should note that the existene of a non-trivial (i.e. non-diagonal) mixing

matrix also requires that the all various quarks have di�erent masses (at least

separately within the two lasses of up and down types). While this is already

experimentally veri�ed, it also indiates that any measured CP -violating e�ets

will be proportional to the mass(-squared) di�erenes.

Before proeeding let us brie�y examine the present status of the experimental

determination of the CKM matrix. We should �rst de�ne its elements:

V
CKM

=



Vud Vus Vub
Vcd Vcs Vcb
Vtd Vts Vtb


 . (5.2.52)

As we have shown, in its most general form, this matrix may be parametrised by

three Euler angles and just one imaginary phase. The standard hoie of repres-

entation is the following (Chau et al., 1984):

V
CKM

=




c12c13 s12c13 s13 e
− iδCP

−s12c23 − c12s23s13 e iδCP c12c23 − s12s23s13 e iδCP s23c13

s12s23 − c12c23s13 e iδCP −c12s23 − s12c23s13 e iδCP c23c13


 ,

(5.2.53)

where sij=sinθij and cij=cosθij , while δCP is the single allowed phase, whih may

then be responsible for CP violation. Note also that, by suitable global rotation

of both quark bases, all the angles may be taken to lie in the range [0,π/2] so that
all sines and osines are non-negative.

If we now restrit onsideration to the �rst two families (i.e. the �rst two rows

and olumns), then we just have the Cabibbo matrix, with θ12 being the Cabibbo
mixing angle (we should set θ13=0= θ23 and thus the phase terms disappear).

Experimentally, we have already noted that this angle is small; that is, the diagonal

elements are near to unity and are muh larger than those o�-diagonal. Extending

the disussion to the 3×3 ase, this hierarhy ontinues and one �nds that the
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elements furthest from the diagonal are smallest; in other words,

sin θ12 ≫ sin θ23 ≫ sin θ13. (5.2.54)

Indeed, if we measure the sale of smallness of the near o�-diagonal terms via a

parameter λ, then unitarity implies that those further o�-diagonal are order λ3.
This observation leads to an alternative parametrisation due to Wolfenstein (1983):

V
CKM

=




1− λ2/2 λ Aλ3(ρ− iη)

−λ 1− λ2/2 Aλ2

Aλ3(1− ρ− iη) −Aλ2 1


 +O(λ4). (5.2.55)

The parameter λ is then essentially sinθ
C

. The urrent best �ts to the world ex-

perimental data for the moduli of the elements (see PDG-2016 � Patrignani et al.,

2016) give

V
CKM

=



0.97425± 0.00022 0.2252± 0.0009 0.00415± 0.00049

0.230 ± 0.011 1.006 ± 0.023 0.0409 ± 0.0011

0.0084 ± 0.0006 0.0429± 0.0026 0.89 ± 0.07


 . (5.2.56)

There is learly too little information as yet to provide a preise value for the last

element; by imposing unitarity one �nds that the magnitude is onstrained to be

Vtb = 0.999146+0.000034
−0.000004, (5.2.57)

whih is thus likely to be very near to unity.

The unitarity triangles

Let us begin with the question of unitarity; the equation is simple:

V †
CKM

V
CKM

= 1. (5.2.58)

Sine in the SM this is a 3×3 matrix equation, it atually represents nine equations

or onstraints. The three �diagonal� equations eah have a left-hand side involving

the square of one large omponent, whih dominates the sum and the omparison

with the large right-hand side. They are therefore rather di�ult to test exper-

imentally. In ontrast, the six �o�-diagonal� equations dilute the dominane of

the large diagonal omponents and are therefore less ritial. It an thus even be

hoped, for example, that possible physis beyond the SM might be made manifest

via the non-vanishing of these sums of produts.
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Now, the o�-diagonal equations (eah ontaining just three terms) may be

expressed as triangles in the omplex plane. The most ommonly used triangle

(being the most sensitive to CP -violation) is generated by the �d�b� produt:

Vud V
∗
ub + Vcd V

∗
cb + Vtd V

∗
tb = 0. (5.2.59)

First of all, we take the best determined term VcbV
∗
cd as a referene length and use

it to resale all three terms thus:

Vud V
∗
ub

Vcd V
∗
cb

+ 1 +
Vtd V

∗
tb

Vcd V
∗
cb

= 0. (5.2.60)

We may then hoose to plae the middle term (now unity) along the positive

real axis, running from the origin to the point (1,0). Considering the other two

as omplex numbers, the sum above then represents a triangle in the omplex

plane. We thus arrive at the geometri representation shown in Fig. 5.15. The

Figure 5.15: A shemati representation of the CKM-matrix unitarity triangle.

new variables ρ̄ and η̄ are equivalent to ρ and η up to orretions of order λ2, whih
are thus order λ4 orretions to the matrix elements themselves. The angles of the

triangle are just the phases of the various ratios of elements:

φ1 = β = arg

(
Vcd V

∗
cb

Vtd V
∗
tb

)
, (5.2.61a)

φ2 = α= arg

(
Vtd V

∗
tb

Vud V
∗
ub

)
, (5.2.61b)

φ3 = γ= arg

(
Vud V

∗
ub

Vcd V
∗
cb

)
. (5.2.61)

First and foremost, one should experimentally verify whether the three terms

atually do form a non-trivial triangle (i.e. they do not ollapse to a single line).

This would then demonstrate that the CP -violating phase is indeed non-zero.
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Seondly, one should note that the three angles are given by di�erent ombinations

of matrix elements and are therefore experimentally independent. Unitarity of the

matrix evidently requires that the sum of the angles be exatly 180◦
and that the

two upper sides end at the same point; if this were found not to hold, then we

would have a signal for physis beyond the SM. The most obvious ase would be

a fourth generation of fermions.

A further observation is that the six possible triangles so formed all have the

same area. An obvious neessary ondition for the CKM matrix to generate CP
violation is that the area should be non-zero. Now, it is a fairly simple exerise in

geometry to show that it is given by half the Jarlskog (1985) invariant J :

J = Im[Vij Vkl V
∗
il V

∗
kj]/

∑
mn εikmεjln. (5.2.62)

Note that this de�nition is entirely phase-onvention independent and J is thus

indeed an invariant. In terms of the general parametrisation of the CKM matrix

given earlier, we have

J = c12 c23 c
2
13 s12 s23 s13 sin δCP . (5.2.63)

The present value (from global �ts) for this parameter is (see PDG-2016 � Patrignani et al.,

2016)

J = 3.04+0.21
−0.20 × 10−5. (5.2.64)

The fat that the Jarlskog invariant involves elements from all three generations

is intimately related to the observation that for less than three generations there

an be no CP violation at the level of the CKM matrix. In other words, if an

experimental (physial) quantity depends on elements involving less than three

generations then, by means of a suitable, unitary transformation of the matrix

itself, any CP -violating phase ould be rotated away. Conversely, this also implies

that for an experimentally measurable quantity to be sensitive to CP violation

all three generations must ontribute to the proess. For example, in the ase of

the K0
�K0

system a three-family GIM-like mehanism would atually ause all

e�ets to anel and it is the large mass of the t quark that partially deativates

the anellation.

Measurement of the CKM-matrix elements

Let us brie�y outline how the magnitudes of at least some of the CKM-matrix

elements are determined experimentally. For up-to-date experimental values see

PDG-2016 � Patrignani et al. (2016).
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|Vud|: The most preise determinations of |Vud| are provided by the so-alled

superallowed 0+→0+ nulear beta deays. Reall that while (vetor) Fermi trans-

itions involve an eνe pair in a spin-zero state, (axial-vetor) Gamow�Teller trans-

itions produe a spin-one pair and annot therefore ontribute to the superallowed

deays onsidered, whih are thus purely vetor transitions. The nine most preise

determinations ombine to lead to (PDG-2016 � Patrignani et al., 2016)

|Vud| = 0.97417± 0.00021. (5.2.65)

The error is dominated by theoretial unertainties in the nulear orretions.

The neutron lifetime measurement also a�ords a preise determination of |Vud|.
The theoretial unertainties are very small here too but the extration of the

CKM element requires preise knowledge of the ratio between the axial-vetor

and vetor ouplings (gA/gV ), whih is measured to omparable preision via the

deay angular distributions. Finally, the theoretially very lean harged-pion

deay π+→π0e+ν may also be used; however, present experimental preision is

not yet ompetitive.

|Vus|: The magnitude of Vus is typially extrated either from semileptoni kaon

deays or from the strangeness-hanging semileptoni hyperon deays. Consider-

able experimental e�ort has been made in reent years with regard to the former.

High-statistis measurement of B(K+→π0e+ν) and a number of measurements

of neutral-kaon branhing ratios, form fators, and lifetime have been performed.

Form-fator input is also required: the theoretial value f+(0)=0.961±0.008 is

generally adopted. The kaon semileptoni deay rates then lead to

|Vus| = 0.2248± 0.0006. (5.2.66)

However, it must be said that the theoretial alulations of f+(0) di�er by as

muh as 2%, with quoted unertainties around 1%.

The determination from hyperon deays has long laked omparable theoret-

ial understanding although in reent years it has reeived new input from both

experiment and theory. In analogy with the strangeness-onserving deays, the

vetor form fator is proteted against �rst-order SU(3)-breaking e�ets by the

Ademollo�Gatto theorem (Ademollo and Gatto, 1964). Therefore, one may again

use the ratio between the axial-vetor and vetor form fators (often denoted in

this ontext as g1/f1) as experimental input, thereby irumventing the problem

of aounting for SU(3)-breaking e�ets in the axial-vetor ontribution. The best

present extration is

|Vus| = 0.2250± 0.0027, (5.2.67)

whih does not though inlude estimates of the theoretial unertainty due to
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seond-order SU(3) breaking.
Other determinations of |Vus| are provided by leptoni kaon deays and also

τ deays. Lattie-QCD alulation of the ratio between the kaon and pion deay

onstants allows extration of |Vus/Vud| from K→µν and π→µν. The KLOE

measurement of the K+→µν branhing ratio, ombined with the theoretial

fK/fπ = 1.198± 0.003+0.016
−0.005, (5.2.68)

leads to

|Vus| = 0.2245+0.0012
−0.0031, (5.2.69)

where the auray is limited by the lak of knowledge of the ratio of the deay

onstants.

|Vcd|: The most preise determination is based on neutrino and antineutrino in-

terations. The di�erene in the ratio of double- to single-muon prodution by

neutrino and antineutrino beams is proportional to the harm prodution ross-

setion o� valene d quarks, and therefore to |Vcd|2 times the average semileptoni

branhing ratio of harm mesons, Bµ (see Fig. 5.16 for the quark-model inter-

pretation). In the muon-neutrino ase, the most probable proess involves the

(a)

W+

d,s

νµ

u,c

µ−

(b)

W−

d̄, s̄

ν̄µ

ū, c̄

µ+

Figure 5.16: The neutrino and antineutrino interations with a nuleon leading to the

prodution of single- (u and u �nal states) and double-muon (c and c) events.

transitions d→u sine it is both Cabibbo favoured (i.e. proportional to |Vud|) and
proportional to the relatively large valene d-quark density�this leads to a single

muon in the �nal state. However, there is also the Cabibbo-suppressed transition

(i.e. proportional to |Vcd|) d→ c; the �nal harm deay then leads to a seond

muon. Note that unertainties in the d-quark density anel in the ratio. There

is, of ourse, some bakground due to the presene of s quarks in the proton, but

these are sea quarks and therefore muh less probable.

This method was used by CDHS, followed by CCFR and CHARM II. The PDG

average of their results is

Bµ|Vcd|2 = (0.463± 0.034)× 10−2. (5.2.70)
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Moreover, data from the CHORUS experiment are now su�iently preise to ex-

trat Bµ diretly and ombining their results with those of the other experiments

leads to Bµ=0.0873±0.0052, �nally giving

|Vcd| = 0.220± 0.005. (5.2.71)

The magnitude of Vcd may be also extrated from semileptoni harm deays

using theoretial input from form-fator alulations: e.g. lattie-QCD alulations

for D→πℓν and D→Kℓν. Using these estimates and the isospin-averaged harm

semileptoni width measured by CLEO-, one obtains a ompatible but less preise

|Vcd|=0.213±0.008±0.021.

|Vcs|: An analogous determination of |Vcs| from neutrino and antineutrino sat-

tering is muh less preise than in the previous ase sine it requires knowledge

of the s-quark density, whih is relatively small and not well measured. Other

approahes must therefore be adopted.

The diret determination of |Vcs| is possible from semileptoni D or leptoni Ds

deays, but again theoretial input from hadroni matrix-element alulations is

required. The use of D+
s → ℓ+ν requires lattie-QCD alulation of the deay on-

stant fDs
while for semileptoni D deays form fators are required, whih depend

on the invariant mass of the lepton pair. Lattie-QCD alulations an predit the

normalisation and the shape of the form fator in D→Kℓν and D→πℓν. These
theoretial results and the isospin-averaged semileptoni widths provide

|Vcs| = 0.995± 0.016. (5.2.72)

Real W±
deays are also sensitive to |Vcs| and suh measurements were made

at LEP-II. The W±
branhing ratios depend on all six CKM matrix elements

involving quarks lighter than MW . For eah lepton �avour we have

1

B(W→ℓν̄ℓ)
= 3

[
1 +

(
1 +

αs(mW )

π

) ∑

u,c,d,s,b

|Vij |2
]
. (5.2.73)

Assuming lepton universality, the result

B(W → ℓν̄ℓ) = (10.83± 0.07± 0.07) % (5.2.74)

then implies ∑

u,c,d;s,b

|Vij|2 = 2.002± 0.027, (5.2.75)

whih is a preise test of unitarity. However, |Vcs| an only be extrated from
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�avour-tagged measurements. The LEP experiment DELPHI measured tagged

W+→ cs̄ deays and obtained

|Vcs| = 0.94+0.32
−0.26 ± 0.13. (5.2.76)

|Vcb|: Naturally, this matrix element an be extrated from semileptoni deays

of B mesons to harm states. Inlusive determinations use the semileptoni deay-

rate measurement ombined with the leptoni-energy and the hadroni invariant-

mass spetra. The basis of the alulation is the so-alled heavy-quark expansion,

via whih the total rate and moments of di�erential energy and invariant-mass

spetra are expressed as expansions in inverse powers of the heavy-quark masses.

Sine the dependene on mb, mc and other parameters ourring at subleading

order is di�erent for di�erent moments, the large number of measured moments

overonstrains the parameters and tests the onsisteny of the approah. Inlusive

measurements have been performed using B mesons from Z0
deays at LEP and

in e+e− mahines operated at the Υ(4S) energy. At LEP the large boost of B
mesons from Z0

deays allows determination of the moments throughout phase

spae, whih is not otherwise possible, but the large statistis of the so-alled B-
fatories leads to more preise determinations. An average of the measurements

leads to

|Vcb| = (42.2± 0.7)× 10−3. (5.2.77)

Exlusive determinations are based on semileptoni B deays into D and D∗
.

In the limit mb,c≫Λ
QCD

all form fators are provided by a single so-alled Isgur�

Wise funtion, whih is a funtion of the salar produt of the four-veloities,

w= v·v′, of the initial- and �nal-state hadrons. Heavy-quark symmetry determ-

ines the normalisation of the rate at w=1, the maximum momentum transfer to

the leptons, and |Vcb| is obtained from an extrapolation to w=1. The exlusive

determination,

|Vcb| = (39.5± 0.8)× 10−3, (5.2.78)

is less preise than the inlusive method sine the unertainties, both theoretial

in the form fator and experimental in the rate near w=1, are around 3%. The

PDG quotes the following average:

|Vcb| = (40.5± 1.5)× 10−3. (5.2.79)

|Vub|: The natural determination of |Vub| from inlusive B→Xuℓν̄ deays (where
Xu represents a meson ontaining a u-quark) su�ers large B→Xcℓν̄ bakgrounds.

In most phase-spae regions where the harm bakground may be exluded for

kinemati reasons there are unknown non-perturbative ontributions: the so-alled

shape funtions. In ontrast, the non-perturbative physis for |Vcb| is enoded in
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a few parameters. At leading order in Λ
QCD

/mb there is only one shape funtion,

whih may be extrated from the photon energy spetrum in B→Xsγ and applied

to several spetra in B→Xuℓν̄.
Alternatively, one an extend measurements into the B→Xcℓν̄ region to re-

due the theoretial unertainties. Analyses of the eletron-energy endpoint from

CLEO, BABAR and Belle quote B→Xueν̄ partial rates for |pe|≥2.0GeV and

1.9GeV, whih are well below the harm endpoint. The large and pure B�B
samples produed at B-fatories permit the seletion of B→Xuℓν̄ deays in events
with the reoiling B is fully reonstruted. Using suh a full-reonstrution tag

method, the four-momenta of both the leptoni and hadroni systems an be ex-

trated.

Exlusive hannels may also be used, but then form fators are needed. The

better experimental signal-to-bakground ratios are o�set by smaller yields. The

B→πℓν̄ branhing ratio is now known to 8% and lattie-QCD alulations of

the B→πℓν̄ form fator for q2>16GeV2
have been performed. So-alled light-

one QCD sum rules are appliable for q2<14GeV2
and yield somewhat smaller

values for |Vub|, (3.3+0.6
−0.4)×10−3

. The theoretial unertainties in extrating |Vub|
from inlusive and exlusive deays are di�erent. The PDG quotes the following

average:

|Vub| = (4.09± 0.39)× 10−3, (5.2.80)

whih is dominated by the inlusive measurement.

|Vtd|, |Vts| and |Vtb| : The CKM matrix elements involving the t quark are

rather more di�ult to aess, �rst and foremost owing to the exeedingly limited

number of top quarks so-far produed (and deteted) in laboratory experiments.

However, the top quark plays an important role in the intermediate states in B�B
osillation phenomena and also in higher-order orretions (oming from so-alled

penguin diagrams. Unfortunately, present experimental preision does not yet

allow signi�ant measurements to be performed.

On the other hand, the Tevatron experiments CDF and DØ have found evidene

for single top-quark prodution. The basi proess studied is the annihilation of

a quark and antiquark of di�erent �avours via prodution of a virtual W±
, whih

subsequently deays into b̄t or bt̄. Speial tehniques are neessary to extrat the

single top-quark signal from a large bakground. The ross-setion measurements

an be used to provide a diret measurement of the CKM matrix element |Vtb|.

The CP -violating phase and unitarity-triangle angles: The angles of the

unitarity-triangle are evidently non-trivial, i.e. the triangle is not �at, if and only if

CP -violation has its origins in the CKM matrix itself. It is therefore evident that

their measurement requires the study of CP -violating e�ets. Di�erent proesses
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provide more-or-less diret aess to di�erent angles and thus it is, in priniple,

possible to verify that the sum of the three angles is indeed 180◦
. The �eld is

in ontinual evolution and here we shall limit ourselves to a presentation of the

urrent piture. In Fig. 5.17 the ombined world onstraints on the unitarity

γ

γ

α
α

dm∆
Kε

Kε

sm∆ & dm∆

ubV

βsin 2

(excl. at CL > 0.95)
 < 0βsol. w/ cos 2
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L > 0.95
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βγ

ρ
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Figure 5.17: World onstraints on the unitarity triangle represented in ρ̄ and η̄ plane.

The shaded areas are the 95%CL intervals for the various measurements and the small

hathed ellipse indiates the overall onstraint on the upper vertex. The �gure is taken

from PDG-2016 (Patrignani et al., 2016).

triangle are displayed as 95%CL allowed regions in ρ̄ and η̄ plane. The global

agreement is exellent; the onsisteny worsens notieably however if B→ τν data

is inluded in the �t.

5.3 Beyond the standard model

5.3.1 Neutrino masses, osillation and mixing

Neutrino masses and limits

In the SM the masses of all three neutrino speies are rigorously zero. This is re-

lated to the observation that only left-handed neutrinos appear to exist in Nature�

or rather, only left-handed neutrinos are involved in the observed interations. A

standard Dira mass term in the Lagrangian desribing the propagation of a fer-
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mion impliitly onnets left- and right-handed states and would therefore violate

suh observations.

∗

However, reent data provide strong evidene for osillations between the dif-

ferent neutrino states.

†
Suh a phenomenon is possible if and only if at least one

of the neutrino speies has a non-zero mass. In fat, as we saw in the K0
�K0

system, the osillation proess requires a mass di�erene and so we are only able

to onlude that there is a di�erene between the masses of at least two neutrino

states. Over the next few years more preise and detailed measurements should

larify the issue.

Osillation phenomena aside, other experimental data are only able to plae

upper limits on neutrino masses. By far the most stringent limits are those on the

eletron-neutrino mass and ome from nulear β-deay studies. In partiular the

end-point (in the Kurie plot) of the β-deay spetrum is lowered if the emitted

neutrino is massive (by just the energy equivalent to its mass). The experimental

data on tritium deay provide an upper limit of around 3 eV.
It is interesting to note that a similar, though less stringent, limit is provided by

the �nite spread in arrival times of the few neutrinos olleted after the supernova

SN 1987A in the Large Magellani Cloud, approximately 51.4kpc (∼170 thousand
light years) from Earth. A burst of neutrinos was observed at three separate

neutrino observatories (Kamiokande II, IMB and Baksan). In total, 24 neutrinos

were deteted, a signi�ant deviation from the observed bakground level; 11 were
deteted by Kamiokande II, 8 by IMB and 5 by Baksan, over a time interval of

less than 13 seonds. Analysis of the energy and arrival-time spread provides a

limit of about 20 eV (Roos, 1987).

Neutrino osillation and mixing

If, as then appears to be the ase, at least one neutrino is massive, the possibility of

osillation beomes real. Moreover, the possibility of a mixing matrix à la CKM

naturally arises.

‡
Indeed, this is a prerequisite for osillation. Let us onsider

the simple ase of two neutrino states with di�erent masses (not neessarily both

non-zero). Call the two mass eigenstates states ν1,2. The two states we all, for

example, νe,µ are then weak-interation eigenstates, whih may then be expressed

∗
We should note that it is possible to introdue a so-alled Majorana mass term for the neutrino,

whih then beomes its own antipartile, without altering the observed phenomenology.

†
The 2015 Nobel Prize for Physis was awarded jointly to Takaaki Kajita and Arthur B. M-

Donald �for the disovery of neutrino osillations, whih shows that neutrinos have mass.�

‡
Purely leptoni CP violation then also beomes a natural possibility.
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as superpositions of the mass eigenstates, thus:

νe = cos θ ν1 + sin θ ν2 (5.3.1a)

and

νµ = − sin θ ν1 + cos θ ν2. (5.3.1b)

This may be ompared with the ase of the K0
�K0

system. An important di�er-

ene here is that typially Eν≫mν and thus we should use momentum eigenstates.

Consider an eletron neutrino produed in a weak interation at instant t=0:

|νe,p〉 = cos θ|ν1,p〉+ sin θ|ν2,p〉. (5.3.2)

We shall now suppress the momentum variable and write the orresponding state

evolved to the instant t as

|νe,t〉 = a1(t) cos θ|ν1〉+ a2(t) sin θ|ν2〉, (5.3.3)

where the time-dependent oe�ients are

ai(t) = e iEit
for i = 1, 2. (5.3.4)

Sine m1 6=m2, for a given well-de�ned momentum p, E1 6=E2.

Exerise 5.3.1. Following similar steps as for the ase of K0
�K0

osillations,

show that the probability that a state initially produed at t=0 as say an eletron

neutrino will be a muon neutrino a time t is

P (νe → νµ; t) = sin2 2θ sin2 1
2
(E2 − E1)t. (5.3.5)

We may rewrite the energy di�erene as follows (using E2=p2+m2
):

E2 − E1 =
E2

2 − E2
1

E2 + E1

=
∆m2

2Eν
, (5.3.6)

where ∆m2=m2
2−m2

1 and Eν is the average of the two energies. We see that the

osillation depends on two parameters: the mixing angle sinθ and mass-squared

di�erene ∆m2
, whih must both be non-zero. Indeed, in the limit Eν≫m (taking

vν≃ c) we may rewrite the time-dependent transition probability as

P (νe → νµ; t) ≃ sin2 2θ sin2

(
1.27∆m2L(t)

Eν

)
, (5.3.7)

where ∆m2
is in eV2

, L(t) is the distane travelled in metres and Eν is the neutrino
energy in MeV.
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Sine this obviously leads to a loss of eletron-neutrino �ux, it was immediately

suggested as a possible explanation of the so-alled solar neutrino problem; that is,

the result of the Homestake gold-mine hlorine experiment (Bahall, 1964; Davis,

1964; Davis et al., 1968):

∗†

Φexpt

νe
∼ 1

3
Φstandard solar model

νe
. (5.3.8)

Suh osillations have now been on�rmed by the Super-Kamiokande exper-

iment in Japan (see, for example, Fukuda et al., 1998; Ashie et al., 2004, 2005).

The data on atmospheri neutrinos, produed immediately above the apparatus

and also on the far side of the Earth, are onsistent with two-�avour νµ↔ντ
osillations, sin22θ>0.92 and

1.5× 10−3 < ∆m2 < 3.4× 10−3 eV2
at the 90 % CL. (5.3.9)

However, the data annot indiate whih neutrino superposition is the more massive

and various mass hierarhies are presently allowed.

‡

5.3.2 Grand uni�ed theories

In earlier setions we have seen how the attempt to orretly desribe the weak

interation and, in partiular, the massive intermediate bosons it requires led to

the development of a (quasi) uni�ed theory of the eletromagneti and weak in-

terations. The onept of a spontaneously broken symmetry allows the bosons

to aquire a mass without violating the loal gauge invariane of the theory and

leads to a �nal remnant U(1)
EM

symmetry from the initial larger U(1)
Y

⊗SU(2)
W

.

Note that sine there are two distint oupling onstants, g and g′ in the previous

setions, one annot speak of a omplete uni�ation.

Moreover, this does not yet inlude QCD, the theory of the strong interation.

The suesses of the uni�ed eletroweak theory immediately sparked attempts to

inlude the SU(3) gauge symmetry of QCD. The idea is a little more hallenging

than a mere extension of U(1)
Y

⊗SU(2)
W

to the larger U(1)
Y

⊗SU(2)
W

⊗SU(3)
QCD

.

∗
The Cl37

solar neutrino detetor in the Homestake Gold Mine onsisted of 615 t of tetrahloro-
ethylene (tetraloroetene), 4200m of water equivalent underground. It used radiohemial teh-

niques to determine the Ar37
prodution rate. The detetor was built at Brookhaven National

Lab. (BNL) in 1965�67 and operated by Brookhaven until 1984.

†
One quarter of the 2002 Nobel Prize for Physis was awarded eah to Raymond Davis Jr. and

Masatoshi Koshiba for �pioneering ontributions to astrophysis, in partiular for the dete-

tion of osmi neutrinos�; the other half was awarded to Riardo Giaoni for �pioneering

ontributions to astrophysis, whih have led to the disovery of osmi X-ray soures.�

‡
The 2015 Nobel Prize in Physis was awarded jointly to Takaaki Kajita and Arthur B. MDonald

�for the disovery of neutrino osillations, whih shows that neutrinos have mass.�
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It would, in reality, be preferable to have a single gauge group with thus a single

oupling onstant, whih is what is known as a GUT. Sensible examples of groups

ontaining the above produt are SU(5) or SO(10). The problem of the single

oupling is almost automatially solved when one realises that the three known

onstants atually vary with energy sale: the largest α
QCD

dereases, as does that

assoiated with the SU(2)
W

, while the weakest α
QED

inreases. Indeed, examina-

tion of the theoretial variation suggests that they should all have a similar value

for E∼1015GeV.
Now, the enlargement of the group to SU(5), SO(10) or similar involves the

addition of further gauge degrees of freedom: new gauge bosons (usually indiated

X) must be introdued. These new �elds inevitably ouple quarks to leptons and

thus allow for baryon- and lepton-number hanging transitions. In partiular, the

proton is no longer stable sine a u quark may be onverted into an eletron plus

other leptons. In all suh models the proton lifetime is estimated to be no greater

than about 1030 years while present lower limits oming from non-observation of

proton deay in the various dediated experiments around the world are of order

1034 years.
There are further problems with the naïve extensions to obtain a GUT. First

of all, even in the simpler eletroweak theory, problems to do with renormalisation

still remain. The presene of a salar �eld (neessary for the Higgs mehanism) up-

sets the usual renormalisation programme: the ontributions oming from virtual

salar loops tend to shift the masses of the partile spetrum up to the upper mo-

mentum ut-o�, whih here should be of order E∼1015GeV. In order to arrive at

the masses of the known quarks and leptons, one therefore has to invoke very del-

iate anellations between di�erent ontributions. That is, the unphysial (bare)

masses need to be �ne-tuned to many deimal plaes in order that the di�erene

of two large numbers be the small number required; this is known as the hierarhy

or �ne-tuning problem. Moreover, lose examination of the running of the three

oupling onstants reveals that they do not all meet at a single energy and thus

suh a naïve grand uni�ation is not stritly speaking possible (see Fig. 5.18).

5.3.3 Supersymmetry

The di�ulties enountered in onstruting GUT's, as disussed above, suggest

some missing ingredient. There are many possibilities, here we shall just mention

the presently most favoured: namely, supersymmetry. The idea of supersymmetry,

in a nutshell, is to enlarge the spetrum of partiles and the symmetries to inlude

a symmetry operation that transforms fermions into bosons and vie versa. One

might hope in suh a way to relate the photon to, say, the eletron; however,

this proves to be impossible. It is then neessary to introdue an entire family

of supersymmetri partners to the existing partiles. Thus, to every quark there
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orresponds a pair of salar squarks (mathing the two quark heliity degrees of

freedom) while for every gauge boson there is a fermioni gaugino. Sine no suh

partile states have ever been observed, they must evidently be very heavy.

With a suitable spetrum (typial masses should be of the order of a TeV or

more), both the �ne-tuning and GUT-point problems may be solved. The �ne-

tuning is now automati: the �opposite� spin nature means that the ontributions

in quantum orretions enter with the opposite sign

∗
and thus anellations are

guaranteed. Suh anellations will not be exat, preisely beause of the large

supersymmetri partile masses. Indeed, this observation helps to plae an up-

per limit on the likely masses, in order that the anellations should not be lost

altogether.

Seondly, the extra ontributions alter the running of the oupling onstants,

whih an now be arranged to all oinide at one partiular energy. The new

uni�ation point is typially of order 1016GeV (see Fig. 5.18). Both solutions are

ahieved if and only if the spartile masses are less than around 10TeV. Suh a

limit suggests that they may well be within reah of the LHC.
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Figure 5.18: The running of the three oupling onstants for the SM on the left and

the so-alled minimal supersymmetri SM on the right. From top to bottom the urves

are respetively for the QED, weak and strong oupling onstants. The �gure is taken

from Kazakov (2001).

∗
This is to do with Fermi�Dira statistis: loop diagrams with a fermion irulating aquire an

extra minus sign with respet to boson loops.
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Appendix A

Quantum Mehanis

A.1 Relativisti QM and the Dira equation

Historially, the �rst attempts at a relativisti formulation of quantum mehanis

are due independently to Klein (1927) and Gordon (1926) although earlier both

Fok and Shrödinger had onsidered suh a possibility. Starting from the Einstein

energy�momentum relation

E2 = p
2c2 +m2c4, (A.1.1)

they simply applied the anonial approah of transforming the variables E and p

into operators:

E → i~
∂

∂t
and p → − i~∇. (A.1.2)

This is represented more onveniently and ompatly in four-vetor notation

as follows:

p2 = pµpµ = m2c2, (A.1.3)

where now

pµ ≡ (E/c,p) and e.g. xµ ≡ (ct,x). (A.1.4)

The operator substitution then beomes

pµ ≡ (E/c,p) → i~ ∂µ ≡ i~
∂

∂xµ
≡ i~

(
1

c

∂

∂t
,−∇

)
. (A.1.5)

Note the negative sign in front of the spatial omponents here.

This leads to the following Lorentz-ovariant wave equation

(
∂µ∂

µ +
m2c2

~
2

)
φ = 0. (A.1.6)

175
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For an even more ompat notation, it is ustomary to de�ne the d'Alembertian

or wave operator:

� ≡ ∂µ∂
µ

(A.1.7)

and thus write (setting now ~=1= c)

(
�+m2

)
φ = 0, (A.1.8)

this is the Klein�Gordon equation. Historially, the well-known problems with

negative partile probability densities, assoiated with the possibility of negative-

energy solutions (energy enters squared in the Einstein's equation), led to its being

abandoned and to Dira's famous alternative.

In a nutshell, Dira's idea was an attempt to avoid negative energies by e�et-

ively taking the square-root of the Klein�Gordon equation and writing

γµpµ ϕ(x) = mϕ(x), (A.1.9)

where γµ is some new and unknown vetor objet (to be determined), neessary

to render the left-hand side a salar quantity, as is the right-hand side. Then,

in order that the operator version γµpµ =̂m should agree with Einstein's relation

p2=m2
for any pµ, we need a Cli�ord (or Dira) algebra: {γµ,γν}= gµν. Indeed,

it is easy to see that with suh an algebra we have

γµpµγ
νpν = 1

2
{γµ, γν}pµpν = gµνpµpν = p2. (A.1.10)

The simplest way to represent suh antiommuting γµ is via matries; the

minimal representation has rank four and may be onstruted blok-wise with the

aid of the Pauli matries. An expliit form (due to Dira) is

γ0 =

(
1 0
0 −1

)
and γ =

(
0 σ

−σ 0

)
, (A.1.11)

where the sub-matries are 2×2. The �rst immediate onsequene is that the

wave-funtions are represented by four-omponent spinors.

∗
The indies on suh

a spinor, as too those (impliit) on the matries γµ, are often referred to as Dira

indies and the spae over whih they run, Dira spae. Note that it annot be

thought of as any sort of vetor sine, for example, we shall �nd that a spatial

rotation through 2π reverses its sign.

We now simply list some of the basi properties of the γ-matries:

γ0† = γ0, γ
† = −γ, or γµ = γµ† = γ0γµγ0. (A.1.12)

∗
These are not to be onfused with Lorentz four-vetors!
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Finally then, the relativisti wave equation or Dira equation is (~=1= c)

[
iγµ∂µ −m1

]
ϕ(x) = 0, (A.1.13)

where 1 is just the rank-four unit matrix.

As one might imagine from the appearane of the Pauli matries, the di�erent

spinor omponents have to do with the spin states of the eletron. Indeed, if

we onsider the oupling to a magneti �eld and take the non-relativisti limit

we �nd that the two-by-two blok form of the Dira equation simply redues to

the Shrödinger equation augmented with the Pauli onstrution to desribe the

oupling of the intrinsi eletron magneti moment. And the gyromagneti ratio

for the eletron ge is predetermined to be preisely two, as found experimentally.

∗

In the next setion we shall also see how the onept of antipartile arises naturally

from the Dira equation.

A.2 The disrete symmetries C, P and T

As stressed at various points during the letures, the onept of symmetry plays a

entral role in the development of physis in general and partiularly in elementary

partile physis. While many of the symmetries enountered are ontinuous (e.g.

spatial and temporal translations, rotations et.), there are three fundamental

disrete symmetries, whih we shall disuss here within the ontext of a quantum-

mehanial desription of partile interations. These symmetry transformations

are the operations of:

C: transforming partile into antipartile and vie versa;

P: spatial inversion, i.e. x→−x;
T: time reversal, i.e. t→−t.

Reall that the �rst two are linear transformations while the last is antilinear ;

that is, together with the obvious oordinate transformation, one must apply om-

plex onjugation to all C-number parameters (e.g. masses, oupling onstants et.)

involved.

Sine we shall need to deal with urrent�urrent interations, it will be useful

to know in advane the transformation properties of the possible urrents under

the ation of the above operations. Generalised urrents may be onstruted from

bilinears of spin-half �elds. We shall thus now examine eah separately within the

ontext of the Dira equation.

∗
To be preise, owing to quantum mehanial orretions, the value is not exatly two. Never-

theless, the measured and alulated values oinide perfetly to a very high preision.
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A.2.1 Charge-onjugation invariane (C)

The obvious way in whih to detet theoretially (and indeed experimentally)

the presene of an antipartile is through the relative sign of its oupling to an

external lassial eletromagneti �eld Aµ=(Φ,A). Indeed, the Dira equation for

an eletron in the presene of a real (for simpliity) eletromagneti �eld is

[
iγµ∂

µ + eγµA
µ −m

]
ψ(x) = 0. (A.2.1)

The sign adopted for the eletromagneti oupling is, of ourse, purely onven-

tional. It does determine, though, the orresponding sign for the oupling of a

positron. Indeed, onsider the Coulomb part of the potential A0(x): it ouples via
γ0, whih, as we have seen has positive entries for the upper two diagonal elements

and negative below. The lower two spinor omponents thus ouple to the eletri

�eld with opposite sign and hene we have the anti-eletron or positron.

If the physis of the positron is to be the same as that of the eletron, we must

seek a transformation (C) that results in the following equation:

[
iγµ∂

µ − eγµAµ −m
]
ψC(x) = 0. (A.2.2)

Now, the ation of omplex onjugation evidently only a�ets the sign of the

�rst term (for a real eletromagneti �eld). Reall too the following relation (whih

is a diret result of the Cli�ord algebra and does not depend on the partiular

representation adopted):

γ0γµγ
0 = γ†µ, (A.2.3)

while the following representation-dependent relation holds in the standard Dira

representation:

γ2γµγ
2 = −γTµ , (A.2.4)

where T simply indiates matrix transposition. Thus, by applying omplex on-

jugation to the Dira equation (A.2.1) and then multiplying from the left by γ0γ2,
one an easily verify that the preise form shown in Eq. (A.2.2) is obtained with

the identi�ation

C : ψ(x) → ψC(x) ≡ iγ0γ2 ψ T(x), (A.2.5)

where the onjugate spinor ψ :=ψ†γ0. Note that the presene of the fator � i �
orresponds to an arbitrary, but onventional, phase hoie.

A.2.2 Spatial-inversion invariane (P)

Following a similar proedure to that of the previous setion we shall now derive

the form of the operator generating spatial inversion. The starting point will again
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be the Dira equation (A.2.1), although the oupling to an eletromagneti �eld

is now super�uous. The transformation of the equation under x to −x may be

represented by simply replaing ∂µ with ∂µ (sine the lowering of the index implies

a sign hange in the spatial omponents). Now, the e�et of γ0, already noted

above, may be equally expressed as

γ0γµγ
0 = γµ. (A.2.6)

Thus, we reover the original equation via the identi�ation

P : ψ(x) → ψP(x′) ≡ γ0 ψ(x′), with x′ = (t,−x), (A.2.7)

where one again the impliit phase hoie is onventional.

An immediate onsequene of the above form for the parity transformation is

that, sine the matrix γ0 is blok-diagonal ±1, the parities of the upper and lower

omponents of ψ are opposite. That is, fermion and antifermion have opposite

parities. By onvention, the parity of fermions is hosen positive and antifermions

negative. This partiular hoie has, of ourse, no physial onsequene as fermions

are always produed in fermion�antifermion pairs (for whih the overall intrinsi

parity is predetermined to be −1).

A.2.3 Time-reversal invariane (T)

Finally, we turn to the ase of time reversal. Note �rst that the transformation

t→−t also implies exhange of initial and �nal states. Sine, as remarked above,

this transformation has the peuliar property of being antilinear, let us start with

the simpler ase of the Shrödinger equation for a free partile:

i
∂

∂t
ψ(t,x) = − 1

2m
∇2ψ(t,x). (A.2.8)

The eigen-solutions are plane-waves and may be written as

ψ(t,x) = u(p) e− i (Et−p·x), (A.2.9)

where, of ourse, the energy and momentum satisfy E=p2/2m. It should be

immediately obvious that the �rst hoie of simply hanging t to −t in the above

does not satisfy the original equation, nor indeed does it even orrespond to a

partile with momentum −p, as it should for time reversal. However, the hoie

ψ∗(−t,x) = ψ∗
0 e

− i (Et+p·x)
(A.2.10)
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respets all requirements. We thus see the neessity for an antilinear (omplex on-

jugation) operator. That is, the transformation t→−t is aompanied by omplex

onjugation applied to all C-number quantities.

Now, omplex onjugation applied to the Dira equation (A.2.1) leads to

[
− iγTµ ∂

µ −m
]
ψ T(t,x) = 0, (A.2.11)

where, as always, T simply stands for matrix transposition and one again the

ommutation properties of the γ matries with γ0 have been exploited. Mul-

tipliation from the left by γ0 together with the simultaneous transformation

xµ→x′µ≡ (−t,x) then leads to

[
iγTµ∂

′µ −m
]
γ0 ψ T(−t′,x′) = 0. (A.2.12)

All that remains is to �nd the unitary transformation (whih must exist) between

the Dira bases for γµ and γTµ : it is simply iγ1γ3, where the fator � i � is again
onventional. Thus, the time-reversal operation is given by

T : ψ(x) → ψT(x′) ≡ iγ1γ3 ψ T(x′), with x′ = (−t,x). (A.2.13)

T and Complex Potentials

As a losing remark to this setion, let us illustrate the role of a omplex ontri-

bution to the potential desribing partile interations. While there is evidently

no ounterpart in lassial mehanis, in quantum mehanis all quantities are

potentially omplex. Typially, when partiles (or radiation) may be emitted or

absorbed (reated or destroyed), an imaginary ontribution to the sattering mat-

rix elements is found. Consider shematially the temporal evolution of a state of

de�nite energy E,
φ(t,x) = a(x) e− iEt . (A.2.14)

The probability density is just ρ(t,x) :=φ∗φ= |a(x)|2, whih in this ase is time

independent. If, however, we introdue an imaginary ontribution, −1
2
iΓ say, to

the energy, that is E→E− 1
2
iΓ, then something interesting ours:

ρ(t,x) = |φ(t,x)|2 = |a(x)|2 e−Γt . (A.2.15)

The probability density thus follows the usual deay law, with rate Γ.
Note that the resulting time dependene evidently violates time-reversal invari-

ane. That is, an imaginary phase in the interation Hamiltonian automatially

provokes a violation of T. This may be immediately understood as a diret on-

sequene of the anti linearity property of the temporal inversion operator.
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A.2.4 Dira-spinor bilinears and CPT

Armed with the previously derived transformation operators, it is now easy to

determine the transformation property of any spinor-�eld bilinear and thus any

urrent we may wish to employ in the desription of partile interations. The nat-

ural eletri four-urrent assoiated with the Dira equation, is shown by standard

methods to be jµ :=ψγµψ, the temporal omponent of whih is ρ=ψ†γ0γ0ψ=ψ†ψ,
a natural and positive-de�nite probability density.

However, we also wish to desribe all possible interations (inlude the weak

and strong nulear fores) and thus we must onsider all possible urrents. The

omplete basis of generalised urrents is S=ψψ, P =ψγ5ψ, V =ψγµψ, A=ψγµγ5ψ
and T =ψσµνψ. Their transformation properties under the disrete transforma-

tions C, P and T are summarised in Table A.1.

Table A.1: The properties of the �ve spinor-bilinear urrents (S, P , A, V and T ) under
the disrete transformations C, P and T.

S P V A T

C + + − + −
P + − + − +

T + − + + −
CPT + + − − +

In order to onstrut a urrent�urrent interation, it is neessary to ombine

two (or possibly more) urrents by ompletely ontrating or saturating the indies.

For the urrents listed here, it is immediately notieable that the CPT signature

is (−1)ni
, where ni is the number of indies. Sine omplete saturation implies

ni even, it follows that it is impossible to obtain a produt that is overall CPT
odd. In other words, within our present knowledge and method of onstruting

(urrent�urrent) interations in �eld theory, CPT annot be violated. That is

not to say that it is absolutely impossible, but simply that we do not know how.

For ompleteness, let us mention that a possible onsequene of CPT violation

is a di�erene between partile and antipartile masses. At present the most

stringent limits ome from the study of the K0
�K0

system (whih is examined in

some detail in Se. 2.5.3):

∣∣∣∣
mK

0 −mK
0

m
K

0

∣∣∣∣ ≤ 0.9× 10−18 (90 % CL). (A.2.16)

Note, in ontrast, that any of C, P or T may be violated individually (or in

pair produts) by a suitable hoie of interfering urrents; e.g. the produt V ·A
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violates both C and P but not T . What is not inluded above is the possibility of

a omplex oupling (as in the elements of the V
CKM

matrix, see Se. 2.5.2). Suh a

ontribution would naturally indue a violation of time-reversal invariane, whih

is rather di�ult (though not impossible) to detet experimentally. For this reason

and sine the onservation of CPT requires a simultaneous ompensating viola-

tion of the produt CP , one normally talks of CP violation and not T violation,

although the two are entirely equivalent in this ontext.

A.2.5 C and P of simple omposite systems

Many simple omposite systems, suh as positronium (an e+e− bound state) and qq
pairs, but also two- or multi-pion �nal states, may possess well-de�ned symmetry

properties under the operations of C and P. In theories in whih these symmetries

are respeted suh properties naturally lead to the idea of assoiated onserved

quantum numbers C and P , even for omposite objets (the same is true too for

T ). Suh disrete quantum numbers are multipliative in nature and thus in the

ase of a omposite system all the relevant quantum numbers of the parts must

simply be multiplied together. We shall now present a few instrutive examples.

From the foregoing disussion on CPT , we see that, by omplementarity, one

the properties under C and P are understood an expliit disussion of T is super-

�uous. That said, in ondensed matter physis, foe example, a onsequene of T
for systems of fermions is the so-alled Kramers degeneray, whereby even ertain

highly disordered systems must have degenerate energy eigenstates.

Charge onjugation in omposite systems

First of all, note that C an learly only be assoiated with neutral systems, suh

as positronium or neutral qq states.

C
π

+
π

−: Let us start by onsidering the two-pion state π+π−
. The ation of C is

to interhange the two pions and this will introdue a fator (−1)L, where L is the

orbital angular momentum quantum number, owing to the parity of the spatial

part of the wave-funtion. Sine there is no other e�et, we have C
π
+
π
− =(−1)L.

C
e
+
e
−: Next we examine the ase of positronium. This is a little more ompli-

ated owing to the spin e�ets. For the spatial exhange of the eletron and positron

there is the same fator (−1)L above. However, the spin part of the wave-funtion

must also be onsidered: for the spin-0 singlet state this is antisymmetri and for

the spin-1 triplet, symmetri. This leads to another fator onveniently expressed

as −(−1)S . Finally, the full relativisti theory of eletrons generates a further −1
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for every interhange of two idential fermion or antifermion states. Putting all

this together, we obtain a harge-onjugation quantum number Ce+e− =(−1)L+S.

Parity in omposite systems

Here we should reall that all partiles (elementary or not) may be asribed an

intrinsi parity: for fermions this is not determined absolutely, but Dira theory

predits it to be opposite for fermion and antifermion. A fermion�antifermion pair

thus have overall negative intrinsi parity, whih must then be multiplied by the

parity of the relative spatial wave-funtion. In the ase of bosons a salar partile

has, by de�nition P =+1 while a pseudosalar (suh as a pion) has P =−1.

P
π

+
π

−: Given an even number of pions, it is not neessary to know the intrinsi

parity of the pion sine in this ase we have P 2=+1, whatever the value of P =±1.
We therefore need only onsider the parity of the spatial wave-funtion, whih leads

to Pπ+
π
− =(−1)L.

P
e
+
e
−: As noted above the produt of intrinsi parities for the e+e− pair is −1,

whih again must be multiplied by the spatial ontribution. Here then we have

Pe+e− =−(−1)L.

The J
PC

lassi�ation of mesons

We an now study the lassi�ation of mesons (qq states) in terms of the three

quantum numbers J , P and C. Let us examine the angular momentum �rst. The

purely spin part may be either spin-0 (antisymmetri, singlet) or spin-1 (symmet-

ri, triplet). The orbital angular momentum part is naturally any integer from zero

up. The JPC assignments may then be dedued easily from the previous analysis

of the positronium ase.

The lowest-lying mesons (π0
, K0

, η and η′) are L=0, S=0 states, whih must

then have JPC=0−+
.

∗
The slightly heavier s-wave S=1 states (ρ, K∗

, φ and ω)
have JPC=1−−

. For inreasing mass the JPC quantum numbers then follow a

natural sequene. A omplete list of all the known mesoni states and their JPC

assignments may be found in the PDG Review of Partile Physis (see PDG-2014

� Olive et al., 2014).

Exerise A.2.1. From the foregoing lassi�ation, show that for a standard qq
state the assignments JPC=0+−

, 0−−
, 1−+

, 2+−
et. are not admissible while

0++
, 1++

et. are allowed.

∗
While C is learly not de�ned for a harged meson, the JP

assignments given still hold.
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Finally, for ompleteness, we might add that the photon has JPC=1−−
, the

gluons (being olour harged with therefore C unde�ned) have JP =1− while the

spin-1 W±
and Z0

weak bosons have neither P nor C well-de�ned. The neutral

Higgs boson in the SM has JPC=0++
.

A.3 The double well and quantum osillation

The double potential well in quantum mehanis niely demonstrates one of the

more surprising phenomena assoiated with quantisation: namely, quantum osil-

lation. Consider the situation in whih there are two idential square wells (in one

dimension for simpliity) su�iently separated so that the form of the solution to

the Shrödinger equation loally in the neighbourhood of either well is not appre-

iably a�eted by the presene of the other. In other words, the solution within

the regions of the wells is very similar to that of a single isolated well. The form of

the well and the x dependene of the orresponding two lowest-energy eigenstates

are represented in Fig. A.1.

V (x)

ψ0(x)

ψ1(x)

Figure A.1: The double potential well and the x dependene of the orresponding two

lowest-energy eigenstates, E1>E0.

The solutions an be represented generially as

ψ1,2(x, t) = u1,2(x) e
− i

~
E1,2t, (A.3.1)

where the preise form of u1,2(x) is entirely irrelevant for the present purposes.

Now, these represent the �unperturbed� eigenstates of the system and are those

with independent temporal evolution. However, if now some �interation� with the

system introdues a partile into one of the wells (the left, say) the state indued

does not orrespond to any single pure eigenstate. In other words, a di�erent basis
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is neessary to desribe this external interation:

u
L,R(x) = 1√

2

[
u1(x)± u2(x)

]
. (A.3.2)

Suh a state desribes the system at the instant t=0, when the partile is intro-

dued into the left-hand well. At later times the evolution is given by (we shall

now take the initially left-hand ase for de�niteness)

ψ
L

(x, t) = 1√
2

[
u1(x) e

− i

~
E1t+u2(x) e

− i

~
E2t
]
. (A.3.3)

However, if we wish to know the probability of �nding the partile in one or other

well, we should deompose over the L/R basis:

ψ
L

(x, t) = 1
2

[(
u
L

(x) + u
R

(x)
)
e−

i

~
E1t+

(
u
L

(x)− u
R

(x)
)
e−

i

~
E2t
]

= 1
2

[
u
L

(x)
(
e−

i

~
E1t+e−

i

~
E2t
)
+ u

R

(x)
(
e−

i

~
E1t− e−

i

~
E2t
)]
. (A.3.4)

Introduing now the average energy E≡ 1
2
(E1+E2) and the energy di�erene ∆≡

E2−E1, we �nally obtain

ψ
L

(x, t) =
[
u
L

(x) cos
(
∆
2~
t
)
− iu

R

(x) sin
(
∆
2~
t
)]

e−
i

~
Et . (A.3.5)

One sees that the oe�ient of, for example, u
L

(x), whih determines the probab-

ility of �nding the partile in the left-hand well, osillates in time:

P
L

(t) = cos2
(
∆
2~
t
)
= 1

2

[
1− cos

(
∆
~
t
)]
. (A.3.6)

Note that the frequeny is thus ∆/~ (and not half that). In other words, the

partile e�etively osillates between the two potential wells with a frequeny

determined by the di�erene of the natural frequenies assoiated with the two

states involved. Note too the lose parallel with the ase of oupled osillators in

lassial mehanis.

To onlude this setion, let us underline a ommon aspet of suh phenomena:

the original physial system possesses a symmetry (in this ase under parity or

spatial inversion), whih the state reated externally does not respet (i.e. it is not

an eigenstate of the basi Lagrangian). This is a su�ient (and in fat neessary)

ondition for the indued mixing, whih lies at the heart of the quantum osillation

phenomenon.
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A.4 The partial-wave expansion

A.4.1 Sattering in perturbation theory

In quantum mehanis sattering by weak �nite-range potentials may be treated in

a perturbative manner. That is, we assume to have solved the free-�eld equations

and that the sattering potential maybe treated as a small perturbation. In this

setion we shall present a simpli�ed derivation of the ross-setion for the ase of a

spherially symmetri potential. The basis is the knowledge we have of solutions to

the Shrödinger equation in suh a ase�the angular part is provided by just the

spherial harmoni funtions already enountered in the solution of the hydrogen

atom. Moreover, for a �nite-range potential the asymptoti form of the radial

wave-funtion is also predetermined.

We onsider then the simple ase of a partile of momentum k inident on a

spherially symmetri potential V (r), entred at the origin. The initial state, in

the absene of V (x), may be represented as a plane-wave

u0(x) = e ik·x . (A.4.1)

We suppress the normalisation sine our aim is to alulate a ross-setion, whih

is a ratio of �uxes. In the presene of the sattering potential, but outside its

range, the full solution to the Shrödinger equation will be of the form

u(x)
r→∞−−−→ e ik·x+f(θ, φ)

1

r
e ikr (A.4.2)

where θ and φ are the polar sattering angles in the laboratory frame with respet

to k, whih we then take to be along the z-axis, while r= |x|. That is, we have

the inident plane-wave plus an outgoing spherial wave entred on the origin.

In perturbation theory one an always alulate the form of f(θ,φ) from �rst

priniples if the potential is known. We shall just quote the result here: in the

Born (or leading-order) approximation we have

f(θ, φ) = −2m
~
2

(2π)3

4π
〈k′|V |k〉

= −2m
~
2

(2π)3

4π

∫
d3
x
′ e

− ik
′·x′

(2π)
3/2
V (x′)

e+ik·x′

(2π)
3/2
, (A.4.3)

where the �nal-state momentum k
′
is diret along (θ,φ) and energy-momentum

onservation requires that k=k′. Gathering together exponentials and onstant
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fators, this beomes

f(θ, φ) = − 2m

4π~2

∫
d3
x
′ e i(k−k

′)·x′

V (x′). (A.4.4)

That is, as remarked elsewhere in these notes, the Born-approximation to the

sattering amplitude is just a Fourier transform of the potential, in the variable

q=k−k
′
, the momentum transfer. In pratie then, we may model a potential

and alulate the orresponding phase shifts; alternatively, at least in priniple,

measured phase shifts may be used to reonstrut (or �t) a potential model.

Exerise A.4.1. Using the Yukawa potential,

V
Yuk.

(r) ≡ V0 e
−µr

r
, (A.4.5)

and taking the limit µ→0, show that the quantum expression for Rutherford sat-

tering takes on the same form as the lassial result.

Often, however, we do not possess a priori a realisti model of the sattering

potential, e.g. for pion sattering o� a nuleon. In suh ases we require a suitably

parametrised desription of the ross-setion. In what follows we shall exploit

our knowledge of the general solution to the Shrödinger equation in the ase of a

spherially symmetri potential to onstrut a faithful and simple parametrisation,

whih may then be �t to experimental data.

A.4.2 The partial-wave formula

Now, the ross-setion is de�ned in terms of the ratio of the sattered �ux divided

by the inident �ux. Reall that in quantum mehanis the �ux orresponding to

a wave-funtion solution to the Shrödinger equation has the form

j(x) =
~

2m i

[
u∗(x)∇u(x)− u(x)∇u∗(x)

]
. (A.4.6)

In Eq. (A.4.2) for u(x), we should onsider the two parts as spatially separated:

the inident wave will, in pratie, be ollimated along a narrow region around the

z-axis, where the outgoing spherial wave will have little weight. The inident �ux
(j
in

) therefore simply orresponds to the plane-wave piee while the sattered �ux

(j
satt

) orresponds to the other, with no interferene terms (whih are negligible as

far as the present disussion is onerned, but see later). The partial ross-setion
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for sattering into a given solid angle dΩ(θ,φ) is de�ned as

dσ =
sattered �ux in dΩ

inident �ux

=
j
satt

r2dΩ

j
in

=
∣∣f(θ, φ)

∣∣2 dΩ . (A.4.7)

The di�erential ross-setion is therefore quite simply

dσ

dΩ
=
∣∣f(θ, φ)

∣∣2 . (A.4.8)

We thus see that the objet ontaining all the neessary information is just the

angular modulation f(θ,φ).
The spherial symmetry of the problem suggests transformation to a basis of

solutions in terms of spherial harmoni funtions. In the ase of a plane-wave, we

have the following deomposition

e ik·x = e ikr cos θ =
∑

ℓ=0

(2ℓ+ 1)i ℓ jℓ(kr)Pℓ(cos θ), (A.4.9)

where Pℓ(cosθ) are Legendre polynomials and jℓ(kr) are spherial Bessel funtions,
the solutions to the redued radial equation. Note that the imaginary fator may

also be rewritten as

i ℓ ≡ e
1

2
iℓπ

(A.4.10)

and asymptotially the Bessel funtions take the form

jℓ(kr)
r→∞−−−→ sin(kr − 1

2
ℓπ)

kr
=

1

2ikr

[
e+i(kr− 1

2
ℓπ)− e− i (kr− 1

2
ℓπ)
]
. (A.4.11)

Now, onsidering the full wave-funtion in the presene of the sattering po-

tential, we may make a similar expansion and write for r large

u(x) =

∞∑

ℓ=0

(2ℓ+ 1)i ℓ
1

2ikr

[
e+i(kr− 1

2
ℓπ+2δℓ)− e− i (kr− 1

2
ℓπ)
]
Pℓ(cos θ). (A.4.12)

In writing this expression we have taken into aount ertain simple general prop-

erties of the solutions to the Shrödinger equation. First of all, eah term in

the sum orresponds to a omponent of well-de�ned orbital angular momentum

(ℓ~) and, sine angular momentum is onserved, term-by-term the partial amp-

litudes annot hange in magnitude but only in phase. Moreover, the two terms

in square brakets on the right-hand side represent outgoing and inoming waves
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respetively. Only the outgoing wave has had the opportunity to interat with the

potential V (x) and thus only these omponents may have a phase shift, 2δℓ(Ek),
the fator 2 is for later onveniene. Note that the phase shift an (and therefore

will) only be a funtion of the inident beam energy.

Comparing now (A.4.2) and (A.4.12), taking into aount (A.4.9), we �nd

f(θ, φ) =

∞∑

ℓ=0

(2ℓ+ 1) i ℓ
1

2ik

[
e i (−

1

2
ℓπ+2δℓ)− e i (−

1

2
ℓπ)
]
Pℓ(cos θ) (A.4.13)

and using the expression for i ℓ given earlier, this beomes

=

∞∑

ℓ=0

(2ℓ+ 1)
1

2ik

[
e2iδℓ −1

]
Pℓ(cos θ) (A.4.14)

=
1

k

∞∑

ℓ=0

(2ℓ+ 1) e iδℓ sin δℓ Pℓ(cos θ). (A.4.15)

Let us make a few omments: �rstly, we see that there is no φ dependene, as

would be expeted for a spherially symmetri potential�sine k is direted along

the z-axis, there an be no z-omponent of orbital angular momentum. Seondly,

we see that all the sattering information is ontained in the phase-shifts δℓ(Ek);
they determine not only the phase of eah partial amplitude (through the fator

e iδℓ), but also the magnitude (through the fator sinδℓ). Finally, let us remark on

the validity of the above formula: it may be used for two-body sattering, provided

we use the entre�of�mass system and redued mass et., and even arries over to

the relativisti ase.

The importane of the partial-wave expansion is that, as just stated, it provides

a useful (and, in partiular, model-independent) parametrisation of the sattering

amplitude, even when nothing is known about the potential. This permits un-

biased analysis of experimental sattering data, whih may then be ompared

with theoretial preditions. As it stands though, the expansion ontains an in-

�nite number of parameters (the phase shifts δℓ for ℓ=0,1,... ,∞), whih would

render any experimental �t totally impratiable. However, for a �nite-range po-

tential (say r<a) and �nite inident momentum, the maximum orbital angular

momentum that an be generated is

ℓ
max

~ ≈ a |k|. (A.4.16)

Therefore, realling that ~c∼200MeV fm, we see that, for example, a typial

nulear-potential of range O(1 fm) and a beam of momentum 200MeV ould gen-

erate up to ℓ=O(1). In general then, low-energy sattering o� a �nite-range
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potential involves only a very limited number of partial waves. Inidentally, this

also explains why the expansion only has limited use in high-energy hadroni phys-

is: a beam of momentum 20GeV, say, would involve up to ℓ=O(100) terms in

the expansion. Note that with a small number of partial waves ontributing (eah

with its own angular dependene), the phase shifts may be extrated diretly from

the measured angular distributions.

A.4.3 The optial theorem

We an now provide a simpli�ed proof of a very important theorem in sattering.

Let us �rst alulate the total ross-setion:

σ =

∫
dΩ

dσ

dΩ
=

∫
dΩ

∣∣f(θ, φ)
∣∣2

=

∫
dΩ

∣∣∣∣∣
1

k

∞∑

ℓ=0

(2ℓ+ 1) e iδℓ sin δℓ Pℓ(cos θ)

∣∣∣∣∣

2

,

whih, using the orthogonality of the Legendre polynomials, redues to

=
4π

k2

∞∑

ℓ=0

(2ℓ+ 1) sin2 δℓ. (A.4.17)

Consider now the forward amplitude, i.e. for θ=0 (or cosθ=1):

f(0) =
1

k

∞∑

ℓ=0

(2ℓ+ 1) e iδℓ sin δℓ, (A.4.18)

where we have used the fat that Pℓ(1)=1 for all ℓ. The imaginary part of this

last expression is just the total ross-setion, up to a fator 4π/k:

σ =
4π

k
Im f(0). (A.4.19)

This is preisely the optial theorem: the total ross-setion is proportional to the

forward sattering amplitude. Its validity atually extends beyond the simple proof

provided here.

The apparent ontradition in a left-hand side that is, by de�nition, propor-

tional to an amplitude squared and a right-hand side linear in the amplitude may

be reoniled by arefully onsidering the origin of the sattering ross-setion.

In Eq. (A.4.2) we see that the general form of the wave-funtion is a sum of two
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terms:

ψ(x) ∝ e ik·x+
e ikr

r
f(θ, φ). (A.4.20)

Now, the �ux loss in the forward diretion (whih is learly proportional to the

total ross-setion) must be due to the interferene between these two terms (to see

this, onsider the di�erene in �ux along the z-axis between points before and after

the sattering entre) and thus is indeed linear in f(θ,φ). In fat, if we perform

the alulation in this way, it beomes lear that the theorem is very general and

holds even in the presene of inelasti sattering (or absorption). As one might

imagine, the expression optial theorem is borrowed from lassial optis, where

the phenomenon is well known: a bright entral spot that appears behind a blak

dis di�rating a light soure of suitable wavelength.

A.5 Resonanes and the Breit�Wigner form

A.5.1 Resonanes in lassial mehanis

In lassial mehanis the equation of motion for a fored osillator subjet to

frition is

mẍ+ γẋ+ kx = F cosωt, (A.5.1)

De�ning the natural frequeny of the osillator as ω0=
√
k/m, the solution is

x = x
max

cos(ωt+ φ), (A.5.2)

where the phase di�erene φ is given by

tanφ =
−γω

m(ω2 − ω2
0)

(A.5.3)

and the osillation amplitude is

x
max

=
F

[m2(ω2 − ω2
0)

2 + γ2ω2]
1/2
. (A.5.4)

The total energy (E
kin

+E
pot

) of the osillator is thus

E =
kF 2

[m2(ω2 − ω2
0)

2 + γ2ω2]
. (A.5.5)

Notie that the presene of dissipation (in the form of frition, γ 6=0) tames the

otherwise divergent behaviour for ω=ω0.
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A.5.2 BW resonanes in quantum mehanis

A similar behaviour ours in quantum mehanis for the prodution of interme-

diate so-alled resonant (virtual) states when the natural energy of the virtual

state is near to that of the real energy of the system. A formal desription may

be provided by onsidering the variation of phase shifts in the partial-wave de-

omposition of sattering amplitudes. We shall start from the standard form of

the elasti sattering amplitude in quantum mehanis, taken for some partiular

partial wave ℓ (reall ℓ is the total orbital angular momentum quantum number):

fℓ =
~

2ip

(
2ℓ+ 1

) (
aℓ e

2iδℓ −1
)
Pℓ(cos θ), (A.5.6)

where p is the entre�of�mass initial-state momentum, aℓ is the amplitude of the of

the ℓ-th partial sattered wave (0≤aℓ≤1, aℓ<1 implies absorption) and δℓ is the
so-alled phase-shift, a funtion of energy, whih ontains all relevant information

on the sattering potential.

In the purely elasti ase, i.e. with zero absorption (i.e. aℓ=1), the orrespond-
ing partial ross-setion is then

σ
el

ℓ =
π~2

p2
(2ℓ+ 1)

∣∣∣e2iδℓ −1
∣∣∣
2

. (A.5.7)

This expression has a maximum whenever δℓ=(n+ 1
2
)π with n integer. The max-

imum value is

σ
max

ℓ = (2ℓ+ 1)
4π~2

p2
. (A.5.8)

Note that for the ase of total absorption (i.e. aℓ=0), the ross-setion is just a

quarter of this.

Experimentally, ross-setions are often observed with a well-pronouned peak

at some partiular entre�of�mass energy. The question then is how one might

desribe suh e�ets in the absene of a omplete theory of the interation in-

volved. From the above formula, we immediately dedue that if the ross-setion

attains a maximum at some energy for some partial wave, then the orresponding

phase-shift evidently passes through a value (n+ 1
2
)π, so that cotδℓ passes through

a zero. Now, the only independent variable for eah individual partial wave is the

entre�of�mass energy (the angular dependene is already oded into the spherial

harmonis) so the phase-shift δℓ is only a funtion of E. Thus, those energies for
whih δℓ=(n+ 1

2
)π and for whih the ross-setion is therefore maximal, orres-

pond to resonanes. We shall assume that suh a resonane is su�iently well

separated from any others so that it dominates the ross-setion for E∼E0, the
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resonant energy. It is instrutive to study the behaviour of the amplitude in the

neighbourhood of suh a point.

The identity

e2iδ−1
2i

≡ 1

cot δ − i
(A.5.9)

may be used to rewrite the elasti partial-wave amplitude as

fℓ =
~/p

(cot δℓ − i )
. (A.5.10)

At the resonane cotδℓ=0; therefore, performing a Taylor expansion about this

point in the energy E and retaining only the leading term, linear in E−E0, we

may write

cot δℓ(E) ≃ −
2

Γ
(E − E0). (A.5.11)

The sign hoie is onventional but physially motivated: indeed, suppose the

phase-shift grows with energy in the neighbourhood of the resonane. Therefore,

cotδℓ(E) dereases and the parameter Γ is positive. Inserting this into Eq. (A.5.10)

leads to the standard BW form for the amplitude:

fℓ(E) = −~
p

Γ/2

(E −E0)− iΓ/2
(2ℓ+ 1)Pℓ(cos θ). (A.5.12)

That is, the elasti ross-setion is desribed by the form

σℓ ≃
4π~2

p2
(2ℓ+ 1)

(Γ/2)2

(E − E0)
2 + (Γ/2)2

. (A.5.13)

More simply, we may rewrite this as

σℓ ≃ σ
max

ℓ

(Γ/2)2

(E − E0)
2 + (Γ/2)2

. (A.5.14)

For any prodution proess that passes through a (well-isolated) resonant hannel,

one thus �nds that the spetrum or ross-setion assumes the BW form shown

in Fig. A.2 (Breit and Wigner, 1936). Note that, in pratie, the peak behaviour

is superimposed over the energy dependene of σ
max

ℓ , whih from Eq. (A.5.8), for

example is typially a rapidly falling funtion of energy.

Finally, inluding the multipliity fators assoiated with spin states in the

ase of initial partiles of arbitrary spin, the BW approximation to the total ross-
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0

1

0 E0

I

E→

Figure A.2: The standard Breit�Wigner resonane form; the underlying 1/p2 behaviour

of σ
max

ℓ has been fatored out.

setion for partiles 1 and 2 sattering via a resonane R may be expressed as

σR ≃
4π~2

p2
(2J + 1)

(2s1 + 1)(2s2 + 1)

(Γ12/2)(Γ/2)

(E − ER)2 + (Γ/2)2
, (A.5.15)

where the denominators (2s1,2+1) provide the usual average over the initial-state

spins s1,2 and J is the spin of the resonane R. The numerator fator Γ12 represents

the partial width for resonane two-body deay into partiles 1 and 2 (this may be

better understood onsidering the Feynman diag4rams introdued in the following

subsetion). The possible multipliity fators for any �nal-state spins are subsumed

(indeed, summed not averaged) in the numerator Γ.

A.5.3 BW resonanes in quantum �eld theory

We shall now try to motivate suh a form in partile physis without reourse to

detailed alulation. First, reall that for a metastable state the deay rate is the

inverse of the mean life (up to fators of ~ and c): Γ= τ−1
. Note that here we

are not neessarily limited to disussing purely elasti proesses, the main aspet

is the resonant nature of the intermediate state. The probability density for the

deaying state then takes the following form:

P(t) ∝ e−Γt . (A.5.16)

In quantum mehanis this should simply be the squared modulus of the wave-

funtion desribing the state. Thus, one is led to the following form for the time
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dependene of the wave-funtion:

ψ(t) ∝ e− iEt e−
1

2
Γt = e− i(E− i 1

2
Γ)t . (A.5.17)

Considering a partile of physial mass m0 in its rest frame, the total energy E
may be replaed by m0. The wave-funtion is then seen to represent a state of

omplex mass m≡m0− iΓ/2.
If we now make the plausible step of using this mass in the propagators ap-

pearing in any Feynman diagram where suh an unstable partile might propagate

internally, we are led to the following substitution (assuming Γ≪m0):

1

p2 −m2 →
1

p2 −m2
0 + im0Γ

. (A.5.18)

One an show, by expliit alulation, that the e�et of the self-interation indued

by the deay hannels (i.e. the possibility of temporary spontaneous �utuations

into the deay �nal states) is preisely this. However, the full armoury of quantum

�eld theory is needed to attak suh a problem.

As an example, let us �nally examine the e�et of suh a substitution on the

interation probability of the proess e+e−→Z0→µ+µ−
(see Fig. A.3). At lowest

γ,Z0

e+

e−

f

f̄

Figure A.3: An example of the Feynman diagram for a typial partile-physis proess;

in this ase, e+e− annihilation leading to an intermediate virtual photon or Z0
boson,

whih then �nally �deays� into a fermion�antifermion pair.

order in perturbation theory the propagator assoiated with the intermediate Z0

state is normally:

1

q2 −m2
Z

, (A.5.19)

where qµ is the Z0
four-momentum and mZ its mass. Aording to the above

disussion, one should thus adopt the following form:

1

s−m2
Z + imZΓZ

, (A.5.20)

where use has been made of the Mandelstam variable

s ≡ (p1 + p2)
2 ≡ q2 ≡ E2

CM

. (A.5.21)
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The interation probability is proportional to the modulus squared of the amp-

litude and thus we should really examine

∣∣∣∣
1

s−m2
Z + imZΓZ

∣∣∣∣
2

=
1

(s−m2
Z)

2 +m2
ZΓ

2
Z

. (A.5.22)

Note one again that the presene of dispersion (in this ase partile deay) tames

a potential divergene for E
CM

=mZ . This also demonstrates that higher-order

orretions are not merely a theoretial luxury to be easily foregone. The form

shown in Eq. (A.5.22) is relevant for relativisti �eld-theory alulations; noting

that for energies near the pole mass (E
CM

∼mZ)

s−m2
Z = E2

CM

−m2
Z

= (E
CM

+mZ)(ECM

−mZ) ≃ 2mZ(ECM

−mZ), (A.5.23)

one readily obtains the standard BW form:

∝ 1

(E
CM

−mZ)
2 + 1

4
Γ2
Z

. (A.5.24)

The �nal omplete form for e+e−→Z→ab is then

σ
e
+
e
−→Z→ab

≃ 4π~2

p2
(2sZ + 1)

(2s1 + 1)(2s2 + 1)

(Γ12/2)(Γab/2)

(E −mZ)
2 + (Γ

tot

/2)2
, (A.5.25)

where sZ and s1,2 are the spins of the Z
0
, eletron and positron respetively. The

partial widths in the numerator, Γ12 and Γab are those for Z
0
deay into e+e− and

ab �nal states while for the denominator the total width Γ
tot

must be used in all

ases.

One further re�nement is neessary for greater preision in those ases where

the momenta of the outgoing partiles varies appreiably over the width Γ of the

resonane. Sine Γ may also be orretly interpreted as the deay rate, it will

depend on the �nal-state momentum p (evaluated in the rest-frame). One an

then show, by expliit alulation (see Flatté, 1976), that for a resonane of mass

M the generally orret form is

Γ(s) =

∣∣∣∣
p

p0

∣∣∣∣
2ℓ+1

Γ(M2), (A.5.26)

where Γ(M2) is the on-shell deay rate, i.e. for s=M2
; p (p0) is the o�-shell (on-

shell) �nal-state momentum and ℓ is the intrinsi spin of the resonane. The e�et
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of this is seen in a ertain skew of the otherwise symmetri BW form. If not taken

into aount, it would indue a shift in the extrated mass of the resonane.

A few �nal observations are in order before onluding. Here we have only

onsidered the simpli�ed ase of a single resonane ontributing to a given hannel.

Now, while it is true that only one intermediate state is likely to be resonant at any

one energy, if two or more resonanes are near in mass (i.e. with respet to their

widths), then interferene e�ets an beome important. In suh ases are must

be taken to sum over all possible ontributing amplitudes, after whih the ross-

setion (or deay rate) may be alulated from the square of the total amplitude

so obtained.

Now, it is indeed quite likely that more than one proess ontributes to the

overall width or rate Γ for the deay of any given resonane while we may only

be interested experimentally in a partiular hannel. In suh a ase the proedure

is quite simple: the width Γ appearing in the denominator, being e�etively the

imaginary part of the physial mass, must be taken as the total deay width.

However, the width appearing in the numerator should be that orresponding to

the partiular hannel under study.

Finally, there is evidently an impliit approximation in the derivation of the BW

form. Quite simply, the intermediate objets should not be too broad�one often

speaks of the �narrow-resonane approximation.� Now, while the above orretion

for the intrinsi energy dependene of the width goes some way to allowing even

relatively broad states to be aurately inluded, this an in no way take into

aount the non-elementary nature of many of the partiles involved. The BW

form has its base in a treatment of all proesses as involving only elementary

partile and although something an be done to inlude form-fator like e�ets

there is no well-de�ned way in whih the substruture of the resonane (nor indeed

of the initial and/or �nal states) may be reliably aounted for.
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Appendix B

Bakground Notes

B.1 The muon

As a forerunner to the problem of desribing the strong interation, as we see

it today, let us examine the ase of the muon. Disovered independently by

Anderson and Neddermeyer (1936) and Street and Stevenson (1937) in osmi-

ray experiments, the muon was onsidered a prime andidate as the partile (then

known as the mesotron) suggested by Yukawa (1935)

∗
as the exhange �eld re-

sponsible for the strong interation. With a mass of 106MeV, it appeared more

similar to the baryons than to the other known harged lepton at that time, the

eletron. Aording to Yukawa's theory, suh a mass would lead to a range of

ation around 1 fm or so, whih orresponded well to the observed �nite range of

the strong nulear fore.

The question then arises as to how to asertain whether or not suh an inter-

pretation is orret. Apart from the experimental evidene, whih we shall shortly

disuss, there are theoretial reasons (not, however, available at that time) for not

aepting suh a role for the muon. Conservation of angular momentum requires

that the exhange partile have integer spin�we now know that the muon is a

fermion. Moreover, the �avour or isospin symmetry of the strong interations re-

quires that the exhange partile have integer isospin too (the proton and neutron

belong to an isospin one-half doublet). A singlet state would not interat (or at

best its interations would be suppressed) and therefore it should have at least one

unit of isospin. Finally, the multipliity of an isospin-one system is three while

there exist only two states for the muon: µ±
, there being no neutral state.

Evidently though, it was neessary to examine the strength of its interation to

really understand the nature of the muon. Its deay is seen to be weak (τµ∼2µs),

∗
The 1949 Nobel Prize for Physis was awarded to Hideki Yukawa for �his predition of the

existene of mesons on the basis of theoretial work on nulear fores.�
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but this alone annot be interpreted as exluding its strong interation; the type of

interation through whih a partile may deay is also determined by the various

onservation laws. In this ase onservation of energy is su�ient to exlude a

strong deay: the muon is lighter than all known strongly interating partiles

and, in fat, deays primarily to eν̄eνµ, none of whih are strongly interating. We

must then study the behaviour of the muon in a strongly interating environment,

e.g. inside the nuleus. The strong interation has a time sale of the order of

10−23 s (a typial deay time for the heavier hadrons suh as ∆++
et.), so we

might expet a muon to be absorbed on suh a time sale by a nuleus (inside

whih the energy balane may easily be redressed).

In 1947 Conversi, Panini and Piioni set out to measure the lifetime of what

had then been dubbed the mesotron (the present-day muon) by studying its stop-

ping behaviour in nulear matter; they had already measured the free lifetime. The

experiments they performed turned out to be a disproof of the strong-interation

hypothesis.

In matter (negatively harged) muons lose energy via eletromagneti inter-

ations until they are eventually aptured by an atom and beome bound, just

as an eletron. Sine the muon is evidently distinguishable from the eletrons, it

does not su�er Pauli exlusion and, via photon emission, may asade down to the

ground state. At this point, owing to its relatively large mass, it is muh nearer

to the nuleus than the orresponding K-shell eletron would be. Indeed, for a

harged partile of mass m, the Bohr radius in an atom with atomi number Z is

RB =
Z

mα
, (B.1.1)

whih leads to RB
e ≃Z×0.6×10−10m for an eletron. And sine then

RB
µ =

me

mµ

RB
e , (B.1.2)

for the given mass ratio of approximately 200, this leads to RB
µ ≃Z×3×10−13m

for a muon.

The strong interation is evidently negligible at suh distanes; however, the

smaller radius implies that the wave-funtion for the muon will have a higher

density inside the nuleus than would the orresponding eletron, by roughly a

fator 2003. As we shall now show, this represents a su�iently long time spent

inside the nuleus to test the strong-interation hypothesis. Conversi et al. meas-

ured a deay lifetime (i.e. for the disappearane or so-alled K-apture of muons)

of 0.88µs (to be ompared to the free deay time of 2µs). Thus, some form of

interation evidently ours. In order to evaluate the strength of this interation

it is neessary to estimate the mean free path of muons in nulear matter.
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A simple (bak-of-the-envelope) estimate may be performed by onsidering the

volume of the nuleus itself as a fration f of the total volume oupied by aK-shell

muon. This is just the ratio (R
nul

/RB
µ )

3
. Reall that empirially R

nul

=R0A
1

3
,

where A is just the atomi mass and R0≃1.2 fm. Using this and Eq. (B.1.2) we

obtain

f =

(
R
nul

RB
µ

)3

= 0.27A

(
Z

137

)3

. (B.1.3)

For aluminium one has Z=13 and A=27, giving

f ≃ 6× 10−3. (B.1.4)

This will be roughly the fration of its lifetime that a muon spends inside an alu-

minium nuleus. Already, one might antiipate that, as a fration of a miroseond,

this still leads to a survival time inside the nuleon many orders of magnitude lar-

ger that the 10−23 s one might have expeted. However, let us �rst estimate the

mean free path (for a strongly interating partile it should not be muh larger than

about 1 fm). The mean veloity of the muon may be estimated from the Heisenberg

unertainty priniple by setting pµ∼~/RB
µ . In a non-relativisti approximation,

this leads to an estimated veloity vµ∼Zα, whih, given that typially Z≪α−1
,

justi�es the approximation a posteriori . Finally, the mean free path is

Λ = vfτ, (B.1.5)

where τ is the lifetime of suh a K-shell state.

Now, sine deay rates are additive and inversely proportional to lifetimes (i.e.

Γ=Γd+Γc and Γ∝1/τ), the rule for ombining lifetimes is

1

τ
=

1

τd
+

1

τc
, (B.1.6)

where τd and τc stand for the free-deay and apture lifetimes respetively. The

measured values are τd=2.16µs and τ =0.88µs in aluminium. We thus obtain

τc ∼ 1.5 µs. (B.1.7)

Inserting this into the formula for the mean free path, Eq. (B.1.5), leads to

Λ ∼ 20− 30 cm. (B.1.8)

In other words, muon survival inside the nuleus far exeeds the expetations for

a strongly interating partile (Fermi et al., 1947). Indeed, the K-apture time τc
is more suggestive of a weak interation; this ame very muh as a surprise:
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�This result was ompletely unexpeted, and we believed at �rst that there

might be some malfuntion in our apparatus.�

Marello Conversi

Indeed, the revelation that apparently the muon therefore had no partiular role in

the general sheme of partile physis prompted Isidor Rabi to omment publily,

in astonishment:

�Who ordered that?�

B.2 Isospin and SU(2)

In nulear and partile physis a number of symmetries are apparent. One of the

simplest is the existene of a large number of so-alled mirror nulei : that is, pairs

of nulei that di�er only by interhange of the number of protons and neutrons.

An example is

B11
5 ⇌ C11

6 . (B.2.1)

While the hemial properties of B11
and C11

atoms are obviously rather di�erent,

the nulei are very similar indeed. When one takes into aount the variations due

to the e�ets of Coulomb repulsion, one might even laim they are idential, as far

as the strong interation is onerned, that is.

Evidently, suh a symmetry must have to do with a orresponding symmetry

at the nuleon level. That is, we assume it to be just the manifestation of a deeper

proton�neutron symmetry. In fat, at the hadroni level in general we see muh

the same sort of mirror behaviour in various partiles:

• The masses of the neutron and the proton are very similar; indeed, although

the proton has a positive harge and the neutron is neutral, they are almost

idential in all other respets. In fat, inasmuh as eletromagneti e�ets

may be ignored with respet to the strong interation and taking into aount

that, as we now know, there is a small up�down quark mass di�erene, they

might be onsidered as two di�erent states of the same fundamental �eld.

• The strong interation between any pair of nuleons is idential, independ-

ently of whether they are protons or neutrons. That is, the proton�proton,

proton�neutron and neutron�neutron fores are the same. Again, to see this

phenomenologially, one must �rst subtrat eletromagneti e�ets.

• In a similar fashion, the three known pion states π+
, π0

and π−
are also very

similar. Indeed, the two harged pions have exatly the same mass while the

neutral pion is just slightly lighter. Moreover, apart from very systemati

di�erenes, whih are in fat explained by the isospin piture we shall now
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disuss, their strong interations with matter (protons and neutrons) are also

the same.

In 1932 Heisenberg thus introdued the notion of isotopi spin (or isobari spin) to

explain these observations. The standard ontration of the name is now isospin.

We know from quantum mehanis that when the Hamiltonian of a system

possesses a disrete symmetry, e.g. with respet to spatial inversion, this manifests

itself through a degeneray of the energy states of the system. Consider, for

example, the various energy levels of the hydrogen atom.

In partile physis mass is equivalent to energy (sine E=mc2) and so the

near mass degeneray of the neutron and proton indiates a symmetry of the

Hamiltonian desribing the strong interations. The neutron does have a slightly

higher mass and so the degeneray is not exat. However, here (as the ase would

be in general for quantum mehanis) the appearane of a symmetry may be

imperfet as it an be perturbed by other fores, giving rise to slight di�erenes

between otherwise degenerate states. Indeed, the proton is harged while the

neutron is not and therefore eletromagnetism must play a di�erent role.

Heisenberg noted that the mathematial desription of the observed symmetry

rendered it similar to the symmetry struture of orbital angular momentum or

spin, hene the term isotopi spin or isospin. In mathematial terms, the isospin

symmetry is due to an invariane of the strong-interation Hamiltonian under

the ation of the (Lie) group SU(2). The neutron and the proton are plaed in

a doublet (a spin-

1/2 or fundamental representation) of SU(2). The pions, being

evidently a triplet are assigned a spin-one or adjoint (rank-3) representation of

SU(2).
The mathematial struture (or algebra) is then quite simply that of the usual

angular momentum. Isospin is desribed by two quantum numbers: the total

isospin I and the spin projetion along the quantisation axis I3. The proton and

neutron thus both have I= 1
2
; the proton has I3=+1

2
or `isospin up' while the

neutron has I3=−1
2
or `isospin down'. The pions naturally belong to the I=1

triplet, with π+
, π0

and π−
having I3=+1, 0 and −1 respetively. In Dira

notation, for the nuleon pair, we write

|p〉 = |1
2
,+1

2
〉 and |n〉 = |1

2
,−1

2
〉 (B.2.2)

while the pion triplet beomes

|π+〉 = |1,+1〉, |π0〉 = |1, 0〉 and |π−〉 = |1,−1〉. (B.2.3)

The pairs of quantum numbers above then have the samemathematial signi�ane

as the j,m pairs for angular-momentum states.
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An important onsequene of isospin symmetry and its mathematial stru-

ture is the possibility to apply Clebsh�Gordan oe�ients to ombinations (or

omposition) of partiles. A simple example is the strong deay of the so-alled

∆ resonanes (spin-

3/2, isospin-3/2), whih may be generially desribed as ∆→Nπ

(N being a nuleon, p or n). For onreteness, let us onsider the state ∆+
,

whose isospin designation is indiated as |3
2
, 1
2
〉. There are two distint possible

�nal states: pπ0
and nπ+

or |1
2
,+1

2
〉|1,0〉 and |1

2
,−1

2
〉|1,1〉 respetively. Now, a

glane at a table of Clebsh�Gordan oe�ients tells us that a spin-

3/2 state may

be deomposed into the following ombination of spin-one and spin-

1/2 objets:

|3
2
, 1
2
〉 =

√
2
3
|1
2
,+1

2
〉|1,0〉+

√
1
3
|1
2
,−1

2
〉|1,1〉. (B.2.4)

The squares of the oe�ients provide the branhing frations: namely

2/3 into pπ
0

and

1/3 into nπ
+
. These frations are experimentally well veri�ed.
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Appendix C

Sattering Theory

C.1 Eletron sattering

Through the study of α-partile sattering, Rutherford arrived at a new under-

standing of the atom and its internal struture. However, the α-partile is not

a point-like objet and an also interat via the strong fore. Thus, the details

of a small nulear target obtained via suh sattering are louded by the internal

struture of the probe used. On the other hand, the eletron has only eletromag-

neti interations (the weak interation may usually be negleted in omparison)

and so far it has exhibited a purely point-like behaviour (at least up to the highest

energies presently available).

For low-energy sattering (E≪mW , where the weak fore is partiular sup-

pressed) the interation of the eletron with a nuleon or nuleus is governed

purely by the theory of QED and is therefore ompletely known. This makes the

eletron an ideal probe to study the internal struture of the nuleus and, going

deeper, of the nuleon.

C.1.1 Non-relativisti point-like elasti sattering

The simplest example of sattering with eletrons is the elasti ase. Here energy

and momentum are transferred from an eletron to a nuleus (or nuleon) exhange

via (single) photon exhange and the �nal nuleus remains intat (see Fig. C.1).

The four-momenta in the problem are then the initial (�nal) eletron momentum

kµ (k′µ) and the initial (�nal) nuleus momentum pµ (p′µ). Conservation of energy

and momentum requires

kµ + pµ = k′µ + p′µ. (C.1.1)
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e− (kµ)

nuleus (pµ) e− (k′µ)

nuleus (p′µ)

θ

Figure C.1: Elasti eletron�nuleus sattering in the laboratory or nuleus rest frame.

Sine the momentum of the �nal nuleus is not usually measured, it is onvenient

to rewrite this as

p′ 2 = M2 = (kµ − k′µ + pµ)2, (C.1.2)

where M is the nulear mass. It is then straight-forward to derive the relation

EM = E ′E(1− cos θ) + E ′M, (C.1.3)

where E and E ′
are the laboratory-frame initial and �nal eletron energies respet-

ively, θ the laboratory-frame eletron sattering angle and we have negleted the

eletron mass, note that in the laboratory frame pµ=(M,0). This may then be

rearranged to express E ′
as a funtion of E and θ:

E ′ =
E

1 + (1− cos θ)E/M
. (C.1.4)

whih provides the well-known result that, for elasti sattering, the �nal energy

is determined by the angle (and vie versa).

Let us now simplify to the non-relativisti limit (we shall treat the relativ-

isti ase later). The sattering ross-setion for eletrons is then given by the

Rutherford formula (1911), with the obvious substitution z=−1 for the eletron:

dσe
−

dΩ
=

1

16

(
Zα

E∞

)2

cosec4 θ
2
. (C.1.5)

However, this is the ross-setion for a point-like target, whereas we may wish to

study the harge distribution inside the nuleus or nuleon; we shall disuss later

how a distributed harge modi�es the formula. Let us �rst onsider though the

modi�ations due to relativisti e�ets.
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C.1.2 Relativisti elasti sattering�the Mott formula

To resolve the internal struture of a nuleus (i.e. to be sensitive to energy de-

pendene in the form fators, see later), we require the wavelength of the exhange

photon to be small ompared to the nulear size. Sine ~c∼200MeV fm, we de-

due that the energy required is of the order of 100's ofMeV. This implies that the

eletrons will ertainly be relativisti, in whih ase we should really perform a al-

ulation based on the Dira equation. The relativisti alulation for a point-like

objet then leads to the Mott ross-setion (1929):

dσ̃

dΩ

Mott

=
(
1− β sin2 θ

2

) dσ
dΩ

Ruther.

, (C.1.6)

where the tilde indiates that this is not yet the full (high-energy) Mott formula

sine we are still negleting the nulear reoil�we shall all this the redued Mott

formula. The new fator is due to the onservation of angular momentum and

the role played by the spin of the eletron. Note that in the ultra-relativisti

limit, where β→1, the spin fator beomes simply cos2 θ
2
. The large-angle Mott

ross-setion falls o� more rapidly than that of Rutherford; indeed, for θ=180◦
it

vanishes. Note though that the e�et onveniently fatorises.

Let us just take a moment to try and understand this behaviour in physial

terms. For Dira theory in the relativisti limit, β→1 (whih is evidently equival-

ent to the limit m→0), it turns out that the heliity or projetion of the partile

spin onto the diretion of motion h≡ ŝ·p̂ is a onserved quantum number if the

interations are of a purely vetor or axial-vetor type (e.g. via photon or weak-

boson exhange). Indeed, starting from the Dira equation, it an be shown that

heliity-�ip amplitudes are proportional to m/E (where E is some harateristi

energy sale of the interation (e.g. the entre�of�mass energy). We thus speak

of right- and left-handed fermions as having h=±1 respetively and in the mass-

less limit they annot �ip (i.e. the two heliities do not ommuniate). Consider

now the extreme ases of forward and bakward sattering, in whih the inoming

eletron ollides and either ontinues unaltered or returns in the diretion from

where it ame (θ=0 or π in Fig. C.2). Now, assuming a spin-zero nuleus, sine

any orbital angular momentum between the eletron�nuleus pair L=r
∧
p must

lie in the plane orthogonal to p, the spin of the eletron must be onserved on its

own. For forward sattering this is trivially the ase and for bakward sattering

it is evidently impossible. For intermediate ases, one needs to understand how

spin-projetion eigenstates are onstruted for arbitrary diretions. For a state of

positive heliity travelling in a diretion θ with respet to the hosen quantisation

axis (ẑ say), we �nd

|+,θ〉 = cos θ
2
|+,z〉+ sin θ

2
|−,z〉. (C.1.7)
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⇒
e−

⇒
e−

θ z

A

Figure C.2: Heliity onservation in high-energy sattering proesses; θ is the eletron

sattering angle (the blob A represents the target nuleus).

Thus, the amplitude 〈+,θ|+,z〉=cos θ
2
and, squaring, we have the Mott result.

Of ourse, if the nuleus also possesses an intrinsi angular momentum (due to

internal motion or spins of the onstituent nuleons), then the situation is a little

more omplex and one also needs to understand the mehanism by whih the

nuleus, as a whole, may hange or �ip its spin projetion.

Finally we should take into aount the reoil of the struk nuleus and the

onsequent modi�ation of the �nal-state phase spae. The �nal, full Mott formula

is then (in the target rest frame)

dσ

dΩ

Mott

=
E ′

E

dσ̃

dΩ

Mott

=
E ′

E

(
1− β sin2 θ

2

) dσ
dΩ

Ruther.

. (C.1.8)

Again, note the fortunate fatorisation of all the new e�ets.

C.2 Form fators

C.2.1 Elasti sattering o� a distributed harge

In desribing the ase of sattering o� a distributed harge, it will be helpful to

make two simplifying approximations:

(i) Ee≪mA�in order to neglet the nulear reoil,

(ii) Zα≪1�to permit the Born approximation (i.e. single-photon exhange).

We shall also onsider the quantum-mehanial treatment, as the onepts of inter-

ferene and oherene will beome relevant here. Our starting point will therefore

be Fermi's golden rule:

W =
σva
V

=
2π

~

∣∣〈ψf |Hint

|ψi〉
∣∣2 dn

dEf
, (C.2.1)
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where the third fator in the last line is the density of �nal states and Ef is the

total �nal energy K+mA (K is the �nal kineti energy of the eletron) and, sine

mA is onstant, dEf =dE ′=dE.
We �rst need the desription of the initial and �nal eletron states, whih we

shall naturally take to be plane-waves:

ψi =
e

i

~
p·x
√
V

and ψf =
e

i

~
p
′·x

√
V
, (C.2.2)

where the normalisation is one partile in a volume V (of ourse, V will not appear

in the �nal answer). With this hoie, the density of �nal states is

dn(p) = V
p2dp dΩ

(2π~)3
, (C.2.3)

where p≡|p| (reall that we are using a non-relativisti approximation). We there-

fore have

dσ

dΩ
=

V 2E ′ 2

(2π)2
∣∣Mfi

∣∣2 1

~
4v
. (C.2.4)

We thus need to �nd the transition matrix element Mfi= 〈ψf |Hint

|ψi〉.
For a non-relativisti eletron (with harge −e) the interation is given in terms

of the eletromagneti salar potential φ(x): H
int

(x)= eφ(x). We therefore have

(suppressing ~ for larity)

〈ψf |Hint

|ψi〉 =
e

V

∫
d3
x e iq·x φ(x), (C.2.5)

where we have substituted q=p−p
′
, de�ned to be the momentum transfer. It

is immediately obvious that this is none other than the Fourier transform of the

potential φ(x), whih is in turn determined by the harge-density distribution ρ(x)
that generates it:

∇2φ(x) = −ρ(x). (C.2.6)

The plane-wave form allows us to rewrite the expression for the matrix element

diretly in terms of ρ(x) by noting that

∇2 e iq·x = −q2 e iq·x . (C.2.7)

If we now apply Green's theorem or integration by parts, we obtain

〈ψf |Hint

|ψi〉 =
e

V q2

∫
d3
x e iq·x ρ(x), (C.2.8)
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where q := |q|.
It is onvenient to de�ne a normalised density,

ρ(x) =: Ze f(x), (C.2.9)

suh that ∫
d3
x f(x) = 1. (C.2.10)

We thus obtain

〈ψf |Hint

|ψi〉 =
Zα

V q2

∫
d3
x e iq·x f(x). (C.2.11)

The integral on the right-hand side, the Fourier transform of the harge density,

is known as the form fator :

F (q) ≡
∫

d3
x e iq·x f(x). (C.2.12)

Putting everything together, we have the di�erential ross-setion:

dσ

dΩ
=

Z2α2E ′ 2

q4
∣∣F (q)

∣∣2. (C.2.13)

It is easy to show (negleting the eletron mass) that

q
2 = (p− p

′)2 = 4EE ′ sin2 θ
2

(C.2.14)

and thus we may �nally write

dσ

dΩ
=

Z2α2

16E2 sin4 θ
2

∣∣F (q)
∣∣2, (C.2.15a)

or

=
∣∣F (q)

∣∣2 dσ

dΩ

Ruther.

. (C.2.15b)

In other words, the substruture of the nuleon has the e�et of introduing a

multipliative form fator F (q), whih simply modulates the ross-setion. From

the de�nition, we see that the standard Rutherford ross-setion is reovered for a

point-like distribution, whih is just a δ-funtion (for whih the Fourier transform

is just unity). Note that this is also the limiting ase for low-energy sattering; for

q≪~/r
nul

or λ≫ r
nul

, f(x) does not vary appreiable over the nulear volume.

For q large, however, the q-dependene of F (q) makes itself felt and thus hanges

the energy dependene with respet to that of the point-like formula.
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C.2.2 The phenomenology of form fators

We have just seen that the e�et of an extended harge distribution is fatorisable

into a form fator, whih only depends on the momentum transfer and whih, being

a Fourier transform, ontains (at least in priniple) all neessary information on

the harge distribution. That is, if we were able to measure F (q), by omparing

data with the point-like Mott expression,

dσ

dΩ

expt

=
∣∣F (q)

∣∣2 dσ

dΩ

Mott

. (C.2.16)

over the entire range of q from zero to in�nity, we ould then perform the in-

verse Fourier transform to obtain f(x). Needless to say, this is impossible; the

momentum transfer is always limited by the beam (or entre�of�mass) energy.

However, the lak of higher frequenies (or shorter wavelengths) simply translates

into a lak of resolution. An example of the sort of information one extrats from

experiment on F (q) is shown in Fig. C.3. Note the pattern of maxima and min-

Figure C.3: The theoretial angular dependene of eletron�nuleus elasti satter-

ing. The upper urves represent the point-like Mott ross-setion while the lower urves

orrespond to a sphere of uniformly distributed harge (dashed urves) and typial ex-

perimental results (full line), where the edge e�ets of smearing are felt.
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ima, reminisent of di�ration in lassial optis. Note also that the rapid fall-o�

with angle severely limits the maximum q e�etively available. The �rst measure-

ments of this type were made in the �fties at SLAC, with a beam energy of around

500MeV (for whih the e�etive absolute resolution us λ
min

∼0.4 fm).

In Fig. C.3 we also see a omparison of the point-like Mott ross-setion with

that from sattering o� a ontinuous extended harge distribution. At very small

angles, for whih the momentum transfer is kinematially onstrained to be low,

the exhange photon has a very long wavelength and thus annot resolve the

internal nulear struture. In this region there is no di�erene between a point-

like and extended harge distribution. However, if the beam energy is su�ient,

with growing angle the photon wavelength may eventually beome short enough to

resolve the internal struture of point-like harges. In this ase the ross-setion is

muh less suppressed, even out to large angles and does not fall o� as rapidly as in

the unresolved, extended ase. This omparison will be important in the disussion

of very high-energy eletron sattering o� a single proton and the question of the

proton substruture.

C.2.3 Fitting form fators to trial funtions

By appealing to simple parametrisations for plausible harge-density distributions,

parametrisations of the form fators may be obtained. Suh parametrisations are

then ompared to the data to extrat the parameters. Note that the large-angle

dependene provides information on the internal struture while as θ→0 (for whih
eventually λ>R

nul

) one should see a return to the typial q−4
behaviour. By

exploiting spherial symmetry, we may integrate out the angular dependene and

thus simplify the expression for F (q). This leaves

F (q2) =
4π

q

∫ ∞

0

dr r sin qr f(r), (C.2.17)

where q= |q|. Note that the density f(r) is then normalised as

4π

∫ ∞

0

r2dr f(r) = 1. (C.2.18)

In Table C.1 we provide a list of typial funtional forms used. As an example,

onsider the ase of a uniform sphere; the �rst minimum lies at qR≃4.5. Thus,

referring to the graph in Fig. C.3, we �nd R≃2.5 fm for C12
. Moreover, the fat

that the minima are not as sharp as is predited for a uniform sphere indiates the

existene of an outer �skin� of �nite depth.
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Table C.1: A olletion of possible forms of harge distribution inside the nuleus

together with the orresponding form fators. In all ases R represents a measure of the

nulear radius.

form f(r) F (q2) behaviour

point δ(r)/4π 1 onstant

exponential

1

8πR
3 e

−r/R (1+q2R2)−2
�dipole�

Gaussian

1

(2π)
3/2

R
3 e

− 1

2
r
2
/R

2

e−
1

2
q
2
R

2

Gaussian

uniform sphere

3

4πR
3 (r<R) (sinρ−ρcosρ)

ρ
3 (ρ≡qR) osillatory

C.2.4 Physial interpretation

Let us onlude this setion by providing a physial interpretation of the form-

fator e�ets. For wavelengths muh greater than the size of an extended target

objet, the latter is not resolved and ats as an e�etive point-like harge. However,

for a given wavelength there is a limited region over whih sattering may be

oherent; that is, over whih the subregions all interfere onstrutively. A simple

omparison of trajetories reveals that the size of this region is of the order of

one wavelength. Thus, for objets muh larger than the wavelength used, only a

small fration of their total harge atually e�etively ontributes to the sattering.

This leads to a rapid derease of the ross-setion with dereasing wavelength, or

orrespondingly inreasing energy�momentum transfer.

C.3 Quasi-elasti sattering

Let us now onsider a ase intermediate between pure elasti sattering and the

proess known as deeply inelasti sattering (DIS, in whih the proton is ompletely

broken up into many piees). The proess we wish to onsider is thus alled

quasi -elasti sattering. As we have already seen, elasti sattering kinematis

imposes a one�to�one relation between the sattering angle and the energy of the

outgoing eletron. We should thus expet a single spetral line. Let us examine

what one observes in pratie for sattering o� a nuleus at high energy. The

example we shall use is that of sattering o� a water moleule (see Fig. C.4).

There are essentially three prominent features to be found in the spetrum, two

pronouned spikes and one broad underlying peak. The larger of the spikes (at

around 165MeV) is evidently due to elasti sattering o� one of the hydrogen nulei
(this is determined simply from the position of the spike with respet to the initial
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Figure C.4: Quasi-elasti sattering of eletrons o� water moleules as a funtion of

outgoing-eletron energy for a beam energy of 246MeV at a sattering angle of 148.5◦.

Figure C.5: Quasi-elasti sattering of eletrons o� helium nulei as a funtion of

outgoing-eletron energy for a beam energy of 400MeV at a sattering angle of 60◦.

energy and �xed sattering angle) while the lower (at around 218MeV) orresponds
to the oxygen nuleus�the shift in position being due to the di�erent mass of the

sattering objet. The question then remains of the underlying, broader struture

(entred roughly around 147MeV), whih nevertheless has the lear form of a peak.

We shall now show that this may be attributed to sattering o� a proton bound

inside an oxygen nuleus; the proton is then ejeted from the nuleus and this is

what is known as quasi-elasti sattering. Another example, sattering o� helium,
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is shown in Fig. C.5.

We known that, for example, the Fermi-gas model makes rather preise pre-

ditions: the nuleons lie in a potential well of approximate depth 40MeV with a

Fermi level orresponding to a momentum of the order of 250MeV. The depth of

the well represents an energy that must be supplied above and beyond the kinemat-

ial needs while the Fermi motion will indue smearing of the total entre�of�mass

energy, leading to a smearing of the �nal-state spetrum. Let us now examine in

detail how this works. The proess we wish to study has a three-body �nal state:

the eletron, the proton and the reoiling nulear remnant (see Fig. C.6). We begin

reoil

nuleus

e−
e−

γ∗

proton

Figure C.6: A shemati view of quasi-elasti eletron�nuleus sattering: via exhange

of a virtual photon a proton is ejeted from the nuleus.

by introduing the neessary kinemati variables in the laboratory frame:

p = initial eletron momentum, (C.3.1a)

p
′ = �nal eletron momentum, (C.3.1b)

P = initial struk proton momentum, (C.3.1)

P
′ = �nal struk proton momentum, (C.3.1d)

q = p− p
′

= momentum transfer. (C.3.1e)

Finally, a useful variable is ν≡Ee−E ′
e, the energy transfer in the laboratory frame.

It then a simple exerise to show that we have

ν =
q2

2M
+ V0 +

2qP cosα

2M
, (C.3.2)

where q= |q|, P = |P | and α is the angle between the vetors q and P .

Exerise C.3.1. Derive the above expression for the energy transfer ν.

Now, assuming the initial momentum P to be distributed uniformly inside the
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Fermi sphere, we an easily evaluate both ν and σν :

ν = 2π

∫ p
F

0

p2dp

∫ 1

−1

dcosα

[
q2

2M
+ V0 +

2qP cosα

2M

]/[
4πp3

F

3

]

=
q2

2M
+ V0 (C.3.3)

and

σν ≡
√
ν2 − ν2 =

q

M

√
P 2 · cos2 α =

q

M

√
1
3
P 2

=
1√
5

qp
F

M
, (C.3.4)

where we have used the standard result that, for a uniform spherially symmetri

momentum distribution, P 2= 3
5
p2
F

.

Exerise C.3.2. From the peak position and width, as shown in Fig. C.4 and/or

Fig. C.5, estimate the orresponding values of p
F

and V0.

We should now omment on the impliit approximation made here: the fat

that the ross-setion may be alulated as though the nuleons (or protons in this

ase) were free inside the nulear volume is not entirely trivial. If the struk partile

sits in a potential well with a strong spatial dependene, then it is presumably

permanently subjet to fores omparable to the sattering potential itself and

that should therefore be added to those operating during the sattering proess.

However, the data lead to a piture in whih the nuleons apparently lie in a

potential well with an e�etively �at bottom. That is, deep inside the nuleus

they are not subjet to any fores exept for the brief moments in whih they

make ontat with the boundary or surfae of the nuleus and thus we are justi�ed

in making what is known as the impulse approximation.

It is perhaps also worth mentioning that the same approximation is used in

desribing the sattering of eletrons o� single quarks inside the nuleon (a pro-

ess known as deeply inelasti sattering). In this ase the struk quark does not

atually materialise as a free partile in the laboratory owing to the absolute on-

�ning e�et of the strong interation. Nevertheless, alulations (�rst performed

by Feynman) in the impulse approximation desribe the data surprisingly well. In

this ase the explanation is not the triviality of the potential, but a phenomenon

known as asymptoti freedom. Aording to this property of QCD, the strength of

the interation dereases with inreasing energy sale or, equivalently, at short dis-

tanes. Thus, provided the energy of the probe is su�iently large, then the time

and distane sales beome suh that the struk quark an interat only weakly

with the parent nuleon.
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A more quantitative and rigorous way of de�ning the impulse approximation

is in terms of interation times. The struk objets, bound inside a more omplex

struture (be they nuleons inside the nuleus or quarks inside a nuleon) move

freely for a time that may be roughly estimated as the diameter of the surrounding

struture divided by their average veloity. The interation has a time sale whih

may be estimated as the inverse of the energy transfer. The impulse approximation

is then justi�ed if the interation time is less than that of the mean free motion.

Exerise C.3.3. Estimate the mean free time for a nuleon bound inside an iron

nuleus and thus estimate the energy transfer neessary to guarantee appliability

of the impulse approximation.
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Appendix D

A seletion of suitable examination

topis

In this appendix we provide a short list of suitable topis to prepare for the ourse

(oral) examination:

• Gell-Mann's quarks and SU(3)�motivation, struture and onsequenes.

• Feynman's parton model�motivation, struture and onsequenes.

• The Higgs model for the eletroweak interation�motivation, struture and

onsequenes.

• The CKM matrix, with partiular referene to CP violation.

• The physis of e+e− mahines, with partiular referene to partile disovery.

• The role of symmetries and their violation in partile physis.
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Appendix E

Glossary of Aronyms

ABJ: Adler�Bell�Jakiw

AGS: alternating gradient synhrotron

BW: Breit�Wigner

BNL: Brookhaven National Lab.

CERN: Centre Europée de Rehèrhe Nuleaire

CESR: Cornell Eletron Storage Ring

CKM: Cabibbo�Kobayashi�Maskawa

DIS: deeply inelasti sattering

DESY: Deuthes Elektronishe Synrotron

DORIS: Doppel-Ring-Speiher

GIM: Glashow�Iliopoulos�Maiani

GUT: grand uni�ed theory

LEP: Large Eletron�Positron Collider

LHC: Large Hadron Collider

PDG: Partile Data Group

QCD: quantum hromodynamis

223
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QED: quantum eletrodynamis

RHIC: Relativisti Heavy-Ion Collider

SLAC: Stanford Linear Aelerator Center

SM: standard model

SPEAR: Stanford Positron�Eletron Aelerating Ring

SSC: Superonduting Super-Collider
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